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ABSTRACT 

In order to recognize a written word, the relative positions of its component letters 

must be encoded. Ultimately, this information must be precise enough to distinguish 

between anagrams such as causal and casual while retaining enough flexibility to 

recognize elehpant as elephant. The lexical decision experiments reported here used a 

more dramatic version of transposed letter priming than has previously been reported in 

order to identify the constraints on this flexibility. In light of the observed data, several 

current models of letter position coding were evaluated and suggestions for future models 

were proposed. 

The first goal of this research was to determine the degree of flexibility in word 

recognition in terms of how many transposed letters can be tolerated in the input. 

Reliable priming was observed throughout the experiments when as many as six of the 

eight letters had been transposed (most ps < .01). However, Experiments 5 and 6 

identified the limit of this flexibility, in that fully transposed primes did not activate their 

target entries. 

The second goal was to identify letter position effects, or differences in the 

importance of various letter positions in lexical access. Experiments 1-4 supported 

Jordan et al.'s (2003) claim that the exterior letters of a word are the most crucial. 

Stronger priming was derived from primes with correctly placed exterior letters and 

transposed interior letters than from the reverse case. Support was also found for Inhoff 

et al.'s (2003) claim that a word's initial letters are more important to lexical access than 
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later letters (Experiment 7). Overall, a trend of decreasing importance from left to right 

was observed, with the possible exception of the final letter. 

The observed data were compared to the predictions made by the BURNET model 

(Mozer, 1991). Grainger & van Heuven's (in press) open bigram coding scheme, the 

SOLAR model (Davis, 1999), and the SERIOL model (Whitney, 1999). This enabled us 

to identify particularly effective and problematic approaches to letter position coding. 

Finally, it is proposed that a visual word recognition system with two parallel, 

complementary processing streams best describes the data. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

Aoccdrnig to rscheearch at Cmabrigde Uinervtisy, it deosn't mttaer 
in waht oredr the Itteers in a wrod are, the olny iprmoetnt tihng is 

taht the frist and Isat Itteer be at the rghitpclae... 

Amzanig huh? 
- popular email, Fall, 2003 

The above passage, taken from a recent popular email, raises some very intriguing 

questions about the cognitive processes involved in the act of reading. People are often 

astonished by how easily they can read the scrambled message, but beyond the 

entertainment value lies a whole host of issues that are currently foremost in the minds of 

investigators working on models of lexical access. The pertinent questions are those that 

concern the coding scheme that translates the perceptual input into a form that can 

'contact' or 'activate' the memory representation associated with each target word. The 

ability to read a passage composed primarily of scrambled words suggests a great deal of 

flexibility in the word recognition system although, as we will see, this evidence must be 

interpreted with caution. The current line of investigation provides empirical data that 

maps out the extent and some of the characteristics of this flexible encoding of relative 

letter position. This allows us to identify some of the processing constraints that a model 

of lexical access must accommodate if it is to remain viable, and to consider how the 

observed constraints can best be satisfied. 

On the surface, the above email makes two claims: (1) that word recognition is 

not impaired by the scrambling of letters within the word, and (2) that the exterior letters 
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of a word are crucial to its access. The experience that the scrambled message can be 

understood quite readily lends dramatic support for these claims. Upon closer inspection, 

however, we find that we cannot draw any conclusions at all about the word recognition 

system based on this demonstration, because the machinery of pure, automatic lexical 

access is not isolated from the rest of the complex suite of cognitive processes that are 

ultimately involved in comprehending a written passage. It could be that the word 

recognition system completely fails when presented with the scrambled input and that 

decoding to comprehension is achieved entirely by higher level, problem solving, back

up systems such as semantic analysis, world knowledge and so on. In order to 

understand lexical access it is important to eliminate such influences. Some work has 

already been done in this vein, and the current line of investigation builds on this 

research. First, we will review the empirical evidence in the literature that addresses 

letter position effects, and some of the models of word recognition that have been 

proposed in light of that research. Then we will continue the investigation of these issues 

using a masked priming paradigm which is designed to zero in on the lower-level, 

automatic processes associated with lexical access by eliminating conscious awareness of 

the stimuli (Forster & Davis, 1984). With an expanded body of evidence regarding the 

behavior of the human word recognition system, we can better evaluate the existing 

models and identify which strategics are most successftil, thereby bringing us closer to a 

detailed understanding of lexical representation and access. 
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Similarity and models of lexical access 

Whether it is exphcitly stated or not, the development of any model of Icxical 

access relies heavily on the conccpt of similarity. A review of the two major classes of 

models will illustrate this. 

The entry-opening model (Forster & Davis, 1984) is a good example of a serial 

search model, the first major class we will consider. According to this model, input from 

a printed word initiates a search though the lexical memory system for the item that best 

matches the input. It has been estimated that the average literate adult English speaker 

can recognize approximately 100,000 words (e.g. Pinker, 1999). It is impractical to 

suggest that the input for each word that is read is compared to every one of those 

100,000 lexical entries so the proposal, instead, is that the mental lexicon is organized 

into a set ofbins, each of which is composed of a set of words with similar orthographies 

(Forster, 1976). The specific criteria according to which the words are organized into 

bins may never be known, and in fact it is likely that the organizational scheme varies 

from one individual to the next. Some possible criteria for bins, however, might be 'all 

words that begin with ch\ or 'all words that begin with c and end with e\ or 'all words 

that are 5 or 6 letters long and contain the letters s, k. and e\ The idea is that, through 

experience, the system settles on the most efficient compromise, establishing bins that are 

small enough to be searched quickly without being so constrained that the number ofbins 

approaches the number of lexical entries. 

According to the entry-opening model, in order for a word to be fully recognized, 

its lexical entry must be located and opened, so that detailed information regarding 
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orthography, phonology, semantics and syntax can be made available to the system. 

There are a number of steps involved in this process. When a printed word is perceived, 

the orthographic characteristics are assessed and the system identifies which bin most 

likely contains the target entry. This is accomplished by the computation of a hash code 

based on the input, which yields the address for the appropriate bin (Forster, 1976). Once 

the correct bin has been identified, the system searches through the lexical entries 

contained within that bin for the one that best matches the input. As the search proceeds, 

the lexical entries that closely match the input are flagged as possible candidates for 

Icxical access. The entry opening process is initiated for these candidates, so that the 

detailed orthographic information contained within them can be checked against the 

input. When the orthographic check yields a perfect match, the entry is fully opened, and 

we say that the word has been accessed (Forster, 1999). 

The concept of similarity, then, plays a number of roles in the entry opening 

model. The bins are organized around similarity and the hash coding scheme uses a 

coarse level of similarity to identify the appropriate bin within which to conduct a search. 

Then, a more detailed level of similarity between the input and the lexical entries is 

considered, as likely candidates within a bin are flagged and the entry opening process 

begins. Finally, the orthographic check is the most detailed assessment of similarity. 

The model, then, proposes a sequence of increasingly strict criteria for what counts as 

similarity between the input and the lexical entry. 

The second major class of models is activation models, such as the Interactive 

Activation (IA) model proposed by McClelland and Rumelhart (1981). According to this 
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model, the work of word recognition is accomplished by three main levels of 

representation; the feature, letter and word levels. For our purposes we are concerned 

with the interplay between the letter and word levels. As each letter of the input is 

identified, activation is passed up from the letter level up to the word level. Word nodes 

that contain the activated letter gain some activation from it. If a word contains only one 

of the activated letters, it receives very little activation. If all of the word's component 

letters were activated by the input, then that word node receives a great deal of activation 

from the letter level. Lateral inhibition at the word level ensures that, eventually, the 

word that best matches the input is the only one that is activated, and at this point the 

word is said to have been recognized. In a broad sense, then, in an activation model 

similarity is the degree of overlap between the input and the target entry, and the role 

played by similarity is a simple one: more similarity yields more activation. As we will 

see, overlap is not simply a matter of sharing the same set of component letters, though, 

and the problem of how the relative order of the letters is encoded is the focus of this 

dissertation. 

The concept of similarity provides us with a powerful tool for identifying how 

orthographic input is processed by the lexical access system. One way in which 

similarity has been exploited to shed light on the processes of lexical access has been the 

use of fomi priming, particularly in the context of a lexical decision task. A target letter 

string is presented to the subject who must decide as quickly as possible whether the 

letter string is a word. The target is preceded by another item, the form prime, which is 

typically a nonword that differs from the target by only one letter (e.g. replect 
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REFLECT). Presentation of the prime is usually masked, preventing the subject from 

becoming consciously aware of the prime (see Forster, 1998, 1999 and Forster & Davis, 

1984 for detailed discussions of masked form priming). The logic behind these 

experiments is that (1) if the lexical access system perceives the masked prime and 

initiates lexical access based on it, and (2) if the prime and target are sufficiently similar, 

then the attempt to access a lexical entry for the prime should partially activate the lexical 

entry for the target. This partial activation should result in a savings effect when the 

target word is processed, reducing reaction times to targets relative to when they are 

preceded by unrelated (non-similar) control primes (e.g. bisperg REFLECT). This 

technique allows us to discover what the system does and does not consider to be similar 

and, hence, to identify some of the constraints used in the organization of lexical 

representation and in the process of lexical access. 

The facilitation of form primes is easily accounted for by the entry opening model 

by suggesting that the form prime flags the target entry as a likely candidate, thus 

beginning the process of opening of that entry. When the target item is presented, the 

system has a 'head start' in the opening of that entry, and reaction times are faster. 

According to an activation model, the letters that are shared in common between the 

prime and target boost the activation of the target entry so that, when the target is 

presented, the target entry is already partially activated: another form of 'head start' 

relative to an unrelated control prime. 

Before we continue, we must be clear about the use of the terms 'priming', 

'access' and 'activation'. In a technical sense, these words mean different things 
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depending on which kind of model is being considered. For an entry opening model, 

priming means that the input has been compared to the target entry, and a goodness-of-fit 

score was good enough to begin the process of opening the entry so that the more detailed 

orthographic check could be conducted. Under this model priming implies that at least 

two events have occurrcd: the search process initiated by the prime has 'found' the target 

entry, and the preliminary goodness-of-fit comparison has indicated that the entry is 

worth considering further if no better match is found. In a parallel activation model, 

priming simply means that there was enough overlap between prime and the target for an 

observable degree of activation to spread to the target word node from the letters it shares 

in common with the prime. Although we are ultimately interested in which model best 

characterizes the process of lexical access, our immediate concern is with identifying the 

parameters of what the system will and will not consider as a potential match for a target. 

In what follows, then, the terms 'access', 'priming', and 'activate' will be used in a 

theory independent sense, putting aside for now the question of which interpretation of 

priming effects is correct. 

We have seen that both general classes of lexical access model, a serial search, 

entry opening model and a parallel activation model, can easily accommodate form 

priming. We are now in a position to look at the effects of different kinds of similarity, to 

gain more detailed information about how the lexical access system processes written 

input. 
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The problem of letter position coding 

Obviously, in order to recognize a written word, the system must identify the 

relative positions of the letters within the word. As Andrews (1996) pointed out, without 

relative position information we would not be able to distinguish between transposed 

letter (TL) pairs such as SALT and SLAT, or TRAIL and TRIAL. While we can, of 

course, distinguish between such word pairs, it is also common for momentary confusion 

to arise between the two. Empirical evidence regarding TL interference effects is 

reviewed below. It is important that models of lexical access be able to handle relative 

position information appropriately, allowing for the ability to distinguish between TL 

pairs like TRAIL and TRIAL while at the same time predicting the appropriate degree of 

interference between them. 

Slot Coding: An early look at letter position coding 

In order to understand the relevance of the empirical data regarding TL effects, it 

is important to view it in the context of proposed models of letter coding in lexical 

access. The earliest such approach will serve to illustrate the landscape of the problem 

for now. We will consider several competing contemporary models after establishing 

what is currently known about the constraints on letter position coding. 

As was described above, the LA model (McClelland & Riunelhart, 1981) concerns 

itself with the identification of letters in the input and with the transmission of letter 

identity information to the word recognition level of the system. According to that 

model, separate channels or slots are devoted to each of the possible letter positions of a 

word, a scheme that has become known as slot coding. There is a slot for the first letter. 



another for the second, and so on. Each of these slots has its own complete set of letter 

detectors which work independently on the input received at its assigned letter position. 

When activation spreads from the letter level to the word level, the connections are 

position specific. If, for example, the input letter string is cat, activation from the ci 

(letter 'c', first position) detector would spread to the words cat and car but not to the 

word act. In the IA model the encoding of relative letter position is largely a by-product 

of the proposed architecture. Since the letter detectors are position specific, the relative 

position of each letter identi fied by the system is automatically known. 

Transposed Letter Effects 

Although the lA model was an important early step in modeling lexical access, it 

soon became evident that its account of letter position coding was far too simplistic. The 

most obvious theoretical problem with the IA account was the massive redundancy of the 

system: the system required a complete set of letter detectors for each potential letter 

position. The ability to recognize a 16 letter word would require 16 'A' detectors, 16 'B' 

detectors, etc., which appears to be an extremely inefficient solution to the problem of 

word recognition. But even more damaging, there is substantial behavioral evidence that 

the notion of strict slot coding cannot be correct. The bulk of this evidence rests on the 

effect of transposed letters (TL) on word recognition. 

The investigation of TL effects on word recognition begins with the observation 

that a normal reader is fairly likely to misread fits as fist, but is not at all likely to make 

the same mistake with fire. Slot coding, however, predicts the same degree of activation 

for the word fist from both fits and fire, because both input strings match fist in two of the 
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four letter positions (Perea & Lupker, 2003a). This casual observation is very damaging 

for the slot coding approach, and has been tested under more controlled conditions by a 

number of investigators. 

Andrews (1996) investigated TL confusability effects by presenting words that 

have a TL partner, such as holt (whose TL partner is hlol) to subjects for both lexical 

decision and naming. She found that the TL words were responded to more slowly and, 

in the naming task, less accurately than were words with no TL partners such as bait. 

Using a masked priming paradigm, Forster, Davis, Schoknecht & Carter (1987) found 

that the TL prime anwser facilitated access of the target word ANSWER relative to an 

unrelated control prime {dinner ANSWER). Interestingly, the 63 ms effect generated by 

the TL primes was equal to that generated by identity primes. Perea and Lupker (2003a) 

followed up on this masked priming work by comparing the TL condition to control 

primes that were more closely matched to the TL primes in terms of degree of 

orthographic overlap with the target (e.g. uhser USHER vs. ufner USHER). They found 

that the TL primes produced a 30 ms priming effect relative to the orthographic control 

condition. More recently, this result has been extended to suggest that TL primes such as 

jugde are processed to the point of the semantic activation of their intended target 

(judge), inasmuch as they facilitate recognition of semantically related words such as 

COURT (Perea & Lupker, 2003b). These priming effects underscore the importance of 

flexibility with regard to letter position information in models of word recognition, which 

a strict slot coding scheme clearly cannot accommodate. 
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Relative Position Priming 

It is clear from the work described above that a prime created by transposing two 

letters within a word can still access the correctly spelled word from which it was 

derived. However, a related series of experiments by Grainger and colleagues (Granier & 

Grainger, submitted; Grainger & van Heuven, submitted; Peressotti & Grainger, 1999; 

Schoonbaert & Grainger, 2004) yields surprising results that appear to contradict the 

evidence of TL priming effects. Referred to as relative position priming, the technique is 

a masked priming paradigm with primes that are composed of subsets of the letters that 

appear in the target. For example, the six letter French target word BALCON might be 

preceded by the prime blcn, which is referred to as a 1346 prime. The experiments 

conducted by Peressotti and Grainger (1999) used primes of various durations, although 

the bulk of the effects reported were obtained with primes presented for 33 ms. Target 

words were six letters long, with the related primes consisting of various subsets of the 

letters contained in the words, represented for the sake of discussion by the letter 

positions (1-6) that they occupy within the target word. The results indicated that relative 

letter position is more important than absolute letter position, in that there was no 

difference in reaction times to target words preceded by a 1346 prime (blcn BALCON), 

which preserved relative but not absolute letter positions, and those preceded by 1-34-6 

primes {b-lc-n BALCON), which preserved both relative and absolute positions. Both 

conditions resulted in priming relative to an all-1 etters-different (dddd) priming condition 

(e.g. dkzm BALCON). 
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More recently Granier & Grainger (submitted) have reported a series of 

experiments that continue the exploration of the ways in which letter position is used in 

lexical access. These experiments used a masked priming paradigm similar to the 

Peressotti and Grainger experiments (but with a greater variety of word lengths) in order 

to more directly test what kind of coding scheme most accurately captures the 

orthographic representation of words in the early stages of lexical access. The most 

relevant data is derived from Experiment lb, in which the effect of 1-345-7,1-543-7 and 

7-345-i primes on lexical decision times were compared to a d-ddd-d prime condition. 

Significant priming was obtained in the 1-345-7 condition only, further supporting the 

suggestion that relative letter position information is crucial to lexical access. 

The results obtained by Grainger and colleagues, then, contradict evidence of TL 

priming effects reported by Perea & Lupker (2003a, 2003b). Granier & Grainger 

(submitted) readily acknowledge that a crucial difference between the two lines of 

investigation is whether all of the target letters are present in the prime, as in Perea and 

Lupker's work, or merely a subset is present, as in their own series of experiments. This 

is an issue that must be investigated further. 

In response to problems such as the TL effects described above, the 

original slot coding scheme of the lA model was more or less abandoned some time ago. 

As is often the case in the development of any theory, the original model was replaced 

with a number of competing models and coding schemes, all of which incorporate a 

greater degree of flexibility than their predecessor. We will review some of the more 

prominent coding schemes in what follows, and will evaluate them in terms of what is 
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currently known with regard to TL effects. Then, beginning with Chapter 2, we will 

provide new data regarding the effects of more extreme manipulations of relative letter 

position which, in turn, will allow us to further distinguish between the existing models 

and to consider what modifications will allow a model to more accurately capture the 

human word recognition data. 

Current Models of Letter Position Coding 

Letter Cluster Coding 

One approach addressing TL effects has been letter cluster coding, which frees 

the system from the constraints of slot coding by considering the local context of each 

letter separately, rather than computing the letter positions for the whole word all at once. 

One approach is to divide the word into three regions: the onset, nucleus, and coda, and 

assign letters to one of these regions (Harm & Seidenbcrg, 1999; Plaut, McClelland, 

Seidenberg & Patterson, 1996). The order of the letters within each of these regions is 

not specified, allowing the flexibility to account for TL effects. However, as Schoonbaert 

& Grainger, (2004) point out, this suggests that a normal reader would misinterpret the 

input RTSING as STRING. In addition, this scheme has the awkward feature of 

requiring the identification of the onset, nucleus and coda of a word before the word itself 

is identified. 

BURNET 

A more viable approach to letter cluster coding is local context coding. One early 

effort in this vein is found in BLIRNET (Mozer, 1991), which is a component of a larger 
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model (MORSEL) of the perception of multiple objects. The BLIRNET portion of the 

model is the letter and word recognition component, so named because it Builds Location 

Invariant Representations of multiple letter strings. The model is intended to capture the 

effects of the retinotopic feature maps in the human visual system, and the letter clusters 

serve the purpose of encoding the relative positions of the letters in a letter string while 

still allowing the system to recognize the word regardless of where it falls on the retina. 

It is hierarchically arranged in six layers, with each layer encompassing a broader section 

of the input until the final "output" layer, which is the letter cluster units we are 

concerned with. There is considerable overlap between the letter cluster units, and there 

is a provision for incorrect or ambiguous information between two letters that make up 

the word. Table 1 a presents an illustration of the letter clusters that would be activated 

by the input string sidewalk. BLIRNET explicitly encodes the blank spaces between 

words (represented as an *), so that the first letter cluster for sidewalk would be **S, the 

second would be *S1, and so on. The double asterisk represents one blank space, not two. 

This is merely a notational convention to maintain a constant size for the letter clusters 

regardless of whether they are in the center of the words or at their edges. The letter 

clusters in BLIRNET are considered to be an imordered set, but the relative positions of 

letters within a cluster are preserved. The correct order of letters for the entire word can 

be reconstructed from these clusters because, due to the overlapping information between 

clusters, there is generally only one solution to how these clusters can be arranged: 

Logically, SID must precede IDE, which in turn must precede DEW, and so on. 
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Table 1. Shared letter clusters between prime target pairs according to the BLIRNET 
coding scheme. 

(a) Target SIDEWALK "S *SI SID IDE DEW EWA WAL ALK LK* K" 
**_l *S_D SLE ID_W DE_A EW_L WA_K AL_* 
*_ID S_DE l_EW D_WA E_AL W_LK A_K* L_** 

TL Prime S I  O W E  A L K  **S *SI SID 1 IDW DWE WEA EAL ALK LK*iK" 
" 1 •S D SI w ID E DW A WE L EA K AL • 
* ID S DW l_WE D_EA W AL E LK A K *  L " 

T arget U S H E R **u •US USH SHE HER ER* R« 

.. g •U H US E SH R HE * ER_* 
•_SH U_HE S_ER H_R* E_** 

TL Prime U H S  E R *UH UHS HSE SER ER* R** 
*U_S UH_E HS R SE • ER * 

*_HS U SE H_ER S_R* 1 E " 

Replacment U F N E R 
Prime 

pnH *UF UFN FNE 
**_F *U_N UF_E FN_R 
• FN U NE F ER N R* 

NER "ER*" R~ 1 
NE * ER * 

1 V* 

An important feature of BLIRNET is the provision for coding the order of 

noncontiguous letters. This is handled by the feature represented by an underscore in 

Table 1. The underscore is a "don't care symbol", and it indicates that any letter, but not 

a blank space, can occupy that position. This feature was included in order to allow the 

correct order of letter clusters to be determined in the case of a word with repeated 

digraphs, but an additional benefit it provides is the ability to handle a certain degree of 

ambiguity or incorrect information. If. for example, the lower level feature detectors had 

misinterpreted the E in SIDEWALK as an F, the letter cluster DEW would not be 

activated, but would. 
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BLIRNET incorporates facilitatory connections between letter clusters that do co-

occur within a word, and inhibitory connections between letter clusters that do not. More 

specifically, the connection is weakly facilitatory if the two letter clusters arc not 

incompatible (e.g. G AT and RAT) and more strongly facilitatory if the presence of one 

logically requires the presence of the other (e.g. *GR and **G). Similarly, a pair is 

weakly inhibitory if they are not likely to co-occur (e.g. N_ER and O ER which appear 

to be mutually exclusive, but can co-occur in a word such as UNDER CO VER) and more 

strongly inhibitor)' if the presence of one logically precludes the presence of the other 

(e.g. *GR and **_E). These connections, along with more typical top-down connections 

from a higher (semantic) level ensure that, in the face of noise, the correct set of letter 

clusters is eventually activated. In simulations designed to test how the system would 

handle TL confusability such as the TRIAL/TRAIL pair discussed by Andrews (1996), 

Mozer presented the model with all of the letter clusters appropriate to the word CALM, 

and all but one for the word CLAM. In spite of the fact that there was almost equal 

support for two word solutions, the system settled on CALM within 25 iterations. When 

the same technique is tried using a string of random consonants (e.g. CVMR vs. CNVR), 

the system never settled down into one or the other, because there was no support from 

the semantic level. This pattern is consistent with the behavioral data presented by Estes, 

Allnieyer & Reder (1976) and Mewhort & Campbell (1978) who found a similar 

difference in TL errors between words and nonwords using a letter identification 

technique. Transposition errors were far more common with nonword targets than with 

word targets. 
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The simulation of the wordy'nonword difference observed in letter identification 

tasks is impressi ve, but Mozer (1991) does not directly address the TL priming effects 

that we are concerned with here. The CALM/CLAM data would seem to suggest that a 

TL prime (such as uhser) would be extremely efficient in activating its target word (e.g. 

usher) since the prime itself is not a word, and only the target item benefits from top-

down processing from the semantic level. However, the situation is more complicated 

than that. Table 1 a includes an illustration of the letter clusters that would be generated 

by the TL prime sidwealk. Letter clusters from the prime that are consistent with the 

target are indicated by their placement within a box. The simple transposition of two 

letters within an eight letter word results in only 12 of the 26 letter clusters, or 46%, 

being shared by the two, a situation that is far more dramatic than Mozer's 

CALM/CLAM simulation. This seems insufficient to account for the TL priming effects 

that have been observed, especially in light of Forster et al.'s (1987), observation of TL 

priming (anwser ANSWER) that was equal to identity priming. It is difficult, however, 

to make any claims about the amount of activation that should be observed in any 

absolute terms. Perhaps 46% overlap is enough. What is needed is a comparison 

between conditions, to determine whether the model predicts the correct pattern across 

conditions. 

The application of the BLIRNET coding scheme to the TL and orthographic 

control primes used by Perea & Lupker, 2003a {uhser and ufner, respectively, for the 

target word USHER) are presented in Table lb. Recall that a major problem for the slot 

coding scheme was that it erroneously predicted that readers should not misread fits as 
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fist any more often than they misread fire as fist, because both pairs share the same letter 

in two of the four letter positions. Similarly, slot coding predicts no difference between 

ufiier and uhser as primes for the target word USHER, failing to predict Perca & Lupker's 

(2003a) observation that the latter provided a 30 ms benefit relative to the former. 

Unfortunately, BLIRNET makes the same prediction as slot coding in this regard, as 

illustrated in Table lb. Both of Perea & Lupker's (2003a) prime conditions activate 5 of 

the 18 letter clusters associated with USHER. Although the "don't care" provision in the 

coding schcme looks promising, BLIRNET cannot handle simple TL priming effects 

Open Bigrams 

Drawing in part on inspiration from BLIRNET, Grainger and colleagues have 

recently proposed an open bigram coding scheme as a revised front-end for the lA model 

(Grainger & van Heuven, submitted; Granier & Grainger, submitted; Schoonbaert & 

Grainger, 2004). Although it was designed to account for relative position priming 

effects, it has enough flexibility built into it to handle TL priming effects as well. Like 

BLIRNET, the letter clusters that are generated by this system encode the relative 

positions of non-adjacent letters. In Grainger & van Heuven's scheme, however, this is 

accomplished by forming bigrams from letter pairs that are separated by up to two 

intervening letters. For example, the input string SILENCE generates the open bigram 

LC. along with many others. Table 2 provides a better illustration of how this system 

works by presenting the open bigrams that would be generated by the letter string 

SIDEWALK, and those generated by the TL prime sidwealk. This approach allows the 

system to encode the correct relative order of even non-adjacent letters, and also neatly 
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captures TL priming effects. The prime sidwealk activates 83% of the bigrams (15 of 18) 

required by the target word SIDEWALK. In this example, the bigram EWis not activated 

by the TL prime, but the bigrams DE, DW, DA, EA and EL are, and these 'fill in', to 

some extent, for the missing EWhigimi. 

Table 2. Shared letter clusters between prime target pairs according to the 
Grainger & van Heuven (in press) open bigram coding scheme. 

(a) Target SI D E WALK 

TL Prime SI D W E A L K 

SI ID DE EW WA AL LK 
SD IE DW EA WL AK 
SE IW DA EL WK 

SI ID DW WE EA AL LK 1 
SD IW DE WA EL AK 
SW IE DA WL EK 

(b) Target USHER US SH HE 
UN SE HR 
UE SR 

ER 

TL Prime U H S E R 

Replacment U F N E R 
Prime 

UH HS SE i H \  
US HE SR 
UE HR 

UF FN NE I ER 1 
UN FE NR 

rnn FR 

Although the 83% overlap of bigrams between an eight-letter target and a TL 

prime is encouraging with regard to the ability to account for TL priming effects we 

must, of course, consider the predictions generated by the coding scheme for a TL prime 

relative to a two-letter-different orthographic control prime, such as the uhser USHER 

and ufner USHER conditions tested by Perca & Lupker (2003a). Here the Grainger & 

van Heuven (submitted) open bigram coding scheme (henceforth "GvH bigrams") fares 
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much better than BLIRNET, as can be seen in Table 2b. The TL prime uhser generates 

eight of the nine bigrams for the target word USHER, while the orthographic control only 

generates two. This pattern is far more consistent with Perea & Lupker's (2003a) 

priming results, placing GvH bigrams ahead of BLIRNET in terms of ability to capture 

human behavioral data. 

Concluding thoughts on letter cluster coding schemes 

Both BLIRNET and GvH bigrams can compensate for ambiguous or missing 

information in any one letter space by relying on information provided by noncontiguous 

letter pairs, but they accomplish this in different ways, and the difference is instructive. 

BLIRNET preserves the absolute distance in letter spaces between the two noncontiguous 

letters in question, allowing for any letter to fill the gap between them. This is a 

reasonable accommodation for the system to make. It allows word recognition to 

proceed in the event that a letter has been misperceived. We have seen, for example, how 

the open trigram D_WA would assist in the activation of the word SIDEWALK in the 

event the E were misperceived as an F. As we have also seen, however, this coding 

scheme is still too rigid to handle TL effects. Grainger and van Heuven, on the other 

hand, achieve a greater degree of flexibility and simplify matters somewhat by merely 

coding the relative order of letter pairs separated by up to two letter spaces. This allows 

the system to keep track of noncontiguous letter pairs and, pertinent to TL priming 

effects, has the added benefit of not caring if up to two unexpected letters intervene 

between letters that are contiguous in the orthographic representation of a word. 
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The GvH bigrani approach of constructing hi grams of letter pairs separated by up 

to two letter spaces was motivated by evidence that not all letters are reliably visible in an 

input string of greater than four letters (Stevens & Grainger, 2003). But it is clear from a 

comparison of the letter clusters in Tables 1 and 2 that it is not the underspecification of 

letter identity that allows the system to account for TL priming effects but, rather, the 

underspecification of contiguity. Seen in this light, one has to wonder whether this 

modification is well motivated, beyond the need to account for the observed data, after 

all. The ability of GvH bigrams to handle TL priming effects depends on the degree to 

which, under normal circumstances of reading in our daily lives, the word turning would 

be activated when presented with the input thought, since the bigram tu is a component of 

both. It seems extravagant to propose that a system that extracts bigram information 

from the input needs to prepare for the possibility that the tu of turning has accidentally 

been coded with an extraneous h and o stuck in between the first two letters. This seems 

to be far more flexibility than the system would ever need to develop in response to real 

world reading experiences, especially when compared to Grainger and colleagues' strong 

conviction that transposed bigrams are not generated. In other words, in their coding 

scheme the input string thought would generate the bigram tu but not uo. If relative 

position information is coarse enough to allow tu to be generated, which effectively 

moves the u two letter positions to the left, it is difficult to imagine why ou, which 

effectively moves the o one position to the left, should not be generated as well. 

Even allowing the seemingly ad hoc prohibition of transposed letter pairs in open 

bigram coding, at the very least we would expect the input string thought to activate the 



truly contiguous bigram th more strongly than it would tu However, in the GvH bigram 

scheme, both bigrams receive and transmit equal activation. Put another way, the tu of 

turning receives as much activation from the input string thought as it does from 

Tuesday. This may be too flexible. To be fair, Schoonbaert & Grainger (2004) 

acknowledged similar suggestions made by Humphreys, Evett & Quinlan (1990) and 

Whitney (2001), and agree that the ideal system would be one that incorporates a 

continuum of decreasing activation for bigrams that represent letter pairs that are 

increasingly separated. Nevertheless, for their open bigram model they settled on the 

equal weight, maximum of two intervening letters approach for the sake of simplicity, 

since it adequately accounts for the TL and relative-position coding data. Further 

empirical tests, under conditions of more extreme letter position movement, might 

reveal that the open bigram coding scheme is too flexible to accurately describe human 

lexical access. 

Spatial Coding 

A very different approach to letter position coding is found in spatial coding 

schemes (Davis, 1999; Whitney, 2001). According to this approach a letter's position in 

a word is indicated by degree of activation. The two prominent models that use this 

approach are the SOLAR model (Davis, 1999) and the SERIOL model (Whitney, 2001). 

The SOLAR model 

Davis' (1999) Self Organizing Lexical Access and Recognition (SOLAR) model is 

intended to describe not only how the visual word recognition system functions, but also 

how it organizes itself into the adult functioning form. To achieve this Davis proposes 
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two parallel fields, both of which encode orthographic information. The first is the 

dynamic working memory representation of the stream of infonnation that is encountered 

during reading. This is referred to as the item field. The second is the long-term memory 

representation of lexical stimuli, called the list field. The content of the list field evolves 

in response to the statistical regularities of orthographic structure that it encounters in the 

item field. For example, the list field encounters the pattern ed in the input fairly 

regularly, and so it develops a single representation, or node for that letter sequence. The 

creation of nodes in the list field is merely a form of chunking in the servicc of 

maximizing processing efficiency. The chunks are then passed back to the item field as a 

new form of input at a higher level of representation, and the process is repeated in a 

second orthographic module. Regular sequences of lower level chunks are detected and 

combined into higher-level orthographic nodes in the long-term memory list field. Thus, 

the word recognition system accomplishes its goal by passing infonnation back and forth 

between the working memory and long term memory systems, packaging the information 

more efficiently with each pass. In the process, a highly efficient lexical representation 

and access system gradually develops. 

The SOLAR model as implemented by Davis (1999) was limited to two modules, 

and complete lexical access was achieved in the second module. Davis acknowledges 

that this decision was arbitrary, and that there is no theoretical constraint on the number 

of hierarchical chunking operations required to achieve lexical access. Similarly, there 

are no constraints on the size or structure of chunks that are processed (or nodes stored) at 

a given level. Chunks are created in response to pressure for general information 
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processing efficiency, and the optimal structure of a unit is not necessarily limited to an 

abstract rule or set of rules such as those that govern the formation of open bigrams 

(Grainger & van Heuven, 2003; Whitney, 2001) or tri grams (Mozer, 1991). Furthermore, 

chunks are generated without regard to any particular lexical or linguistic constraints 

(beyond the expression of such constraints in regularly occurring patterns in the 

orthographic structure of real words). Chunks or nodes can correspond to words, affixes, 

bound stems (e.g. tain from obtain, retain, etc.), word bodies (e.g. ove from dove, love, 

etc.) or, presumably, any regularly occurring sequence. This allows for the influence of a 

variety of sublexical unit types without having to claim that any lexical/linguistic 

classification takes place at the earliest stages of processing beyond simple letter 

identities and, of course, order information. 

The chunks and nodes described above are important to the SOLAR system and 

they can be considered letter clusters of a sort. But contrary to the other models we have 

considered, these letter clusters are not responsible for the encoding of letter order 

information. Instead, relative letter positions are encoded by the use of spatial coding. 

In spatial coding, letter recognition nodes are not tied to particular letter positions, as they 

are in slot coding. Instead, the activation of a given letter node represents both letter 

identification and letter position simultaneously. This is made possible by abandoning 

the assumption that letter nodes are limited to binary representations. According to most 

neural net models, letter nodes are either on or off, contributing either a 1 or a 0 to the 

vector for the lexical item. In spatial coding the activation of letter nodes varies 

continuously. If the fact that a letter node is active at all represents the presence of that 
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letter in the input (i.e. it encodes letter identity), the degree of activation is free to 

represent some additional form of infonnation. In the SOLAR model, this added 

dimension is used to represent letter position information. The term spatial coding 

captures the image of information being distributed spatially in the system, in the pattern 

of degrees of activation across the letter nodes. Monotonically decreasing levels of 

activation are assigned to each letter in sequence as they are encountered by the system. 

Figure 1, copied from Davis (1999) illustrates how this system works. 

Figure 1. Depiction of spatial coding representations of three words. 
Taken from Davis (1999). 

A L S T A L S T A L S T 

salt slat last 

The figure depicts the degree of activation of four letter nodes in response to different 

words. For the input string salt, the letter s is most strongly activated, followed by a, I 

and finally t. The corresponding activation levels in response to slat and last are also 

presented. It is assumed that letter detection takes place in its own module prior to the 

orthographic module. The assignment decreasing degrees of activation to input in a left 

to right sequence helps to ensure that the letter nodes in the letter detector module fire in 

the correct, left to right sequence and that, as a consequence, the letter cluster nodes in 
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the first orthographic module receive letter information in the sequence. Looked at 

another way, the model transforms temporal patterns into spatial patterns. The temporal 

pattern is the sequential arrival of letters at the orthographic system. The spatial pattern, 

as described earlier, is the pattern of degree of activation across the letter recognition 

units. 

It is easy to see from Figure 1 that spatial coding docs a good job of capturing 

similarity effects in general, and TL effects in particular. When considering the complete 

set of letter nodes, a very similar spatial pattern is generated in response to salt and slat. 

Through simulation work, Davis (1999) demonstrated that the SOLAR model can 

reproduce the TL effects that had been observed by Andrews (1996). The model's 

capture of the more recent masked priming data presented by Perea & Lupker (2003a) 

can be readily assessed because Davis has kindly made a match calculator program 

available into which the casual observer can enter two letter strings, and compute the 

degree of similarity that the system would detect in the two stimuli (Davis, 2001). 

Entering Perea and Lupker's (2003a) TL pair tihser USHER yields a match score of .91 

(with 1.00 representing identity), while that of the ortliographic control/target pair ufner 

USHER yields a match score of .68. The model neatly captures Perea & Lupker's 

(2003a) results. 

It should be noted that the SOLAR model does not attempt to explain how the 

monotonically decreasing levels of activation are assigned to the letter sequence in the 

first place. This pattern is taken as a given. In support of this notion Davis appeals to the 

experiments of Sperling (e.g. Sperling, 1963) which indicated a left to right scanning of 
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iconic memory. In Davis' model, once the letters have been scanned off of iconic 

memory, they arrive at the orthographic processor in an ordered series, and their relative 

position is tagged by use of the continuous coding of activation levels. Since relative 

position information is established from the very beginning of orthographic processing, 

the hierarchy of sublexical units and, eventually, the final selection of a full lexical 

representation are consistent with the correct letter sequence as provided by the input. 

As a neural network model SOLAR is designed to capture what is known about 

neurological functioning. On the surface it appears to take a step away from this 

objective, however, in the move from binary representation (intended to mimic a neuron 

that either fires or does not) to a continuous coding scheme. However, the neurological 

connection is strengthened in the revised form of the model, referred to as phase coding 

(Davis & Bowers, submitted). Rather than dealing with a general conception of 

'activation', the model encompasses the features of the wave forms that are observed in 

neuronal spike chains. The amplitude of these waves is taken to be a neuron's firing rate, 

and the phase of the waves corresponds to naturally occurring fluctuations of neural 

activity that are observed across brain regions. 

Just as spatial coding added a dimension (continuous activation level) along 

which a second source of information (letter position) could be encoded along with letter 

identity, the use of a wave form to encode information opens up yet another dimension. 

Davis & Bowers employ this new dimension to encode information about uncertainty of 

letter identity or, more specifically, the degree of perceptual evidence that supports a 

particular letter identity. The wave forms in the revised SOLAR model simultaneously 



encode letter identity, relative letter position and degree of certainty of the letter identity. 

The amplitude of the wave corresponds to certainty, and the phase of the wave carries 

relative letter position information. Focusing on the coding of letter position information, 

the word detectors in the revised model have learned to expect their component letters to 

arrive in a certain sequence, a sequence that is also encoded as a wave function, and the 

order of the information received from the input is compared to the expected order. A 

match between the input stimulus and stored word node is calculated by averaging the 

letter-by-letter position comparisons. If the wave forms overlap perfectly, a perfect 

match of 1 is computed. Although Davis & Bowers (submitted) focus on letter migration 

effects rather than TL effects, they claim that the phase coding version of the model 

makes the same predictions as the spatial coding version, with the crucial difference 

being the ability to encode uncertainty as well. This makes sense since, in the 

computation of phase differences, a TL prime (e.g. uhser USHER) would yield minor 

differences, but a comparison between an orthographic control prime (ufner USHER) 

would include large differences, due to the complete absence of expected letters in the 

input. In the case of a letter that is present in the input but in an unexpected position, the 

shifted wave forms interfere, resulting in a wider wave when combined. The width of the 

wave indicates letter position uncertainty. Looking more closely at the model's ability to 

handle TL effects, when Davis and Bowers computed a match between the input SOP 

and the target STOP, the missing T contributed a value of zero to the matching score. 

However, when comparing SOAP and STOP, in which the O in the input is one letter to 

the left of where it is expected, the contribution of this letter was somewhere between .5 
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and .75, depending on the degree of letter position uncertainty. It is easy to see how such 

a set-up would predict the pattern of TL effects observed by Perea & Lupker (2003a). 

The SOLAR model in either form, then, handles the existing data regarding TL effects. 

The SERIOL model 

The SOLAR model endeavors to achieve realism by embedding the lexical 

recognition process within the known constraints of information processing as well as 

those of neurological functioning. In her SERIOL model, Whitney (2001) strives for 

realism by focusing on neurological constraints as well but, instead of an emphasis on 

information processing, the model focuses on addressing what is known about perceptual 

constraints on reading. In particular it attempts to account for differences in acuity across 

the perceptual span by appealing to hemispheric differences in how information 

originating in the two visual fields is processed. Additionally, rather than focusing on 

data obtained from nonnal readers, the model is designed so that, when lesioned, it will 

mimic observed patient data. 

The SERIOL model can accurately be described as either an open bigram coding 

scheme or a spatial coding scheme, because it uses both mechanisms to represent letter 

position information. One might be tempted to characterize it as a hybrid of the GvH 

bigram coding scheme and the SOLAR model, but this would be unfair, not only because 

it was developed independently of these models, but also because it aspires to a far more 

detailed account of word recognition than either of its competitors. A brief overview will 

clarify where the SERIOL model stands relative to the other models. 
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At the letter level, information is encoded using a spatial coding scheme that is 

similar in spirit to that which is employed by the SOLAR model. However, while the 

SOLAR model takes the monotonically decreasing activation gradient as a given feature 

of the input, the SERIOL model attempts to account for its origin. This turns out to be 

very tricky because the facts of perceptibility of letters in a letter string are (intriguingly) 

inconsistent with what is known about perceptual acuity in general. We will consider this 

problem further in Chapter 2. Once the letter position information is worked out in the 

form of a spatial gradient, activation is passed along to a bigram level. This step is very 

different from the SOLAR model in which, as we saw, the spatial coding scheme 

contacted stored lexical and sublexical representations directly. In the SERIOL model 

the bigram level is an extra step of letter position coding, as in the GvH bigram scheme. 

As in Grainger & van Heuven's (submitted) coding scheme, open bigrams are used, and 

these preserve the relative order of the two letters that make up the bigram. The open 

bigram coding scheme in the SERIOL model goes beyond GvH bigrams, though, in 

varying the degree of activation of a bigram according to the absolute position that the 

component letters occupy within the letter string. This information is available, of 

course, because it was first encoded in the letter-level spatial coding scheme. Finally, the 

word level representations monitor the input for a match, both in terms of the set of open 

bigrams that are generated, and the relative degree of activation of those bigrams. 

We now turn to a more detailed view of the SERIOL model. The full model 

consists of 5 levels: the retinal, feature, letter, bigram and word levels. As in any 

activation model, activation is passed from each level to the next. In addition, each level 
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used by the SOLAR model. However, as we will see, the shape of the activation gradient 

is not the same across all levels, and the activation gradient at each level influences the 

activation gradient at the next. For this reason, although we are most interested in the 

letter, bigram and word levels, we must begin with a brief review of the retinal and 

feature levels in order to understand the origin of the spatial coding scheme at the letter 

level. 

The first level of representation in the SERIOL model is the retinal level. Here 

the activation gradient is an acuity gradient which, in keeping with what is known about 

perceptual acuity, is strongest at the center (fovea) and falls off in both directions, so that 

the least activation is at the periphery. This captures the fact that, in general, fixated 

information is perceived more accurately than information at the periphery of the visual 

field. From here, activation is passed to locationally-sensitive feature detectors at the 

feature level. It is at the feature level that the activation gradient is transformed from the 

inverted U-shape of the acuity gradient to a locational gradient which decreases 

monotonically from left to right. This transformation is necessary to account for the 

observation that, although acuity is highest at the fovea and falls off in both directions 

toward the periphery, it has been demonstrated that with orthographic stimuli the left

most characters (in English) are perceived best (e.g. Estes, A limey er & Reder, 1976; 

Hammond & Green, 1982; Mason, 1982). Figure 2, which is taken directly from Whitney 

(2001) illustrates this transformation. The precise mathematics of the transformation can 

be found in that source. Briefly, the model mimics the split between the right and left 
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visual fields (RVF, LVF, indicated in Figure 2 by positive or negative distances from 

retinal location 0) and, subsequently, the right and left hemispheres. The proposal is that 

information is processed differently in the two hemispheres. The acuity gradient for the 

left visual field increases from left to right (top left panel) and it must be inverted so that 

Figure 2. Illustration of the transformation of activation from the inverted U shaped 
acuity gradient at the retinal level (top left) to the monotonically decreasing locational 
gradient at the feature level (bottom right). This figure is taken directly from Whitney 
(2001). 
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it decreases from left to right. A simple inversion of this gradient would result in a very 

large discrepancy in the degree of activation at the two points closest to fixation in the 

RVF and LVF (see bottom left panel) so in addition to the inversion, the portion of the 



activation gradient that originates in the RVF must be dampened, so that its highest point 

aligns with the lowest point (at the fovea) of the LVF. The result is a monotonically 

decreasing locational gradient for the feature detectors. 

With the locational gradient in place at the feature level, the stage is now set for 

the letter nodes to fire. The letter nodes receive information from the feature level, of 

course, and due to the locational gradient the features that correspond to the left-most 

letter in the letter string are most highly active and they fire first. As a result, the letter 

nodes that are driven by input from the left-most features also fire first. Lateral inhibition 

ensures that the letter detectors fire in a sequential, left to right maimer. This sequential 

temporal firing pattern is a positional gradient and, as its name implies, it encodes both 

letter identity and relative position within the letter string. 

Having encoded the letter sequence, the next step is the activation of bigram units. 

These are open bigrams in the spirit of Grainger & van Heuven (submitted) which encode 

pairs of letters that are in the display, and their placement relative to each other. The 

relative degree of activation of the letter units indicates the correct order, with the more 

highly active letter taken to be to the left of the other. Unlike GvH bigrams, which only 

encode letter pairs separated by a maximum of two letter spaces, bigrams in the SERIOL 

model are generated for all letter pairs in a word. For example, in an example provided 

in Appendix C of Whitney & Bemdt (1999), the bigrams generated by the word FLANK 

include FL, FA, FN and FK. The Grainger and van Heuven coding scheme would not 

include the FK bigram. Presumably, if the input were CARTOGRAPHY, the bigrams 

CP, CH and CY (among many others) would be generated as well. 
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Finally, the bigram units activate the stored word units in the lexicon. In the GvH 

bigram coding scheme, the open bigrams are considered to be an unordered set, and all 

have equal weight in activating the word nodes. In the SERIOL model, the bigrams are 

weighted differently, both in the input stream (in accordance with the positional gradient 

derived at the letter level) and in the weights between the bigram units and the word 

units. Generally, weights are determined by the position that the first letter of the bigram 

occupies in the input string, with earlier letters contributing greater weight. Returning to 

the example of FLANK, the activation of the bigram FL is set to 1.0, that of L A to 0.6, 

and AN to 0.36. Additionally, contiguous bigrams (e.g. LA) are assigned greater weight 

than noncontiguous bigrams (e.g. LN). Complete details can be found in Whitney and 

Bemdt (1999). It is interesting to note that the bigram generated by the first and final 

letters of the input string, though obviously noncontiguous, is assigned a particularly 

strong degree of activation, which is modified somewhat according to the length of the 

word (i.e. the distance between the two letters in the input string). For example, the 

bigram FK in the above example is assigned an activation weight of 0.95. This will be 

relevant when we consider the effects of end letters beginning in Chapter 2. The weights 

between bigrams and words are set to the same levels as would be assigned to the 

bigrams as input. The degree of activation of the word node generated by an input string 

is computed as a dot product of the activation levels of the bigrams generated by the input 

and the weights between the bigram units and the word nodes (Whitney & Bemdt, 1999). 

In the context of priming studies, this figure is the "match" that the model perceives 

between the prime and the target. 
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It may seem redundant for the model to utilize open bigram representations when 

letter position has already been encoded in detail at the letter level. The bigram level was 

introduced into the model so that, when lesioned, it would more accurately reflect the 

pattern of errors observed by neglect dyslexia patients. The errors generated by these 

patients contained very few transposition errors (deletions, additions and substitutions 

were far more common) but in a preliminary simulation run of the original version of the 

SERIOL model, without a bigram level, the majority of the errors that were generated 

were TL errors. The bigram units were introduced as a way of converting the temporal 

(firing pattern) code of letter position into a non-temporal code (Whitney & Berndt, 

1999). Apparently the temporal code was too flexible, too subject to minor errors in 

coding. Inserting a bigram level dampened this flexibility enough to make the second 

simulation more consistent with the patient data. 

Since the bigrams were introduced in order to reduce the number of transposition 

errors, we might wonder how the S ERIOL model performs in light of the TL effects 

observed in normal readers. As it turns out, it does quite well. Returning for comparison 

to the usher USHER example from Perea & Lupker (2003a), the match generated by the 

TL prime is 0.65 (with 1.0 indicating a perfect match) and that generated by the control 

prime ufner is only 0.12. Along with the SOLAR model and GvH bigrams, the SERIOL 

model appears to be well suited to account for TL effects. 

Concluding thoughts 

We've now seen a number of different approaches to letter position coding. We 

have seen models that emphasize factors of general cognitive processing, such as 
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working memory, long-term memory and chunking (SOLAR) and others that focus on 

acknowledging the facts of perceptual processing, beginning at the retina (BLIRNET, 

SERIOL). Most of the models we have considered were built around behavioral data 

from normal readers, but one (SERIOL) concerns itself with capturing patterns observed 

in patient data as well. When considering letter position coding more specifically, we 

have seen a broad split between letter cluster coding (BLIRNET, Grainger & van 

Heuven) and spatial coding (SOLAR) and we have seen a model that incorporates both 

approaches at separate levels of processing (SERIOL). 

Of the models we have considered, all except for BLIRNET can account for the 

TL effects that have been reported in the literature thus far. That leaves GvH bigrams. 

the SOLAR model and the SERIOL model, with their very different approaches to word 

recognition, as equal contenders in the contest to best capture the mechanics of visual 

word recognition. What is needed to further distinguish among these models is more data 

regarding the degree of flexibility of, and constraints on, letter position coding in the 

human word recognition system. Beginning with Chapter 2 we will seek to gather such 

data. On the one hand, we will further test the flexibility of the system with regard to 

letter position by presenting primes in which letters have been transposed to a much 

greater degree than has been previously tested in the literature. In addition, we will 

consider another line of evidence pertaining to letter position effects, that being the 

controversial claim that exterior letters are more important to lexical processing than 

interior letters. We will attempt to determine whether the lexical processor does, in fact. 



rely most heavily on the first and last letters of a word and, whether the proposed models 

match that behavioral evidence as well as they do the simple TL priming effects. 
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CHAPTER 2: THE INFLUENCE OF EXTERIOR LETTERS 

Existing Evidence 

The evidence of TL effects and relative position priming have been instrumental 

in refining models of lexical access so that they more closely match the patterns observed 

in human behavioral data. A second type of letter position effect, however, has gone 

relatively unnoticed until recently. We now direct our attention to the claim that exterior 

letters are more important to lexical access than are the interior letters of a word. 

It's been known for some time that the first and final letters of a word are more 

accurately and or more quickly perceived than the interior letters. Townsend, Taylor & 

Brown (1971) had subjects identify all of the members of a nine-character string of 

random consonants. The letter string was presented for as long as the subject wished 

(from 2 to 10 seconds) but the subject was required to maintain fixation on a small 

fixation point just to the left of the first character. Percent correct recognition was U-

shaped, dropping dramatically after the third letter position and then rebounding for 

characters eight and, especially, nine, which was close to 100%. In a second experiment, 

the letter strings contained a blank space at either position six or eight. This dramatically 

improved the correct identification of the character at position seven, raising it from 

27.6% in the first experiment (without a blank space) to 82.3% when averaged across the 

two blank space conditions. The authors concluded that the heightened perceptibility of a 

word's exterior letters is due to reduced lateral masking. The perception of interior 
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letters is interfered with by the letters on either side of it. Word-initial and -final letters 

have only one neighbor, and so they suffer from less interference. 

The experiments conducted by Townsend, et al. (1971) tested letter perceptibihty 

for information presented to the right of fixation only. Work conducted by Estes, 

A limey er & Reder (1976) tested letter perception on both sides of fixation. The 

experimenters used an eye-movement monitor to make sure that subjects maintained 

fixation on an x at the center of a 18 character display. The characters in the display were 

a string of primarily # or $ symbols (each display contained only one or the other, not a 

mix of the two). Embedded within the string of symbols was a four-letter random 

consonant string. The consonant string was presented in one of four possible quadrants 

within the cliaracter string: positions 2-5, 5-8, 11-14 or 14-17. Since the fixation point 

was between positions 9 and 10, this resulted in two displays on either side of fixation, 

one further to the periphery than the other. A sample display would be something like 

$JTCF$$$$x$$$$$$$$$. The x is the fixation point, and the subject was required to 

report the letters J,T,C, and F. The letter string was presented for either 150 or 2400 ms, 

after which time the subject wrote down the consonant string that had been in the display. 

Surprisingly, there was no effect of viewing time. As expected, accuracy was greater for 

consonant strings that were presented closer to fixation. However, when considering 

individual letters within a consonant string, an end-letter effect emerged. The 'first' and 

'final' letters within the string of four were reported most accurately, generating a 

separate U-shaped curve for each of the four quadrant locations. This evidence is 

problematic for a purely perceptual, lateral masking account, since the flanking $ and # 



characters should have produced lateral masking. The authors suggested that a second 

mechanism, lateral inhibition, might be at work here. They tentatively placed the 

location of the interference effect at higher level decision-making processes. 

Mason (1982) investigated this issue further by comparing reaction times in a 

probe detection task in which subjects monitored the display for letter stimuli 

(consonants) or non-letter symbols (e.g. 5, X, } or J). The subjects fixated centrally on 

the display, and a probe item (letter or symbol) was presented for 2 sec. This was 

replaced by a display of five letters or five symbols presented in the center of the screen. 

On trials where the target was present, it could be in any of the five positions. The 

character string was displayed until the subject responded, and reaction times were 

recorded. For letter stimuli, an M-shaped curve in reaction times was observed, with 

reaction times being faster for targets in the first, final and third (fixated) positions. For 

symbols, however, the serial position curve was U-shaped, with reaction times being 

slowest at the first and final positions. Using a similar task with target strings that were 

presented for only 500 ms, Hammond & Green (1982) obtained the same pattern of 

results: an M-shaped curve in reaction times for letter targets, and a U-shaped curve for 

non-letter characters. Since the lateral masking account would predict the same pattern 

for both types of stimuli, this account had to be abandoned. Some form of higher-level 

cognitive factor must be at work behind the heightened perceptibility of end letters. 

One proposal made by Hammond & Green (1982) to explain their data was that, 

through experience, we learn to read words from left to right, so that the first letter 

becomes most salient. In addition, they proposed, the general length of the word could be 



important in narrowing down the lexical search to an appropriate subset of the lexicon. 

In order to obtain length information, one must identify the first and final characters and, 

in the process, these become most salient. These suggestions move us from the realm of 

letter identification per se to the effect of letter position in word identification, the topic 

of interest to us in the current line of investigation. 

An early report of empirical data suggesting a particularly important role for 

exterior letters in lexical access was provided by Forster (1976). Forster and his 

colleagues used a preview paradigm, in which words presented for lexical decision were 

preceded immediately by a subset of letters contained within the word. For example, the 

target word steadily was preceded by either the stimulus si ly or eadi . Reaction 

times to the target word were faster when the subjects had a preview of the exterior 

letters, suggesting that these play a crucial role in early lexical processing. In a serial 

search model, the claim would be that the hash codc used to locate the bin in which to 

search for the target entry is derived from the first and final letters of the i nput string, a 

claim that was tentatively suggested by Forster (1976). While this was only a tentative 

proposal, if it is correct in an absolute sense, then a target lexical entry would never be 

accessed if the exterior letters of the input siring were incorrect, because the correct bin 

would not be identified. This is, of course, an empirical question. 

Further evidence suggesting that the exterior letters of a word are particularly 

important to lexical access was provided by Humphreys, Evett & Quinlan (1990). Using 

a four field masking technique, they asked their subjects to identify the stimulus that was 

presented. The frame duration was adjusted for each subject so that they could correctly 
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identify 40% of the stimuli, with the mean duration working out to be 38 ms. The targets 

were four letter words and the primes were composed of a combination of same (s) or 

different (d) letters for each position in the target. They found that target identification 

was significantly more accurate for sdds primes than it was for ssdd, dssd or ddss primes. 

Thus, the exterior letters appear to exert the greatest influence on word recognition. 

The primary champions of end letter effects, however, have been Jordan and his 

colleagues (Jordan 1990, 1995) who began their exploration of end letter effects by using 

a pattern masking technique. In these experiments subjects were asked to identify briefly 

presented letters that were quickly followed by a variety of pattern mask types. The 

letters were presented under a number of different conditions, including letters in 

isolation and in pairs. They found that letters were reported more accurately when they 

were presented as a pair (e.g. d k) than in isolation, but only when the pair was one that 

is commonly found in the exterior positions of real four-letter words, and when they were 

presented in the relative locations they would have occupied in the context of those words 

(Jordan 1990, 1995). Their evidence suggests that some aspect of the cognitive system 

keeps track of common exterior letter combinations, and that the perception of these 

'lexically probable' pairs is enhanced. This, in turn, implies that exterior letters are 

particularly important in lexical access. Note that the proposal regarding enhanced 

perception of lexically probably pairs could easily be folded into the SOLAR model 

which, as we have seen, keeps track of statistically reliable patterns in the orthographic 

input, although it is unclear whether the SOLAR model accommodates chunks that 

consist of discontinuous letters. 



More recent work by Jordan and colleagues tests the importance of exterior letters 

on lexical access more directly. Using an eye tracking paradigm, Jordan, Thomas, 

Patching & Scott-Brown (2003) degraded certain letter pairs in words in normal 

continuous text. Three conditions were tested, in which either the initial (castle), exterior 

(castle) or interior (castle) letters of a word were degraded (degraded letters indicated by 

underlining above). Reading times on the words were slowest when the exterior letter 

pair was degraded, supporting the claim that exterior letters are particularly important for 

lexical access. Jordan and colleagues do not claim that lexical access is impossible 

without the correct exterior letters. Instead, they speak of an ''enhanced role" for exterior 

letters (Jordan et al, 2003). While they fall short of claiming the exterior letters are 

absolutely necessary for lexical access, the 'enhanced role' they attribute to exterior 

letters is quite profound. In the course of their investigation of this issue, they claim to 

have discovered an "illusory-letters" phenomenon in which, when presented at the 

appropriate distance, a four-character stimulus in which the middle two 'characters' are 

ambiguous non-letter stimuli will be misperceived as a complete four-letter word if the 

exterior letters commonly occur together in English four-letter words. Apparently 

subjects swear they actually 'see' the two missing interior letters, implying that the 

exterior letter pair plus length information is enough to access the lexical entry, from 

which top-down information gives the illusion of the missing interior letters (Jordan, 

Thomas & Scott-Brown. 1999). 

The belief that exterior letters are most important to lexical access is not, 

however, shared by everyone. Although there is general agreement that exterior letters 



are perceived best, the bulk of the evidence in the current literature argues that these 

letters nevertheless do not play any particularly important role in word recognition. 

Much of this evidence comes from Grainger and colleagues who, as we saw in Chapter 1, 

also argued against TL effects. One relevant piece of evidence from Granier & Grainger 

(submitted) is that no difference was found between 1-543-7 primes and 7-345-1 primes, 

although I would argue that the failure to keep the interior letter positions constant is 

problematic for that conclusion. More damaging is evidence from further experiments 

with seven-letter words in which no difference was observed between 12345 or 34567 

primes, each of which preserves one of the two exterior letters, but that both were 

significantly more effective than 13457 primes, which preserved both exterior letters. 

This pattern led the investigators to conclude that preserving the contiguity of letters is 

more important than preserving the exterior pair of letters in a word (Granier & Grainger, 

submitted). Clearly this data contradicts that obtained by Jordan and colleagues in 

support of the (exterior) pair-letter effect (Jordan et al, 2003). 

Perea and Lupker (2003a) have also argued against the claim that exterior letters 

are particularly important. In the course of their TL experiments described in Chapter 1 

(the uhser USHER experiments) they found that there was no difference in reaction times 

to targets preceded by TL internal {uhser) and TL final (ushre) primes. If exterior letters 

were more important we would expect uhser to exert a greater influence. Additional 

evidence is provided by their control conditions. Each of their TL prime conditions was 

compared against two different controls: an orthographic control (e.g. ufner and ushno for 

the TL internal and final conditions respectively) and unrelated controls (bausn and 
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bacse, respectively). When compared to the unrelated controls, a form priming effect 

was observed for the TL final control primes {ushno USHER), but none for the TL 

internal control primes {ufner USHER). As Perea and Lupker point out, this contradicts 

the claim that the exterior letters are most important because, if they were, we would 

expect a greater degree of priming from ufner than from ushno. In light of this evidence 

they propose that there is a left-to-right bias in the importance of letter positions rather 

than an exterior letter bias. 

There is a great deal of disagreement, then, with regard to the question of whether 

exterior letters are more important to Icxical access than interior letters. Establishing the 

facts here will help us to further refine models of lexical access. The experiments 

described in this Chapter were organized around two primary goals. The first was to 

determine the degree of flexibility of the word recognition system by seeing how much 

transposition it could handle and still access the target entry. The TL and relative 

position priming experiments reviewed in Chapter 1 indicate that a prime with transposed 

letters will reliably activate the target entry (Forster et al., 1987; Perea & Lupker, 

2003a,b), as long as the complete set of letters is present (Humphreys et al., 1990; 

Granier & Grainger, submitted; Peressotti & Grainger, 1999; Schoonbaert & Grainger, 

2004). Thus far, however, the work conducted on this issue has been limited to the 

transposition of two letters . The experiments reported here took a more ambitious 

approach, transposing two or three pairs of letters within the word, resulting in 50 per 

cent or more of the target word's constituent letters being out of place in the input. We 

began the investigation, then, by testing whether the letter position coding scheme is 
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flexible enough to handle such dramatically transposed input. Experiment 1 addressed 

this question. 

The second goal was to determine whether, as has been claimed, the exterior 

letters of a word are more important to lexical access than the interior letters. This 

question was addressed in Experiments 1 - 3 by directly comparing the effects of 

transposing interior versus exterior letters. We then approached this question from a 

different angle by testing whether the exterior letters of a word, in the correct positions, 

can access the target entry even if the interior letters have been replaced by completely 

misleading letters (Experiment 4). 

General Method 

All of the experiments reported in this dissertation were conducted using the same 

general method, which is described in detail here. 

Materials 

The item set initially consisted of 90 target words, all of which were eight letters 

in length. Relatively long words were used in order to provide enough flexibility to 

transpose as many of the letters as possible while still leaving more than one letter in 

place. An even number of letters was required to accommodate matching between 

conditions in which exterior and interior letters were transposed (each transposition, by 

definition, involves two letters, so the total number of transposed letters will always be 

even). A length of eight letters seemed to be the best compromise between these 

requirements and the limit of what can realistically be perceived in one fixation. 
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In order to accommodate counterbalancing across four conditions, an additional 6 

words were introduced into the item set in Experiment 2, bringing the total up to 96 for 

all subsequent experiments. This set of items was tested throughout most of the 

experiments. In order to ensure that the patterns observed generalize across item sets, 

results with a completely new set of 96 target words are presented in Chapter 4. The 

mean Kugera & Francis (1967)written frequency for the complete item set was 33.8, with 

a range from 1 to 375 per million. Long words in general tend to have few orthographic 

neighbors (words that differ by only one letter, as defined by Coltheart, Davelaar, 

Jonasson & Besner, 1977), and no target word had more than one, with the mean N being 

0.5. The length of the words also guaranteed that most of them were morphologically 

complex. The morphological types varied, as did the letter length of the morphological 

constituents. The example target item that will be used throughout the description of the 

experiments is SIDEWALK, but the fact that it is a compound word should not be taken 

as a standard for all of the items. The complete set of materials is presented in the 

Appendices. The question of the influence of morphology on the priming effects 

observed in the current experiments is explored further in Chapter 5. 

For each target word a series of primes was constructed. Each target was first 

associated with an unrelated control prime which served as a baseline condition. The 

control primes were orthographically legal nonwords constructed such that no single 

letter occupied the same position in both prime and target (e.g. pylinder SIDEWALK). 

The control primes were generated automatically using the ARC Nonward Database 

(Rastle, Harrington & Coltheart, 2002). Orthographic legality is preserved in this 
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database by simply replacing one or two letters of an English word, replacing vowel with 

vowel and consonant with consonant. The result is orthographically legal and fairly 

wordlike non-words. The issue of the wordlikeness of the control primes was addressed 

in Experiment 2b and was found not to be a problem for establishing a baseline reaction 

time. 

A series of related primes was also constructed for each target word, depending 

on the conditions being tested in each experiment. In most cases, the related primes were 

dev ised by shifting the positions of four or six of the letters of the target word. Most of 

the shifting of letter positions consisted of transposing adjacent pairs of letters in the 

word, and in general two or three pairs of letters were transposed at a time. The precise 

order of the letters in each prime condition will be described with each experiment. For 

the sake of clarity and simplicity, and adapting the notation of Grainger and colleagues 

(e.g. Peressotti & Grainger, 1999) and Humphreys, Evett & Quinlan (1990), the letters 

that comprise the primes will be identified according to the positions they occupy within 

the correctly spelled target word. Any letters of a prime that arc in the correct letter 

positions for the target word will be underlined. For example, the prime siedawlk, 

associated with the target word SIDEWALK, will be described as a '12436578' prime. 

In addition to the target items, a set of 96 orthographically legal non-words was 

constructed to act as negative targets in the lexical decision task. These items were also 8 

letters in length. Throughout all of the experiments, sets of primes were constructed for 

the non-word targets that matched the prime conditions for the word targets. The 

complete set of items are presented in the appendices. 
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Procedure 

All of the experiments reported herein were standard lexical decision experiments 

with masked priming (Forster & Davis, 1984). Participants were tested individually in 

sound-attenuated booths. They were told that they would see a series of letter strings 

presented one at a time on a computer screen, and they were instructed to respond by 

pressing the 'yes' button if the letter string was a word, and the 'no' button if it was not. 

They were encouraged to respond as quickly as possible without making too many errors. 

The experimental items were presented on a Pentium PC computer, using the 

DMDX software created by J.C. Forster and K. I. Forster at the University of Arizona 

(Forster & Forster, 2003). In addition to presenting the items, the software records the 

participants' reaction times and notes whether each response is correct or incorrect. The 

presentation of each item began with a forward mask (########) which appeared at the 

center of the screen for 500 ms. This was immediately replaced by the prime, presented 

in lower case letters, for 40 msec. The target word immediately followed the prime and 

thus acted as a backward mask as well. It was presented in upper case letters and 

remained visible until the participant responded. After each response, visual feedback 

was provided to the participant which indicated whether the response had been correct 

and which also displayed the reaction time in milliseconds. The next item was then 

automatically presented. After each block of 12 items the program paused, giving the 

participant a chance to take a break. The participant resumed the experiment by pressing 

a foot pedal. 
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The items were presented in a pseudorandom order for each participant. The 

beginning of each list contained 10 practice items to allow the participant to become 

familiar with the procedure. 

E.xperiment 1 

The goals of Experiment 1 were to establish whether TL priming effects could be 

generated by primes with more than two letters transposed, and to begin the investigation 

of whether exterior letters exert a greater influence in word recognition than interior 

letters. 

Method 

Participants 

Thirty undergraduate students at the University of Arizona participated in the 

experiment in partial fulfillment of course requirements. 

Materials and Design 

The item set consisted of the original set of 90 target words, as described in the 

General Method above. Two related prime types were tested against unrelated control 

primes. Transposed Interior 4 (T-1-4) primes were constructed, as the name implies, by 

transposing the four interior letters and leaving the letters in positions 1,2.7 and 8 of the 

target word intact. More precisely, the transposed interior primes can be described as 

12436578 primes (e.g. siedawlk SIDEWALK). The transposed exterior 4 (T-E-4) primes 

were constructed with the complementary pattern of letter displacement, transposing the 

exterior four letters of the target word (e.g. the first and final letter pairs) and keeping the 
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middle four letters intact (these were 21345687 primes, e.g. isdewakl SIDEWALK). Note 

that in both related prime conditions, half of the word's eight letters are in their correct 

positions and the other half have been moved. The only difference between the two 

prime types lies in which letter pairs have been transposed. This allows us to test the 

claim concerning the relative importance of interior vs. exterior letters. Finally, as stated 

earlier, the unrelated control primes were constructed such that no single letter occupied 

the same position in both prime and target {e.g. pylinder SIDEWALK). 

In addition to the target items, a set of 90 orthographically legal non-words was 

constructed to act as negative targets in the lexical decision task. Three sets of primes 

were constructed for the non-word targets that matched the three prime conditions for the 

word targets. The complete set of items is presented in Appendix A. 

In order to fully counterbalance the materials, three item lists were created. Each 

list contained 30 word targets preceded by T-I-4 primes, 30 preceded by T-E-4 primes, 

and 30 by control primes. The items were rotated through the three conditions across the 

three lists so that each item appeared once in each condition, and never more than once 

on a given list. The 90 non-word targets on each list followed the same pattern of 

rotation through the three lists. 

Procedure 

The procedure was as described in the General Method. 

Results and Discussion 

Before analyzing the data, all incorrect responses were discarded and outliers 

were trimmed by setting them equal to a cutoff of two standard deviations above or 
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below the mean for that subject. The data for all subsequent experiments were treated in 

the same way. 

Reaction times for word targets 

The mean reaction times and error rates for word targets are presented in Table 3, 

A one way analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed a reliable difference in reaction times 

between the conditions F;(2,27) = 7.30,/? < .01, ̂ 2(2,87) = 6.02,/? < .01. Planned 

pairvvise comparisons were conducted to confirm the condition in which the priming 

effect was observed. The 25 ms benefit generated by T-I-4 (12436578) primes was 

statistically reliable F/(l,27) = 11.70,/? < .01, ̂ 2(1,87) = 11.23,/? < .01, and there was no 

hint of a priming benefit derived from the T-E-4 (21345687) primes (both Fs < 1). The 

difference in reaction times between the T-I-4 and T-E-4 conditions was also statistically 

reliable F,{\,21) = 9.70,/; < .01, ^,(1,87) - 7.15,/? < .01. 

Error rates for word targets 

There were no statistically reliable differences in error rates between the 

conditions Fi{2,21) = 1.04, n.s.; < 1. 

Reaction Times and Error Rates for Non-words 

There were no statistically reliable differences between conditions for the non-

word targets, either in the reaction time dala F/(2,27) = .94, n.s., ^2(2,87) = 1.90, n.s., or 

the error rate data Fj(2,27) = 1.94, n.s., F2(2,87) = 2.1 A, p - .07. 

The observation of a reliable priming effect generated by primes with only 50% 

of the target's constituent letters in the correct positions suggests that the word 

recognition system can tolerate a greater degree of imprecision regarding letter position 



information than had previously been demonstrated. The complete absence of any cffects 

for non-words suggests that the priming benefit derived from the T-I-4 (12436578) 

primes was generated at the level of lexical access and not, for example, at the level of 

letter perception. 

Table 3. Mean reaction times and error rates obtained in Experiment 1. 

Condition 

Abbreviation 

Description 

Transposed 

Interior 4 

T - I - 4  

1 2 4 3 6 5 7 8  

Transposed 

Exterior 4 

T-E-4 

2 1 3 4 5 6 8 7  

Control 

Example siedawlk isdewakl pylinder 

Words 

RT 619 639 644 

Priming 25** 5 

Percent Errors 6.7 6.9 8.1 

Non-Words 

RT 741 735 744 

Priming 3 9 

Percent Errors 12 .1 13 . 8 10.3 

** p < . 01 

The most striking and important aspect of the data obtained in Experiment 1 is, of 

course, that the T-I-4 primes generated reliable priming but the T-E-4 primes did not. 

This clearly suggests differing degrees of flexibility at different letter positions. A slot 

coding scheme (McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981) would predict an equal amount of 

priming for both related prime conditions because both have the same number of 
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correctly positioned letters. If. however, as others have claimed, the exterior letters are 

most important to lexical access, there should be more priming in the T-I-4 condition 

than in the T-E-4 condition. This is the pattern that was observed. In fact, the pattern 

was surprisingly clear cut, in that a strong priming benefit was observed in T-I-4 

condition, and virtually no effect at all (5 ms) was observed in the T-E-4 condition. The 

target lexical entry was contacted by a prime with merely 50% of the correct letter 

position information, but this occurred only when the exterior letter pairs were in the 

correct positions. Experiment 1, then, lends clear support for the claim that the exterior 

letters are most important for lexical access. 

The preliminary data gleaned from Experiment 1 is impressive, but nevertheless 

falls short of supporting the specific claim regarding the relative importance of exterior 

letters in word recognition. In order to match the two related prime conditions in terms 

of number of letters transposed out of position, the exterior pairs of letters were left in 

position in the T-I-4 primes. For a true test of the claims made by Jordan and colleagues 

(Jordan 1990, 1995; Jordan et al. 2003) the related primes must be limited to having the 

first and final letters in the correct positions. This more stringent test will be conducted 

in Experiment 2. 

Having established that TL primes with more than two letters transposed will 

effectively access the target entry, we might ask just how effective such primes are. The 

strength of the priming advantage derived from the transposed primes in Experiment 1 

was surprising, considering that only four of the eight constituent letters of the target 

words were in the correct positions. In order to get a better idea of just how beneficial 
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the transposed primes are, we can compare them to an identity prime condition in which, 

presumably, the greatest possible benefit can be observed. A second goal of Experiment 

2a was to be able to place the benefit derived from transposed primes in the context of the 

continuum from unrelated primes to identity primes. 

Experiment 2a 

Method 

Participants 

Thirty-two University of Arizona undergraduate students participated in this 

experiment for partial course credit. None of the participants had taken part in 

Experiment 1. 

Materials and Design 

The target words were the same as those used in Experiment 1, with the addition 

of six new words and six new nonwords to bring the total of each up to 96. This was 

done in order to accommodate counterbalancing across four conditions, as described in 

the General Method. 

For each target word, three related transposed primes were tested against the 

unrelated control prime. Transposed Interior 6 (T-I-6) primes were similar to the T-I-4 

primes tested in Experiment 1, except that six rather than four interior letters were 

transposed, leaving only the first and final letters in place. These primes, then, can be 

described as 13254768 primes (e.g. sdiwelak SIDEWALK). The T-E-4 (21345687) prime 

condition that had been tested in Experiment 1 was also tested in Experiment 2. Finally, 



in order to provide a more complete context against which to consider the priming 

derived from the two kinds of related primes, a set of identity (ID) primes was also 

included in the experiment {sidewalk SIDEWALK). The ID primes provided the 

additional benefit of confirming the effectiveness of the priming display in the event that 

none of the other related conditions yielded reliable priming. 

In order to fully counterbalance the design, four lists were constructed so that the 

items could be rotated through the four prime conditions. No word appeared on a list 

more than once, and all were presented in all four priming conditions. A complementary 

set of primes was constructed for the non-word targets, and these were fully 

counterbalanced as well. 

Procedure 

The task was a standard lexical decision task with masked priming, and the 

procedure was as described in the General Method. 

Results and Discussion 

The data were trimmed in the same manner as in Experiment 1. One target item 

{ACAD EMI A) received 100% errors in the control prime condition. The mean reaction 

time for that condition on that list was inserted for that item. The error rate for that item 

ranged from 25% to 37% on the other lists. 

Mean reaction times and error rates are presented in Table 4. 

Reaction times to target words 

Reaction times to target words in all three related prime conditions were faster 

than those in the control condition, with the degree of effectiveness of the primes 
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diminishing across the ID, T-I-6, and T-E-4 conditions respectively. A one-way analysis 

of variance revealed a reliable difference in reaction times between the different prime 

types Fi(3,28) = 21.95,/? < .001; ^2(3,92) = 16.85,p < .001. Planned pair-wise 

comparisons indicated that each of the related prime conditions reliably reduced reaction 

times relative to the control condition, whether the prime was an ID prime Fi{\2%) = 

74.52,/) < .001; Fj(l,92) = 52.16,/? < .001, a T-I-6 prime F/(l,28) = 30.87./; < .001; 

^2(1,92) = 21.11,/7 < .001, or a T-E-4 prime Fy( l,28) = 18.15,/? < .001; ^2(1,92) = 10.89, 

p < m .  

Table 4. Mean reaction times and error rates obtained in Experiment 2a. 

Condition 
Abbreviation 
Description 

Transposed Transposed 
Identity Interior 6 Exterior 4 

ID T-I-6 T-E-4 

12345678 1325476& 211456.87 

Control 

Example sidewalk sdiwelak isdewakl pylinder 

Words 

RT 

Priming 
563 578 

45* 30* 
585 608 
23* 

Percent Errors 4.4* 5.3* 10.3 

Noa-Words 
RT 664 664 666 663 
Priming -1 -1 -3 

Percent Errors 11.6 9.9 9.8 9.4 

*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001 

The 23 ms priming effect for T-E-4 (21345687) primes is surprising given the 

complete absence of priming in this same condition in Experiment 1. In the current 
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experiment the degree of benefit derived from the T-E-4 primes approached that derived 

from the T-I-6 (13254768) primes. Indeed, a direct comparison indicated that the T-1-6 

and T-E-4 conditions did not differ F/( 1,28) = 1.60, ,n.s.; F2( 1,92) - 1.07, n.s. Finally, 

the ID primes provided a greater reaction time benefit than either the T-I-6 primes 

F/(l,28) - 6.35,p < .05; ^2(1,92) = 5.68,/? < .05, or the T-E-4 primes F/(l,28) = 11.81,/? 

< .01; F.{1,92) = 14.06,/? < .001. 

Error rates for word targets 

Examination of the error rates for word targets revealed a pattern that was similar 

to that of reaction times. There was a main effect of prime condition Fj(3,28} = 9.02, p < 

.001; ¥2(3,92) = 7.31,/? < .001 and fewer errors were generated in the ID prime F/(l,28) 

= 15.56,/? < .001; F2( 1,92) = 16.95,/? < .001 and the T-E-4 prime F/(l,28) = 10.31,/? < 

.01;F2(1,92) = 8.49, p < .01 conditions relative the control condition. However, the T-I-

6 condition generated as many errors as the control condition F/(l,28) = 3.45,/? = .07; 

F2{ 1,92) = 2.00, n.s. 

Reaction times and error rates for non-word targets 

No reliable differences were found between the priming conditions for non-word 

targets, either in reaction times (both Fs < 1) or in error rates F]{1,28) = 1.01, n.s.; 

^^(1,92) = 1.16, n.s. The absence of any observed differences between prime types in the 

non-word condition gives us confidence that whatever effects are observed in the word 

condition are reflections of the level of lexical access, rather than letter perception. 

It is difficult to speculate as to the theoretical implications of differences in error 

rates in this series of experiments. One might argue that if the prime is effective in 



partially activating the lexical entry for the target word, as the pattern of reaction times 

suggests, then the participant is less likely to 'miss' the entry in a lexical search and 

generate an erroneous 'no' response. This story would hold for the ID and T-E-4 prime 

conditions, which yielded both faster reaction times and lower error rates relative to the 

controls. However, the T-I-6 primes break with this pattern. Reaction times are reduced, 

but error rates were not. In addition, it should be recalled that there were no differences 

in error rates observed in Experiment 1. We will refrain from placing great theoretical 

importance on differing error rates between conditions until a more reliable pattern, if 

any, is observed. 

The T-I-6 primes had only two of the target word's eight letters in the correct 

positions. Nevertheless, these primes produced a 30 ms benefit in reaction times relative 

to the unrelated controls. The extent of this priming benefit was unexpected and it might 

tempt one to suggest that, given the correct letter set for a target words, the system hardly 

notices whether those letters are in the correct positions. We will consider this possibility 

further in Chapter 3. 

The most surprising result obtained in Experiment 2a is the effectiveness of the T-

E-4 (21345687) primes. In Experiment 1 this condition yielded not the slightest hint of a 

priming effect, but the reaction time benefit was quite reliable in Experiment 2a. Thus 

we have contradictory answers to the question of the relative importance of the exterior 

letters. Experiment 1 suggests that a target lexical entry will only be accessed if the 

exterior letters of the input string are consistent with that entry. Experiment 2a, on the 

other hand, suggests that a lexical entry can be accessed by transposed input even if it is 



the information associated with the exterior letters that is incorrect. Since essentially the 

same set of lexical items and the same subject pool were used in the two experiments, we 

must look for other sources for this discrepancy. Putting aside the possibilities of either 

a Type II error in Experiment 1, or a Type I error in Experiment 2a, one potential source 

is a difference in list characteristics. In Experiment 1, 60% of the primes were 

orthographically related to the targets but in Experiment 2a the relatedness proportion 

increased to 75%, one third of which were identity primes. It might be argued that the 

higher relatedness proportion overall, and the absolute correctness of the information 

provided in the ID prime condition, conspired to encourage greater reliance on the primes 

during lexical access across the board, including those in the T-E-4 condition. In fact, 

Bodner and Masson (2001) have proposed just such a "prime validity" effect. In the 

current experiment, even a weak benefit from the T-E-4 primes, seen more frequently, 

could have stood out against the random noise in the reaction times clearly enough to 

satisfy the standards of an ANOVA. In order to test the likelihood of this possibility, the 

first goal of Experiment 2b was to look for evidence of a list composition effect by 

bringing the ratio of related primes down to 50%, lower than it was in Experiment 1, and 

by removing the ID primes from the design. 

Experiment 2b was also intended to shed light on an important issue regarding the 

experimental method being used in current series of experiments, one which must be 

addressed before any conclusions can be drawn from them. As described in the General 

Method section, the unrelated control words were derived from English words in order to 

ensure orthographic legality. As a result, the nonwords are often neighbors or only two 
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letters different from existing English words. The nonword pylinder, which is the 

unrelated control prime for SIDEWALK, is a clear example of how wordlike these primes 

were. In terms of absolute proportion of shared letters in the correct locations, the 

unrelated control primes are more similar to the words from which they were derived 

than any of the related primes (except, of course the ID primes) were to their targets. It 

could be argued that the reaction time differences we have observed thus far are not 

priming effects at all but, rather, the reflection of inhibition produced by the unrelated 

primes. If the control primes initiate access of their close orthographic neighbors, there 

may be a processing cost associated with correcting or resetting the system when the 

(unrelated) target is presented, a cost that would not be incurred by the transposed primes, 

even if they are completely ineffective in their role as related primes. This set of 

circumstances would result in the differences in reaction times that we have chosen to 

interpret as evidence of the effectiveness of transposed primes. Clearly, it is important to 

put this concern to rest before we continue further with our investigation of transposed 

letter priming effects. This was the second goal of Experiment 2b. 

Experiment 2b 

Method 

Participants 

Forty University of Arizona undergraduates participated in the experiment in 

partial fulfillment of course requirements. None of the participants had taken part in any 

of the previous experiments. 
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Materials and Design 

Experimenl 2b was largely a replication o f Experiment 2a, with one major 

exception. As in Experiment 2a, the T-E-4 (21345687) and T-I-6 (13254768) primes 

were tested against one another. However, the ID prime condition was replaced by a 

second control condition. In this transposed control condition, the original unrelated 

primes were transformed by transposing the interior six letters (e.g. pylindar became 

plyniadr). This manipulation combined with the original nonword status of the primes 

should eliminate the difference in wordlikeness between the related and control primes. 

The original set of control primes was also included in the Experiment. If the inhibition 

account of apparent priming effects is correct, then reaction times to target words 

preceded by the original control primes should be reliably slower than reaction times to 

those preceded by the transposed control primes. The inclusion of two control conditions 

and the elimination of the ID prime condition reduced the ratio of related prime-target 

pairs to 50%. If the effectiveness of the T-E-4 primes that was observed in Experiment 

2a was due to list characteristics that encouraged the use of the primes, that effect should 

disappear in Experiment 2b. 

Procedure 

The task was a standard lexical decision task with masked priming, and the 

procedure was as described in the General Method. 

Results and Discussion 

The reaction times and mean error rates obtained in Experiment 2b are presented 

in Table 5. 
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Table 5. Mean reaction times and error rates obtained in Experiment 2b. 

Conditlon 
Transposed 
Interior 6 

Transposed 
Exterior 4 Control 

Transposed 
Control 

Abbreviation T-I-6 T-E-4 

Description 13254761 21345687 

Example sdiwelak isdewakl pylinder plyniedr 

Words 
RT 616 620 637 633 
Priming 21** 17* '4 

Percent Errors 6.4 7.9 8.2 9.5 

Non-Words 
RT 715 718 709 716 
Priming 1 -2 7 

Percent Errors 11.9 10.7 11.3 10.2 

*p <.05, "p < .01,*"p < .001 

Reaction Times for Words 

A one-way ANOVA identified a difference in reaction times among the four 

conditions, Fi(3,36) = 4.97,/? <.01; ̂ 2(3,92) = 5.91,p < .001. A casual inspection of 

Table 5 suggests that this reflects a clear cut difference between the related conditions, on 

the one hand, and the control conditions on the other. There was absolutely no difference 

in reaction times between the original control and transposed control conditions (both Fs 

< 1), effectively ruling out the possibility that the priming effects observed in 

Experiments 1 and 2a were the by-product of inhibition generated by the control primes. 

As in Experiments 1 and 2a, the related prime conditions were each compared against the 

original control condition in order to test for priming effects. These analyses indicated 

that both the T-I-6 primes, F/(l,36) = 10.13,< .01; ̂ 2(1,92) = 11.54,/? < .01, and the T-
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E-4 primes, F/( 1,36) = 5.02,p < .05; Fill,92) = 1.11,p < .01, produced significant 

priming. Finally, there was absolutely no difference between the two related conditions 

(both Fs < 1). T-E-4 (21345687) primes were once again as effective as T-I-6 

(13254768) primes. 

Error Rates for Word Targets 

The results of a preliminary one-way ANOVA hinted that there might be a 

difference in error rates between the conditions F/(3,36) = 2.64, p = .053,7^2(3,92) = 

2.22, p < .10. However, none of the planned pairwise comparisons revealed any reliable 

differences between any two conditions in particular. 

Reaction Times and Error Rates for Non-Word Targets 

There was no indication any differences between conditions for the non-word 

targets in either the reaction time or error rate data (all Fs < 1). 

The absence of any differences between the original and transposed control 

conditions is reassuring. We now have some confidence that the reaction time 

differences we have repeatedly observed between the various transposed prime 

conditions and the control condition do, in fact, reflect a benefit derived from the related 

primes, rather than an inhibition generated by the control primes. This, in turn, licenses 

speculation as to what the pattern of priming effects can tell us about the mechanisms at 

work in lexical access. 

Intriguingly, the T-E-4 (21345687) primes once again generated just as much 

priming as the T-1-6 (13254768) primes. We can now rale out the possibility of hst 

composition effects as an explanation of the contradiction of this pattern with that 
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observed in Experiment 1. The score is now two to one against the claim that the exterior 

letters of a word are particularly crucial to its recognition. Of course, unlike Experiment 

1, the number of displaced letters differed between the two TL prime conditions in 

Experiments 2a and 2b. The T-I-6 primes had more letters displaced than the T-E-4 

primes. Thus, an equal degree of priming between these two conditions might still reflect 

a greater influence of exterior letters (i.e. these two are as effective as the interior four). 

The most prudent course of action at this point is to conduct a proper replication of 

Experiment 1. If the absence of priming from the T-E-4 in Experiment 1 was merely a 

Type II error we should observe priming in that condition in the replication, as we have 

in Experiments 2a and 2b. In addition, a replication will put the two TL prime conditions 

back on equal ground with regard to number of displaced letters. If the equivalent 

priming observed in Experiments 2a and 2b indicates that exterior letters are exerting a 

greater influence, we should expect a greater degree of priming from the T-1-4 condition 

than the T-E-4 condition. Experiment 3 serves as that replication. 

Experiment 3 

Experiment 3 was an exact replication of Experiment 1, except that the complete 

set of 96 target words and 96 target non-words was used. 

Method 

Participants 

Thirty University of Arizona undergraduates participated in Experiment 3 in 

partial fulfillment of course requirements. None of the participants had taken part in any 

of the previous experiments. 
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Materials and Design 

The materials and design were identical to those of Experiment 1, with the 

exception of the additional 6 items in both the word and non-word conditions, as 

explained in the General Method. The two related conditions that were tested were the T-

1-4 (12436578) and T-E-4 (21345687) primes. These were compared against the original 

unrelated controls, as in Experiment 1. 

Procedure 

The task was a standard lexical decision task with masked priming, and the 

procedure was as described in the General Method. 

Results and Discussion 

The reaction times and error rates are presented in Table 6. 

Reaction Times for Word Targets 

The results obtained in Experiment 3 are consistent with Experiments 2a and 2b, 

and inconsistent with those of Experiment 1, suggesting a Type IJ error in that initial 

experiment. The one-way ANOVA indicated a reliable difference between conditions, 

F](2,21) = 17.88,/? < .001; Fi(2,93) = 12.86,/? < .001. Planned pairwise comparisons 

revealed that both the T-I-4 primes, F;(l,27) - 24.50,/? < .001, Fj( 1,93) = 25.51,/? < 

.001, and the T-E-4 primes, F/(l,27) = 14.44,/? < .001, .F.(l,93) = 7.96,/? < .01 reliably 

reduced reaction times relative to the control primes. Crucially, the T-I-4 primes also 

produced reliably faster reaction times than the T-E-4 primes, F;{1,27) = 8.11,/; < .01, 

FXl,93) = 5.()3,/?<.05. 
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Table 6. Mean reaction times and error rates obtained in Experiment 3. 

Condition 

Abbreviation 

Description 

Example 

Transposed 

Interior 4 

T-I-4 

12436578 

Transposed 

Exterior 4 

T-E-4 

2 1 3 4 5 6 8 7  

Control 

siedawlk isdewakl pylinder 

Words 

RT 547.0 
Priming 30* 

Percent Errors 5.0* 

561.0 
16* 

6.1 

577.0 

7.9 

Non-Words 

RT 658 
Priming -5 

Percent Errors 8.4 

655 
-2 

10.1 

653 

8.2 

p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001 

Error Rates for Word Targets 

The initial one-way ANOVA indicated a difference between conditions with 

regard to error rates, Fj{2,TI) ~ 4.85, p < .001; Fi(2,93) = 3.81, p < .05. This overall 

effect of error reflects the fact that the T-I-4 prime condition produced fewer errors than 

the Control condition, F/(I,27) = 9.48,p < .01, Fi(l,93) = 639,p < .05. The T-E-4 

condition did not differ from the control condition, i^/(l,27) = 3.43,p = .08, ̂ 2(1,93) = 

2.55, n.s., nor did the T-I-4 and T-E-4 conditions differ from one another, F;(l,27) -

1.52, n.s.; FX 1,93)- 1.56, n.s. 
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Reaction Times and Error Rates for Non-Word Targets 

For the non-word targets there were no observed difference between conditions 

either with regard to reaction times (both Fs < 1) or error rates. 

Interim Conclusions 

For ease of comparison, the priming effects obtained so far arc summarized in 

Table 7. It seems clear that the absence of priming in the T-E-4 condition in Experiment 

1 was merely a Type 11 error. Reliable priming was observed in this condition in all 

subsequent experiments. We can conclude, then, that a transposed letter prime will 

activate the target entry even if the exterior letters have been moved out of their correct 

Table 7. Priming effects obtained in Experiments 1-3. 

Condition Identity 

Abbreviation ID 
Description 1234567 8 

Example sidewalk 

Transposed Transposed Transposed 

Interior 4 Interior 6 Exterior 4 

T-I-4 T-I-6 T-E-4 

12.436578 13254768 2 1 3 4 5 6 8 7  

siedawlk sdiwelak isdewakl 

Experiment 1 25**  5 

Experiment 2a 45*** 30*** 23** 

Experiment 2b 21** 17* 

Experiment 3 30*** 16** 

Mean Priming Effect 45. 0 27.5 25.5 15.3 

* p  <  . 05,  * * p  <  .01, «**p < .001 
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positions. This is inconsistent with a claim that the two exterior letters are absolutely 

essential for lexical access, as would be the case in a hash coding scheme if the hash code 

depended entirely on those two letters. This does not, of course, eliminate the hash 

coding approach altogether. It merely indicates that the hash code could not be 

calculated exclusively according to the two exterior letters. 

The observed pattern of data is consistent with the weaker claim that exterior 

letters exert a greater influence on lexical access than the interior letters. Although the 

two conditions were matched for absolute number of constituent letters in their correct 

positions, the T-I-4 primes, which preserved the correct positions of the exterior letters, 

produced reliably stronger priming effects than did the T-E-4 primes, in which it was the 

exterior letters that had been transposed out of position. This is inconsistent with the 

evidence provided by Grainger and colleagues (Granier & Grainger, submitted; Peressotti 

& Grainger, 1999). The difference between the current experiments and theirs may well 

be the fact that their primes contained only a subset of the target word's letters. Our data 

is also inconsistent, however, with Perea and Lupker (2003a) who used primes with the 

complete set of target letters and found no difference in reaction times between TL 

internal and TL final primes. The obvious difference here is that the T-E-4 primes 

involved the transposition of both the first and the final letter pairs whereas the initial 

letters were left in place in Perea & Lupker's experiments. The difference between the 

two experiments may in fact support Perea & Lupker's claim that the influence of letters 

decreases from left to right across the word. We will consider this possibility further in 

Chapter 4. 
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One final point of interest is the apparent equality of priming obtained by T-I-4 

primes and T-I-6 primes. Although these two conditions were never directly tested 

against each other, the degree of priming obtained in the two conditions is virtually 

identical. This is somewhat surprising because the T-I-6 primes left only two of the eight 

constituent letters (the exterior letters) in the correct positions, while the T-1-4 primes 

retained four correct letter positions. It is as if the relative positions of the interior letters 

do not matter if the extreme exterior letters are in the correct locations. 

Having resolved the question of whether the priming observed in the T-E-4 

condition is reliable, we can proceed to test the relative importance of exterior letters in a 

di fferent way, with the goal of providing converging evidence in support of the claim. 

The second approach we take will be to determine whether the exterior letters can exert 

an influence on lexical access under more extreme circumstances. From the point of 

view of providing access to the target lexical entry, the transposed primes we have tested 

so far provide misleading information about letter position, but they do provide correct 

information with regard to letter identities. It seems reasonable to suggest that letter 

identity information is more fundamental than relative position information. What we 

will test next is whether the exterior letters are constraining enough to contact the target 

lexical entry if even the letter identity information regarding the interior letters is 

incorrect. 

Experiment 4 

Experiment 4 will provide a different approach to the question of the relative 

importance of exterior letters by leaving them completely alone to do the job of lexical 
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access. The first and final letter pairs will be tested in two conditions. The first is the T-

1-4 (12436578) condition that was tested in E.xperiments 1 and 3. We have seen reliable 

priming obtained in this condition, which reflects the influence of the exterior letter pairs 

plus letter identity information for the interior letters. This condition will be compared to 

a Replaced Interior condition which, as described below, will allow us to see the 

influence of the exterior letters without the benefit of any correct information regarding 

the interior letters at all. 

Method 

Participants 

Fifty-one University of Arizona undergraduates participated in Experiment 4 in 

partial fulfillment of course requirements. None of the participants had taken part in any 

of the previous experiments. 

Materials and Design 

Three prime types were compared in this experiment: the original control primes 

and two related prime conditions. The first was the T-1-4 (12436578) primes that were 

described in Experiment 1. These were compared to Replaced Interior 4 (Rep-I-4) 

primes which are configured as 12dddd78 primes, with'd' signifying that the letter in 

that position can be any letter other than the letter that correctly occupies that position in 

the target word (e.g. sicmrglk SIDEWALK). If the correct exterior letters are constraint 

enough for lexical access, then target words in the Rep-I-4 condition should be accessed 

more quickly than target words in the control condition. Furthermore, we should be able 

to observe the influence of correct letter identity information (apart from position 
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information) in a difference in reaction times between the T-I-4 and Rep-I-4 prime 

conditions. 

Procedure 

The task was a standard lexical decision task with masked priming, and the 

procedure was as described in the General Method. 

Results and Discussion 

The reaction times and error rates are presented in Table 8. 

Reaction Times for Word Targets 

The preliminary one-way ANOVA indicated a difference in reaction times across 

the conditions, Fi(2,48) = 24.18,/? < .001; 7^2(2,87) = 22.90,/? < .001. Both the T-I-4, 

F/(l,48) = 45.74,/? < .001; ̂ 2(1,87) = 42.75,/? < .001, and the Rep-I-4, F/(l,48) = 9.63,/? 

< .01; ̂ 2(1,87) = 15.44,/? < .001, conditions were effective in reducing reaction times to 

the target words relative to the control condition. And finally, as expected, the T-I-4 

primes yielded faster reaction times to the target words than did the Rep-I-4 primes. 

F/(l,48) = 16.76,/? < .001; ̂ 2(1,87) = 9.30,/? < .01. 

Error Rates for Target Words 

The pattern observed in the error rates was similar to that observed in the reaction 

limes. There was an overall difference between conditions F/(2,48) = 3.69, p < .05; 

^2(2,87) = 3.18,/? < .001 and closer inspection revealed that both the T-I-4 condition, 

F/(2,48) = 5.14,/? < .05; 7^2(2,87) = 3.90,p < .056, and the Rep-I-4 condition F/(2,48) = 

6.80,/? < .05; ^2(2,87) = 5.57, p < .05 yielded fewer errors than the control condition. 

However, there was no difference between the two related conditions (both Fs < 1). 
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Reaction Times and Error Rates for Non-Word Targets 

There was no evidence of any differences between conditions for the non-word 

targets, either with regard to reaction times, F/{2,48) = 1.14, n.s.; Fj < 1, or error rates, 

(both Fs < 1). 

Table 8. Mean reaction times and error rates obtained in Experiment 4. 

Condition 

Abbreviation 

Description 

Example 

Transposed 

Interior 4 

T-I-4 

1 2 4 3 6 5 7 8  

Replaced 

Interior 4 

Rep-I-4 

12dddd78 

Control 

siedawlk sicmrglk pylinder 
Words 

RT 572 
Priming 33* 

Percent Errors 6.3* 

589 
16** 

6.8* 

605 

8.2 

Won-Words 

RT 687 
Priming 

Percent Errors 10.8 

693 

9.7 

684 

9.9 

*p < .05, < .01. < .001 

The reliable priming that was obtained from the T-I-4 primes is not surprising, 

and its consistency with the results obtained in Experiments 1 and 3 is reassuring. More 

interesting is the fact that reliable priming was obtained from the Rep-I-4 (12dddd78) 

condition as well. This is a very surprising result, and it conflicts directly with Perea & 
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Lupker's (2003a) observation that absolutely no form priming was derived from the TL 

interior control primes {iifner USHER). If the Rep-1-4 priming is reliable', it suggests 

that target entries can be contacted by the exterior letter pairs alone, even in the face of 

contradictor^' information from the interior letters. This is an impressive show of strength 

for the exterior letters. The contribution of correct interior letter identities is observed in 

the additional 17 ms benefit that is reliably observed in the T-I-4 prime condition above 

and beyond the reaction time benefit observed in the Rcp-I-4 prime condition. 

The explanation of these data from the point of view of an activation model is 

fairly obvious. What would be proposed is that the exterior letters from the input are 

weighted more heavily than the interior letters, a claim that would be made in response to 

the difference observed between T-I-4 and T-E-4 primes as well. One would merely 

have to adjust the weights for those exterior letter positions so that they could also 

overcome the contradictor^' evidence provided by the interior letters in the Rep-I-4 

condition. The difference in reaction times between the T-I-4 and Rep-I-4 conditions 

would simply be a reflection of facilitation from the correct letter identities, albeit in the 

incorrect positions, in the former case and inhibition from the misleading letters in the 

latter. 

On the surface, an account of the data from an entry opening model is appears to 

be trickier. An entry opening process implies discrete levels of priming. Either the 

correct bin is located or it is not. Either the target entry is tagged as a potential candidate, 

' The Rep-I-4 condition was tested twice more in experiments not reported here, and priming effects of 7 
and 18 ms were observed. Consistent with Experiment 4, the 18 ms benefit was statistically significant (p 
< .05), and the three experiments together suggest reliable (though weak) priming from this condition. 
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and the entry opening process is begun, or it is not. This would seem to suggest that, if 

both conditions are going to yield priming, they should yield the same amount of 

priming. However, the dilemma is easily resolved when we recall that the priming 

effects we observe are averaged across many items and many subjects. It's quite possible 

that the graded effects we observe across conditions are a reflection of probabilistic 

processing: one condition is more likely to contact the target entry than another. In this 

case, we would claim that the T-E-4 primes are more likely to contact the correct target 

entry than Rep-1-4 primes. 

While it is important to be able to explain the data from the broad perspective of 

activation and entry opening models, in the current line of investigation we are most 

concerned with discovering the principles that govern letter position coding on a more 

detailed level, and in evaluating some of the specific proposals in this regard. We have 

already seen that a hash coding scheme that relies exclusively on the exterior letters could 

not work, because T-E-4 primes clearly accessed the target lexical entries in spite of the 

fact that the wrong letters were in the exterior positions. Nor could we propose a coding 

scheme that is based on the exterior letters plus non-position-specific letter identity 

information for the interior letters, since this would predict that the correct bin would not 

be accessed in the Rep-1-4 condition. Even a hash coding scheme based entirely on 

letter identity without concern for position cannot be correct in light of the Rep-1-4 

priming we have observed. It may be that a hash coding scheme will have to propose 

more than one search, conducted in parallel, based on different hash codes that are 

calculated in different ways. In this way, the target entry may be accessed according to 
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one scheme (e.g. letter identity without concern for position) while it is completely 

missed according to another (e.g. one that is based entirely on the two exterior letters). 

We will consider this possibility further when we have gathered more evidence from 

different priming conditions in the Chapters that follow. 

Evaluating Predictions from Existing Models 

We are in a position at this point, however, to consider the coding schemes that 

were described in Chapter 1 in light of the data we have gathered in Experiments 1-4. 

We have already determined that the BLIRNET model cannot handle simple, two-letter 

TL effects, so we would not expect it to predict the priming that was observed here. 

However, it may be instructive to include it in the evaluations anyway, since the goal is to 

determine what it is about a coding scheme that does and does not work. Wc know, for 

example, that the rigidity of distance between letters prevents the model from handling 

TL effects, in spite of its flexibility with regard to letter identity (see Chapter 1). 

However, it may still provide us with infonnation about how exterior letters are best 

handled by a coding scheme. The other models (GvH bigrams, SOLAR and SERIOL) 

did handle simple two-letter TL effects. It remains to be seen if they will all handle the 

priming conditions considered here as effectively. We'll begin by considering 

Experiments 1-3, which involved TL priming exclusively, and then we will look at 

Experiment 4 and the effect of misleading letters separately. 

Figure 3 illustrates the degree of priming predicted by the different models and 

contrasts them against the priming that was actually observed in Experiments 1-3. The 
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observed priming is depicted in the center bar graph, and the amount of priming indicated 

for each condition is the mean of the priming effects observed across all four experiments 

(1, 2a,.2b, and 3). The predictions for BLIRNET and the GvH bigrams are based on the 

percent overlap in the letter clusters generated by the prime and target as discussed in 

Chapter 1. The predictions for the SOLAR model were derived by entering the primes 

and targets into the match calculator provided by Davis (2001). Finally, the predictions 

for the SERIOL model were calculated by first assigning weights to the bigrams for the 

primes and targets in accordance with the information provided in Appendix C in 

Whitney & Bemdt (1999), and then calculating a dot product between the weighted 

bigrams generated by each prime condition and those of the target*. It should be noted 

that in the case of the SERIOL model these values were calculated only for an abstract 

representation of the primes and targets based on the number descriptions we have been 

using here (e.g. a 21345687 prime and the 12345678 target). Although the values should 

be roughly the same for all of the items, it is possible that there would be some minor 

fluctuations because, at the letter coding stage, double letters (e.g. the ee of sweet) are 

treated as a single letter unit rather than two occurrences of the individual letter unit. It is 

unclear how this information is handled at the bigram level (e.g. in the sweet example, 

would the 'bigram' be seel). Only 10 of the 96 target words contained double letters, so 

their effect, if any, should have been minor. 

It is difficult to make any claims about how much priming a model would predict 

in a given condition. Who's to say, for example, how an 80% overlap translates into 

^ I am extremely grateful to Dave Towers for his invaluable help in this computation 
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Figure 3. Average observed priming (ms) obtained in Experiments 1-3 and degree of 
priming predicted by BLIRNET, GvH bigrams, SOLAR, and SERIOL. 
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milliseconds? What we can do, however, is look for patterns across conditions. If a 

model predicts greater priming in condition A than in condition B, and the opposite 

pattern was observed in the experiments, then the model's prediction is wrong. In order 

to facilitate the comparisons, the observed priming was plotted with 40 ms corresponding 

to 100% overlap in the models. This is because the prime duration was 40 ms and so this 

is the greatest degree of priming that can reasonably be expected from identity primes 

which have, of course, 100% overlap with the target (Forster, Mohan & Hector, 2003). 

The unrelated control condition is not presented on the graphs and can be presumed to be 

zero. 

Perhaps the most obvious pattern that emerges when reviewing the graphs 

concerns the T-I-6 and T-E-4 conditions. The degree of observed priming was greater 

overall in the T-I-6 condition than it was in the T-E-4 condition, and all of the models 

except for SERIOL appear make the opposite prediction. However, it must be 

remembered that when these two conditions were compared directly (in Experiments 2a 

and 2b) there was no statistical difference between these conditions. In fact, the mean for 

the T-E-4 condition probably underestimates the priming because of the Type 11 error in 

Experiment 1. So while the models (except for SERIOL) appear to be wrong with regard 

to these two conditions, we cannot make this claim with any real confidence. 

We can, however, make a clear statement about the difference between the T-I-4 and T-

E-4 conditions. This difference was statistically significant, most importantly in 

Experiment 3. However, both the GvH bigrams and the SOLAR model predict virtually 

identical priming effects for the two prime types. The percent overlap for GvH bigrams 
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is exactly the same (78%) in both cases while in the SOLAR model the match values are 

very similar (0.89 versus 0.83). Only the SERIOL model correctly predicts that there 

should be a greater degree of priming derived from the T-I-4 primes than the T-E-4 

primes. This appears to be due to the different weights that are assigned to the bigrams. 

As we saw in Chapter 1, the bigrams generated by the SERIOL model are not limited in 

terms of how many letter spaces may be skipped, as is the case with GvH bigrams. This 

means that a bigram is generated that is composed of the exterior letters of the word: the 

letter string SIDEWALK generates an bigram. Furthermore, the weight of this bigram 

is set to be quite high. The length of the word (i.e. distance between the two letters) 

moderates the weight of this bigram somewhat but, even for an eight letter word as in the 

current item set, it works out to be 0.92. The degree of influence from this bigram 

becomes clearer when we consider that the weights, for example, of the bigrams SD and 

DE generated by SIDEWALK work out to be 0.60 and 0.36, respectively. In our 

experiments, this heavily weighted exterior bigram was a match between the prime and 

target in the T-I-4 condition, but a mismatch in the T-E-4 condition. This provision 

allowed the SERIOL model to correctly predict the pattern that was observed between 

these two conditions in the current experiments. 

We now turn to the comparison between a prime with misleading interior letters 

(the Rep-1-4 condition) and one with the correct interior letters in the wrong positions 

(the T-1-4 condition) that was explored in Experiment 4. The data from that experiment 

and the predictions made by the various models are presented in Figure 4. All of the 



Figure 4. Observed priming (ms) obtained in Experiment 4 and degree of priming 
predicted by BLIRNET, GvH bigrams, SOLAR, and SERIOL 
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models make the correct prediction in this ease except for the BLIRNET model. This is 

because, owing to the lack of letter position flexibility of that model, a misplaced letter is 

as damaging as a completely incorrect letter. All of the other models correctly derive a 

benefit from the presence of the correct letters, even if they are in the wrong positions. 

Summary and Conclusions 

We have seen that the lexical access system is far more flexible with regard to 

letter position coding than had previously been realized. In the T-I-6 primes, 75% of the 

letters were in the incorrect positions, but the prime still contacted the target entry, as an 

average reaction time benefit of 26 ms was observed in that condition. A large portion of 

that benefit appears to be from the fact that the exterior letters of those primes were 

correctly positioned. Although a TL prime will contact the target entry if the exterior 

letters are moved out of place, the priming effect is much stronger if they are correctly 

positioned (and an equal number of interior letters have been transposed instead). The 

influence of the exterior letters is strong enough to access the target entry even if the 

interior letters are not letters that are present in the target word. However, this does not 

imply that the identity of the interior letters has no effect at all, as priming is greater when 

they are incorrectly positioned, correct target letters than when they are incorrect letters 

altogether. 

With regard to letter position coding schemes, we had determined before 

beginning these experiments that a system that allows for some degree of ambiguity 

regarding how many letter spaces are present between two letters is much better suited to 
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handle TL effects than is a system that allows for flexibility regarding letter identity but 

is rigid with regard to the distances between letters. This conclusion was further 

supported by the current experiments. In addition, we have learned that a coding system 

that weights the exterior letters more heavily than the interior letters does a better job of 

predicting the behavioral data than one that does not. Of the models we are considering 

here, the only one that assigns greater weight to these letters is the SERIOL model, in 

which a bigram consisting of those two letters is generated and weighted more heavily 

than any other bigram except for that comprised of the first and second letters. It is not 

clear, however, that forming a single bigram of those two letters is the only means of 

accomplishing that goal. It is possible, for example, that the GvH coding scheme could 

be modified so that bigrams containing the first and final letters would be weighted more 

heavily than the rest. This would result in adding to the influence of the second, third, 

penultimate and third-from-last letters as well, however, as these are present in the 

relevant bigrams as well. This would certainly dilute the effect, particularly for shorter 

words. It also requires a degree of certainty regarding which letters are the exterior ones 

that is not assumed to be available in the coding scheme as it is currently presented. The 

SERIOL model can get away with this assumption because letter positions have been 

encoded before bigrams are generated. While the theoretical motivation for coding letter 

position twice (at the letter level and then at the bigram level) is not clear, it is an 

approach that accounts for the data. 

The degree of letter position flexibility that we have observed in Experiments 1-4 

leads to the obvious question of how far the system can be pushed in this regard. We 
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have come close to the extreme in terms of the number of letters moved out of position. 

What if all of them have been transposed? And what of the question of degree of 

movement? Thus far we have limited our movement to transpositions: although 75% of 

the letters may have been moved in the T-I-6 condition, they were all just one letter space 

away from their proper position in the target word. In Chapter 3 we will consider the 

question of whether the mere presence of the correct letter set, regardless of position, is 

sufficient for lexical activation. 
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CHAPTER 3: EFFECTS OF THE CORRECT LETTER SET 

In the experiments in Chapter 2, we saw that the lexical access system is 

surprisingly flexible with regard to letter position information. Although TL priming had 

previously been reported in the literature (e.g. Forster, Davis, Schoknecht & Carter, 1987; 

Perea & Lupker, 2003a,b), those experiments were limited to the transposition of two 

adjacent letters. In the experiments reported in Chapter 2, up to six of the word's eight 

letters were transposed, and the priming was still quite robust. The obvious question now 

is, just how flexible is the system? Is letter position information relevant at all, or is the 

system merely considering the identities of a non-ordered letter set provided by the input? 

Anagrams and N Effects 

As it turns out, the correct letter set (i.e. the set of all the letters of the word, 

regardless of order) gives quite reliable information regarding word identity, especially 

for long words. An analysis of 4,875 eight-letter words found that only 4.7% had any 

anagrams at all. The average number of anagrams was 0.05, and none had more than 

three. Thus, the potential of confusion from anagrams is substantially less than that 

posed by orthographic neighborhood density, or the number of words that differ from a 

given word by only one letter (Coltheart, Davelaar, Jonasson & Besner, 1977). Over 

25% of the same set of eight-letter words had at least one orthographic neighbor, with a 

mean N of 0.34, and a given word could have as many as six neighbors. The case is more 

dramatic for four-letter words, which tend to have many more orthographic neighbors 
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than long words. An analysis of 1,978 four-letter words found that 95% had at least one 

neighbor, with the average being 7.3. The number of neighbors for a given four-letter 

word was as high as 24. In contrast, only 36% of the same set of words had anagrams. 

The average number of anagrams for these words was only 1.4, and none had more than 

four. So having the complete set of letters, in any order, does a better job of narrowing 

down a candidate list for lexical entry than the letter-position-specific criterion that is 

implied by neighborhood density calculations. It is reasonable, then, to consider the 

possibility that the lexical access system will mark lexical entries as candidates based on 

letter set information alone, regardless of relative letter position. 

Before continuing, we must ask ourselves whether the existence of N effects 

precludes the possibility of candidate marking based on an unordered set of letters. 

Selection of candidates based on a strict, complete letter set criterion would automatically 

eliminate a target word's neighbors which, by definition, are one letter different from it. 

If the letter set criterion were relaxed enough to include neighbors in the candidate list, 

the advantage of the letter set approach over the N approach would be eliminated. 

Further, the difference in reaction times that was observed between the ID prime 

condition and the T-I-6 condition in Experiment 2a suggests that letter position is 

considered, at least to some extent, by the lexical access system. Still, the potential 

efficiency of the anagram approach and the startling degree of flexibility regarding letter 

position that was revealed in Experiments 1-4 cannot be ignored. It is important to 

detennine to what extent the system is willing to ignore letter position if given the 

complete letter set. If we find that the system does mark candidates from letter set 



information alone, we would have to propose separate but converging operations in the 

Icxical access system. 

There may in fact be some precedent in the literature for such a conclusion. In 

their work on relative position priming effects, Grainger and colleagues have found that, 

when the prime consists of a subset of the target's letters, robust priming was observed 

from a 1-345-7 prime, but not from a 1-543-7 prime (Granier & Grainger, submitted). 

The contrast with the TL priming effects obtained by other researchers (e.g. Perea & 

Lupker, 2003a) and in the experiments reported in Chapter 2 is dramatic. It is quite 

possible that the difference is due to two different approaches to lexical access, one 

which considers letter set information regardless of position, and one which compares the 

input to the target representation on a letter position specific basis. We will consider this 

possibility further in Chapter 5. 

Experiment 5 

Experiment 5 was designed to test whether the word recognition system will 

access a target lexical entry if all of the constituent letters of the prime have been moved 

out of position. In other words, it addressed the question of whether the correct letter set 

is sufficient for lexical access. It also asked whether it matters if the letters have all been 

moved more than one position away from their correct positions. 
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Method 

Participants 

Twenty-eight University of Arizona undergraduates participated in Experiment 5 

in partial fulfillment of course credit. None of the participants had taken part in any of 

the previous experiments. 

Materials and Design 

Four related prime conditions were tested against the unrelated controls. The first 

was the T-I-6 (13254768) condition which consistently produced strong priming effects 

in the earlier experiments. In addition, two different related prime types were created. In 

the first of these, dubbed T-All primes, the constituent letters of the target were 

transposed completely (21436587). Note that in the T-All primes, all of the letters are 

still only one position away from their correct place in the target word. In order to 

subject the word recognition system to an even more extreme test with regard to letter 

position ilexibility, a third set of related primes was constructed. These Reversed Halves 

primes imposed a greater degree of displacement for the letters of the target words. The 

letter position scheme used was 43218765. This condition will therefore be referred to as 

the 4321 condition. The complete set of items is presented in Appendix B. 

Procedure 

The task was a standard lexical decision task with masked priming, and the 

procedure was as described in the General Method. 
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Results and Discussion 

Reaction Times for Words 

The reaction times and error rates obtained in Experiment 5 are presented in Table 

9. The preliminary one-way ANOVA revealed differences between conditions, F/(3,24) 

-5.26,p < .01; F2 (3,92) = 4.43,/? < .01. The strong priming we have come to expect 

from the T-I-6 condition was once again observed, F/(l,24) = 12.11,/* < .01; ^2(1,92) = 

7.62,/7 < .01. However, neither the T-All nor the 4321 condition generated any priming 

at all (all Fs < 1). Finally, it was interesting to observe that the T-I-6 prime condition 

yielded reliably faster reaction times than did the T-All condition F/(l,24) = 26.17,p < 

.001; F2(1,92) = 8.00, p < .01. Since the only difference between these two conditions 

was whether the exterior letters of the primes were in the correct locations for the target, 

this result once again highlights the importance of those two positions. 

Table 9. Reaction times and error rates obtained in Experiment 5. 

Transposed Reversed Transposed 
Condition Interior 6 Halves Completely Control 
Abbreviation T-I-6 4321 T-All 

Description 13254761 43218765 21436587 

Example sdiwelak edisklaw isedawkl pylinder 
Words 

RT 610 637 637 636 
Priming 27** -1 -1 

Percent Errors 6.39* 9.08 7.74 9.38 

RT 723 733 736 723 
Priming 0 -10 -13 

Percent Errors 11.5 8.6 12.1 11.5 

"p < .05. "p < .01. "*p < ,001 
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Error rates for Words 

A one-way ANOVA suggested a probable reliable difference in error rates 

between conditions F/(3,24) = 2.69,p < .06; F? (3,92) = 2.05,p- .11. Planned 

comparisons revealed that the T-I-6 condition generated fewer errors than the control 

conditionF/(l,24) = 4.22,/? < .06; F2{ 1,92) = 4.35,p< .05. No reliable difference in 

error rates was observed between the control condition and either the T-All condition, 

Fj(l,24) = 2.09, n.s.; F:(\,92) = 1.48, n.s., or the 4321 condition (both Fs < 1). 

Reaction Times and Error Rates for Non-Words 

No reliable differences between conditions were observed for non-word targets 

either with regard to reaction times (both Fs < 1) or error rates F/(3,24) = 1.66, n.s.; 

F2(3,92) = 1.99, n.s. 

The results of Experiment 5 allow us to begin to zero in on the limits of the word 

recognition system's flexibility with regard to letter position information. At the furthest 

extreme the reversed halves primes, which left no letters in the correct position and also 

imposed greater letter movement than the one-position transpositions used thus far, 

yielded no hint of priming. Taking the comparison a step closer to the primes that have 

produced priming in the previous experiments, we found that the T-All condition, which 

moved all letters but by no more than one letter position, also yielded no priming. 

Although the system can handle as many as six of a word's eight letters being transposed 

out of position, if the complete set has been transposed, the target lexical entry is not 

contacted. 
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It is important to note the reliable difference between the T-All condition and the 

T-1-6 condition. The seemingly small step of moving from six to eight transposed letters 

apparently crosses some clear cut boundary between what the word recognition system 

can and cannot accept as a potential match for the target word. However, the T-I-6 

primes that did yield reliable priming not only had two letters in the correct positions; 

they were the first and final letters of the word. Since it is clear that these letters are 

particularly important for lexical access, we do not know whether the boundaiy that was 

crossed was one of sheer number of incorrect letter positions or the loss of the 

information of those two particular letter positions. Experiment 6 is designed to resolve 

that question. 

Experiment 6 

Experiment 6 explored the question of whether any two correctly positioned 

letters suffice for lexical access by comparing the completely transposed condition to a 

condition in which two letters other than the exterior letters were left in the corrcct 

positions (e.g., 21354687, see below). 

Method 

Participants 

Thirty-six University of Arizona undergraduates participated in the experiment in 

partial fulfillment of course requirements. None of the participants had taken part in any 

of the previous experiments. 
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Materials and Design 

Two of the three experimental conditions that were tested in Experiment 5 were 

tested again in Experiment 6. These were the T-1-6 and T-All conditions. However, the 

4321 condition was replaced with a new condition that was designed to separate the 

effect of having two letters in the correct position from the strong influence that we have 

observed from the exterior letters on lexical access. In this new prime condition, all of 

the letters of the target word were transposed except for the two letters in positions 3 and 

6 (e.g. isdweakl SIDEWALK). These 36 (21354687) primes will allow us to determine 

whether two correctly positioned letters are sufficient for lexical access if those letters are 

not the exterior letters. The items are presented in Appendix B. 

Results and Discussion 

Reaction Times for Words 

The mean reaction times and error rates obtained in Experiment 6 are presented in 

Table 10. The preliminary one-way ANOVA revealed the usual difference between 

conditions, F/(3,32) = 6.50,p < .001; Fj (3,92) = 7.82,/? < .001 and the T-I-6 primes 

once again yielded a reaction time benefit relative to the controls F/(l,32) = 18.87, j? < 

.001; F2i 1,92) = 17.87,< .001. As in Experiment 5, the T-All (21436587) condition 

yielded no reliable priming F;(l,32) == 2.94, n.s.; F7(l,92) = 2.17, n.s. Interestingly, 

however, the 36 (21354687) primes were quite effective, F/(l,32) = 10.29,p < .01; 

^2(1,92) = 12.29, p < .001 and, in fact, this priming benefit was just as strong as that 

derived from the T-I-6 primes (both Fs < 1). However, we cannot claim with confidence 

that the 36 primes were more effective than the T-All primes F/(l,32) = 2.34, n.s.; 



Fi(l,92) = 3.90,/? < .06, although there is ev idence of a trend in the expected direction. 

As in Experiment 5, however, the T-I-6 primes did reliably reduce reaction times relative 

to the T-All conditionF/(l,32) = 6.38,/j < .05; F2{\,92) = 8.20,< .01. 

Table 10. Mean reaction times and error rates obtained in Experiment 6. 

Condition 
Abbreviation 
Description 

Transposed Transposed All Transposed 
Interior 6 but 3 & 6 Completely 

T-I-6 36 T-All 

13254768 21154487 21436587 

Control 

Example sdiwelak isdweakl isedawkl pylinder 
Words 

RT 
Priming 

610 
27*** 

614 

23* 
627 
10 

637 

Percent Errors 6.7 6.6 9.0 7.6 

Non-Words 
RT 

Priming 
705 694 

12 
708 
•2 

706 

Percent Errors 10.0 9.4 10.9 10.2 

* p < .05, ** p < .01 ,*** p < .001 

Error Rates for Words 

There was no indication of reliable differences in error rates between conditions, 

F/(3,36) = 1.84, n.s.; F2 (3,92) = 1.50, n.s. 

Reaction Times and Error Rates for Non-Word Targets 

There was no reliable difference between conditions for the non-word targets 

either with regard to reaction times F;(3,32) - 0.77, n.s.; F^(3,92) = 1.41, n.s., or error 

rates (both Fs < 1). 
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Experiment 6 corroborates Experiment 5 in demonstrating that transposing all of 

the letters of the input string pushes the system beyond the limits of its letter position 

flexibility, and the target word is not activated. The truly surprising result is the 

effectiveness of the 36 (21354687) primes in accessing the target entries. Like the T-I-6 

primes, the 36 primes retain only two of the word's eight letters in the correct positions. 

Unlike the T-I-6 (13254768) primes, these letters do not enjoy the added advantage of 

being the exterior letters. It is most surprising, then, that these primes appear to be as 

effective as the T-I-6 primes. It is also surprising that the word recognition system 

considers isdweakl to be similar enough to sidewalk to activate that lexical entry, while 

isedawkl is apparently not sufficiently similar to do so. When considering these items 

with the full benefit of consciousness, and all of the higher level cognitive systems that 

go along with that, it is difficult to see what could be considered so different between 

these two letter strings. If nothing else, these data highlight the importance of methods 

such as masked priming to tap into the automatic processes we cannot see through 

introspection. 

What is most troubling about the current results, however, is the inconsistency 

with the data we have previously obtained regarding the relative importance of the 

exterior letters. Experiments 1 and 3 both revealed a reliable difference between T-I-4 

(12436578) primes and T-E-4 (21345687) primes, a pattern which led us to conclude that 

the correct positioning of the exterior letters of a word is more crucial than the correct 

positioning of interior letters. This conclusion was further corroborated by the 

effectiveness of the Rep-I-4 (12dddd78) primes in Experiment 4, and by the stark contrast 
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between the effectiveness of T-1-6 (13254768) primes, on the one hand, and the complete 

absence of any effect from the T-All (21436587) primes in Experiment 5 or, for that 

matter, in the current experiment. In light of the bulk of that evidence, it seems most 

prudent to assume that although the 36 primes do reliably activate the target lexical entry, 

they are not really as effective as T-1-6 primes, as the current data imply. The failure to 

observe a reliable difference between the 36 and T-All conditions further supports the 

conclusion that the effectiveness of 36 primes does in fact fall somewhere between that of 

T-1-6 primes and T-All primes. Obviously, these conditions will have to be tested again 

to ensure that (1) the 36 priming is reliable and that (2) the failure to observe a difference 

between the T-1-6 and 36 conditions in the current experiment was merely a Type II 

error. 

General Discussion 

We can safely conclude from Experiments 5 and 6 that the mere presence of the 

complete letter set is not enough for the word recognition system to access the 

appropriate target entry. In both experiments the complete absence of priming observed 

when all of the letters were transposed was striking when compared to the strong priming 

obtained with two correctly positioned letters. And, further, it seems that any two 

correctly positioned letters (e.g. 3 and 6) will suffice. There is much follow-up to be 

done with this issue, primarily replicating Experiment 6 to verify the priming obtained 

from the 36 condition and to test whether this condition truly does not differ from the T-I-

6 condition. It would also seem important to test a prime condition in which only one of 
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the constituent letters is in the correct position, so as to clearly establish the maximal 

degree of transposition that the system can tolerate. A comparison between a condition 

in which only the initial letter is correctly placed and one in which some interior letter is 

correctly placed would seem particularly relevant here. Nevertheless, with regard to the 

question we were originally pursuing, we can say with confidence that transposing all of 

the letters of the input string is too much for the system to handle. Simply having the 

correct set of letter identities is not enough for lexical access. 

As a final point, it turns out that the data from the reversed halves condition have 

important implications for another theory of letter position information in lexical access 

we have not considered this far. Shillcock & Monaghan (2001; Shillcock, Ellison & 

Monaghan, 2000) have proposed a split model of lexical access. The thrust of their 

model is that, when a reader is fixated on the center of a word, the word is split across the 

two visual fields and, as a result, the two halves of the word are processed (initially, at 

least) separately, one half in each hemisphere of the brain. Their claim is that the system 

need not represent letter position in any more detail than left or right of fixation, because 

splitting words roughly down the middle this way allows the system to uniquely identify 

most words. If this were true, though, the prediction would be that priming from reversed 

halves primes should be just about as good as that from identity primes, because the 

letters are all in the correct hemi field \ Clearly this is not the case. This version of the 

split model must be wrong. In Chapter 5, however, we will see that a different approach 

^ I am grateful to Jason Barker and Ken Forster for bringing this to my attention. 
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to bilateral processing in lexical access may actually help explain a pattem that is 

observed in the current experiments. 

Evaluating Predictions From the Existing Models 

We might now consider what the various models of letter position coding that 

were reviewed in Chapter 1 would predict regarding the priming conditions investigated 

in Experiments 5 and 6. An analysis of which priming effects are predicted by the 

models and which are not will help us to identify the most promising mechanisms in such 

models. To that end, the degree of priming obtained in the two experiments (averaged 

where the conditions were replicated) is presented in Figure 5, along with the predicted 

degrees of priming from BLIRNET, GvH open bigrams, the SOLAR model and the 

SERIOL model. 

From what we saw in Experiments 1-4, it is not surprising that the BLIRNET 

model erroneously predicts no priming, or essentially no priming, from any of the 

conditions considered here. Again, this is because of the fixed distance between letters 

that make up a letter cluster, regardless of the flexibility regarding the identity of one of 

the letters in a trigram. 

GvH bigrams fare much better than BLIRNET. Priming is predicted from both 

the T-I-6 and 36 conditions, as was observed in the behavioral data. One could quibble 

that the slight difference predicted between these two conditions goes in a direction that 

is opposite that which was observed, but as the difference was slight and not statistically 

reliable in the observed data, this objection holds no weight. What is problematic for 
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Figure 5. Average observed priming (ms) obtained in Experiments 5 and 6, and degree 
of priming predicted by BLIRNET, GvH bi grams, SOLAR, and SERIOL. 

BLIRNET GvH Big rams 

1.0 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

0.0 

T-l-6 36 T-AII 4321 

1.0 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 -i— 

0.2 

0.0 

T-l-6 36 T-AII 4321 

Observed Priming 

SOLAR SERIOL 
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0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

0.0 

T-l-6 36 T-AII 4321 

1.0 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

0.0 
T-l-6 36 T-AII 4321 

T-T-6: 
36; 
T-All: 
4321: 

Examples: 

sdiwelak 
isdweakl 
isedawkl 
edisklaw 

SIDEWALK 
SIDEWALK 
SIDEWALK 
SIDEWALK 
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GvH bigrams is the prediction of strong priming from the T-All condition. Indeed, the 

model predicted just as much priming from that condition as from the T-I-6 condition. 

What the GvH bigram scheme is picking up on in the T-All condition, largely, is two 

interwoven series of letters that are in the correct relative ascending orders. In other 

words, the 21436587 order of the T-All primes can be broken into two components; 

2_4_6_8 and 1_3_5_7. These components, and the bigrams generated by them, are also 

present in the correctly spelled target. In addition, since two intervening character spaces 

are allowed between letters that make up a GvH bigram, the bigrams such as 14 and 36 

that are generated by the T-All primes are also shared with the target set of GvH bigrams. 

Since the GvH coding scheme makes no distinction between adjacent and non-adjacent 

letters, these bigrams are just as influential in activating a target entry as would be 34 or 

56. According to this coding scheme, then, there is a great deal of similarity between T-

All primes and their targets. Apparently, though, the human lexical access system is not 

sensitive to this similarity. 

In contrast to the erroneous prediction for T-All primes, the GvH bigrams do get 

it right for the Reversed Halves primes. The 43218765 sequence was, in fact, carefully 

designed so that no GvH bigrams would be shared between the prime and target and it 

seems that this arrangement assures that no similarity is detected by the human lexical 

access system, either. 

The predictions made by the SOLAR and SERIOL models are similar. The 

SOL AR model predicts that the 36 condition will be just as effective as the T-I-6 

condition, while the SERIOL model predicts tliat it will be somewhat less so. Given the 
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nature of the observed data, either prediction could arguably be correct. However, like 

the GvH bigrams, both of these models predict too much priming from the T-All 

condition. Once again, priming is predicted to be equal to the 36 condition and, in the 

case of the SOLAR model, to the T-I-6 condition as well. The reason for the SERIOL 

model's prediction of too much priming is the same as that for the GvH bigrams. The 

open bigrams that are used by the SERIOL model are a bit different from GvH bigrams in 

that all letter pairs generate bigrams and they are weighted, but the basic principle is the 

same. The model picks up the interwoven ascending series of letters in the T-All primes 

and generates many of the target's bigrams from it. Although the mechanism behind 

stimulus matching in spatial coding is quite different, the explanation behind the SOLAR 

model's prediction of too much priming is similar to the open bigram explanation. It is 

relative degrees of activation that matters. In a T-All prime, the activation for the second 

letter is greater than that for the fourth, which is greater than the sixth, and so on. In 

effect, there are two interwoven monotonically decreasing patterns of activation 

associated with the prime, both of which arc more or less in line with the pattern expected 

by the target. 

Both the SOLAR and SERIOL models fare somewhat worse than GvH bigrams, 

though, in that they both predict a certain amount of priming from the reversed halves 

condition. For the SOLAR model it would seem that this is most likely due to the fact 

that the letters that make up the left half of the word are still more highly activated than 

the letters that make up the right half of the word. By that logic, if the prime were 

completely reversed (87654321) there would be no priming predicted at all. Entering 
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such stimuli into Davis' match calculator program indicates that this is not quite so. The 

match generated by a completely reversed prime was .23 (that for the reversed halves 

primes was .35). But of course, a certain degree of match is to be expected by virtue of 

the fact that the correct letter set was activated. The activation of zero for the remaining 

18 letters in the alphabet combined with the activation of >0 for the target letters gives us 

a baseline measure of the degree of priming generated by the correct letter set. 

Unfortunately, the human lexical access system does not appear to be as sensitive to the 

presence of the correct letter set, even if the letters are in the correct halves of the word, 

as they were in the reversed halves condition. Or, if it is, the effect is not strong enough 

to be detected in a masked priming experiment. 

Finally, we turn to the SERIOL model's prediction of priming from the reversed 

halves condition. Since this model uses open bigrams similar to the GvH coding scheme, 

it is a little surprising that the two approaches would make different predictions regarding 

the same condition. But this is where a cmcial difference between the approaches comes 

into play. While GvH bigrams are limited to letter pairs that are separated by two 

character spaces in the input, the SERIOL model imposes no such constraint. Bigrams 

are generated by all letter pairs. In the context of Experiments 1-3 this was an asset. The 

heavily weighted bigram composed of the first and final characters resulted in S ERIOL 

being the only model to accurately predict reduced priming when those two letters were 

transposed out of position in the T-E-4 condition. Here, however, it is a liability. The 

43218765 prime generates bigrams such as 48, 47, 46, 45, 37, etc., all of which are 

present in the target representation as well. Although the weights of these bigrams are 
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wildly different from what is expected, they are not zero and, when it comes to 

calculating a dot product, that's an important distinction. As a result, the computed 

match between the reversed halves primes and their targets is 0.32. While this is, of 

course, a smaller figure than that obtained for other conditions, it is not consistent with 

the complete absence of priming (-1 ms) that was actually observed. Given the contrast 

between the benefit derived from the '18' bigram in Experiments 1-3 and the penalty 

from intermediate, long-range bigrams (e.g. the 48 bigram) in the current experiment it 

seems that, if one is going to pursue the open bigram approach, one would retain the 

former and eliminate the latter. 

We began this chapter by asking whether the word recognition system is marking 

candidate lexical entries based on the complete letter set alone, regardless of position. 

The answer is clearly no. The reversed halves condition, which involved the greatest 

degree of movement tested in this series of experiments, yielded absolutely no priming. 

So the system does not look at letter set information alone. The surprising difference is 

between the T-All condition and most of the other conditions we have considered so far. 

Although transposing six of a target word's eight letters can still yield as much as 30 ms 

of priming, transposing that final two eliminates the priming effect altogether. This is not 

a difference of degree. This is a qualitative difference. Something about the difference 

between having two correctly positioned letters and none at all has dramatic implications 

for word recognition. We will consider what this powerful clue might tell us about 

lexical access in Chapter 5. But first, we have one more issue to consider: whether it is 

the exterior letters of a word that have the greatest impact on lexical access, as 



Experiments 1-4 suggested, or whether all of the work is actually being done by the 

initial letters only. We turn to this question in Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER 4: THE INFLUENCE OF WORD-INITIAL LETTERS 

In Chapter 2 we considered the question of whether the exterior letters of a word 

are more important to lexical access than interior letters. We concluded that the answer 

was yes, since TL primes in which the exterior letters were left in place generated reliably 

more priming than TL primes with interior letters intact. However, there is reason to 

believe that it is not the exterior letters that are crucial but, rather, the initial letter or 

letters. The priming that was derived from the TI-4 (12436578) condition may have been 

due entirely to the correct placement of the first two letters, regardless of the placement 

of the final two. The conditions tested in Experiments 1-4 did not allow us to distinguish 

between these possibilities. We will address this issue in the current chapter. 

Existing Evidence 

Evidence that the initial letters are more important to lexical access than even the 

exterior ones comes primarily from the work of Inhoff and colleagues (e.g. Briihl & 

Inhoff, 1995; Inhoff, Radach, Eiter & Skelly, 2003; Lima & Inhoff, 1985). Their work 

differs from the work we've considered so far in that it focuses on parafoveal preview 

benefits in reading. It has already been established that a certain amount of processing of 

a word begins before it has been fixated, while it is still in the parafovea during the 

previous fixation (e.g. Rayner, Well, Pollatsek & Bertera, 1982). Further, it appears that 

the parafoveal preview is primarily limited to the first few letters of the word (Rayner et 

al., 1982). It stands to reason, then, that if the lexical access system is making use of this 
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preview (as the reduced reading times on the word once fixated would suggest) then the 

earliest stages of lexical access usually focus on the first few letters of the word. 

Inhoff and colleagues have attempted to capture some orthographically 

meaninglul unit that could be at work during this preview benefit. For example, Lima 

and Inhoff (1985) reasoned that if the initiation of lexical access is based on the first few 

letters, then the degree of informativeness of these letters should modulate the degree of 

benefit derived from a preview of them. They contrasted the effects of high-constraint 

words (e.g. dwarf, because there are very few English words that begin with the letters 

dwa) and low-constraint words (e.g. clown, one of many words beginning with do). 

Using an eye-movement contingent display with an eye tracker, they manipulated 

whether or not the critical word was available in a parafoveal preview. In Experiment 1 

the preview consisted of the entire word, while in Experiment 2 the preview was limited 

to the first 3 letters of the critical word, with the rest being replaced by x s until the 

subject's gaze crossed a boundary just to the left of it and fixated on it. Both preview 

conditions were compared to a condition in which no parafoveal preview was available. 

The same pattern was obtained in both experiments, suggesting that much of the preview-

benefit is derived from the first three letters. 

The main thrust of Lima and Inhoff s (1985) experiments concerned the effects of 

the lexical constraints imposed by the initial letters of a word in the earliest stages of 

lexical access. They predicted that, once fixated, high-constraint words would reveal a 

greater preview benefit than low-constraint words, because they can be identified much 

more reliably based on the information available in the parafoveal preview. Although 
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they did observe an effect of constraint, it did not interact with the preview benefit, 

suggesting that whatever processing is begun in the parafovea does not distinguish 

between high- and low-constraint words. Furthermore, the main effect of constraint was 

opposite to what was predicted; the first fixation was longer for high-constraint words 

{dwarf} than for low-constraint words (clown). The authors concluded that the effect they 

observed was not one of lexical constraint but rather one of letter cluster familiarity. The 

initial trigram of the higli-constraint words was, by definition, far less common than that 

of the low-constraint words. They proposed that familiar tri grams (e.g. do) are processed 

more efficiently than unfamiliar trigrams (e.g. dwa, Lima & Inhoff, 1985). Note that this 

suggestion is particularly consistent with the chunking account of lexical processing that 

is presented in the SOLAR model (Davis, 1999). 

A subsequent experiment (Briihl & Inhoff, 1995) sought evidence that the first 

sublexical unit processed by the system (in the parafovea) is the orthographic body of the 

word, as proposed by Taft (1992). The body of a word is defined as the first vowel of the 

word plus all consonants up to the next vowel. For example, the body of thunder would 

be und. The eye-movement contingent display was once again used to manipulate what 

information was and was not available in a parafoveal preview. No benefit of a preview 

of a word's body was observed. However, more relevant to the current discussion, it was 

observed that a preview of the word's exterior letter pair (e.g. txxxxxr for thunder) was no 

more beneficial than a preview of the initial letter alone (e.g. txxxxxx). Similarly, a 

slightly larger set of exterior letters (thxxxxr) was no more effective than the initial 
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bigram (thxxxxx). These data would suggest that it is the initial, rather than the exterior, 

letters that are doing the bulk of the work in the earliest stages of lexical access. 

The pattern observed by Tnhoff and colleagues suggests that, although some 

processing is begun on a word when it is still in the parafovea, at this earliest stage the 

system does not appear to focus on an orthographically meaningful unit such as the 

word's body but rather on whichever letters happen to be at the beginning of a word 

(Briihl & Inhoff, 1995). Furthermore, their data suggests that the parafoveal processing 

of the initial set of letters is at a very low level and does not reach the point of beginning 

the selection among lexical items: even once fixated, it appears as if the system is 

focusing on the ease of recognition of letter clusters rather than using the information 

provided by the initial letters to select a target entry from among its competitors in the 

lexicon (Lima & Inhoff, 1985). So the influence of word-initial letters appears to be at a 

very early stage of processing indeed. 

The data from the experiments of Inhoff and colleagues (Briihl & Inhoff, 1995; 

Lima & Inhoff, 1985) appear to directly contradict the evidence provided by Jordan et al. 

(2003) that degrading the exterior two letters of a word was more detrimental to reading 

continuous text than degrading either the initial letters or interior letters (see Chapter 2). 

There is, however, a crucial difference between the two experimental paradigms. Both 

groups used an eye tracker, but Inhoff and colleagues used an eye-movement contingent 

display to isolate the effects of information available in a parafoveal preview. It was 

under these circumstances that they found that the initial letters are most influential. The 

method used by Jordan et al. (2003) was quite different. They strove to avoid the 
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possible confound of misleading information (i.e. that the letter x was part of the word) 

by leaving all of the correct letters in place, but selectively degrading some of them. 

Furthermore, their method did not include an eye-movement contingent display. The 

same (partly degraded) information was available both in the parafoveal preview and 

upon fixation and, more importantly, the reading time measure did not allow them to 

discriminate between parafoveal and foveal effects. Under these circumstances, the 

exterior letter pair were found to be most crucial. 

It is obvious how the different methodologies could have led to the discrepancies 

in the data. Since a parafoveal preview is limited to the first few letters of the word to the 

right of fixation (Rayner, McConkic, &. Zola, 1980), it is not surprising that Inhoff and 

colleagues found that the initial letters were the most influential. The measure obtained 

by Jordan et al. (2003) included information available upon fixation, which would 

provide an opportunity for the final letter to exert its influence. Both groups 

acknowledge that this difference in methodology as an important contributor to the 

different patterns they observed (Inhoff, Radach, Eiter & Skelly, 2003; Jordan, Thomas & 

Patching, 2003). But the difference in methodologies is more interesting than the 

question of whether the final letter of a parafoveal word falls within the perceptual span. 

It is also a question of timing, and of isolating the earliest moments of lexical access, 

which was possible in Inhoff et al.'s methodology, but not in that used by Jordan et al. It 

is possible that different letter clusters exert greater or lesser effects at different points in 

time. While Jordan et al. were able to look only at global effects that were cumulative 

across the reading of entire passages, Inhoff seems to be proposing that there are at least 
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two stages of letter cluster recognition that are well underway before lexical access has 

begun. The initial letters exert the earliest influence, but the remaining letters obviously 

do come into play as well early in the process of lexical access because, as Briihl & 

Inhoff acknowledged, a parafoveal preview of the entire word was more beneficial than 

preview of just the initial bigram or trigram. They suggested that the effect of these 

letters is only observed when the initial letters are also present because the initial letters 

provide enough constraint to help in the identification of the interior and final letters. 

This state of affairs is due, they claimed, to the fact that interior letters suffer from greater 

eccentricity in the visual field (and, hence, lower acuity) as well as greater lateral 

masking. The initial letters, enjoying higher acuity and less lateral masking, can be 

reliably identified first, and the constraints provided by these serve to supplement the 

poor information available for interior and final letters. 

Note the contrast that is provided here. Lima and Inhoff (1985) found that the 

initial trigram did not impose any constraint on lexical access, but Briihl & Inhoff (1995) 

proposed that the initial letters do put constraints on the identification of the interior and 

final letters of the word while it is still in a parafoveal preview. So it would seem that the 

broader claim would be that the initial letters help with the identification of interior and 

final letters, but then the complete (or largely complete) set of letters constrains lexical 

access. This raises the question of how such an arrangement is theoretically possible. 

When considered within a connectionist framework, it is difficult to imagine how the 

initial letters could impose a constraint on the identification of the remaining letters of the 

word without appealing to lexical representations which, of course, would imply that they 
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should also exert a constraint on lexical access. From a serial search perspective, it is 

possible to claim that the hash code that identifies the correct bin is calculated based on 

the initial letters but, again, there is no mechanism by which this would constrain the 

identi fication of the remaining letters without first identifying potential lexical entries. 

This contrast, then, is of some theoretical importance and should be explored further. 

What is necessary is to isolate the earliest stages of word recognition while giving all 

letter positions an equal chance at exerting an influence by presenting the word centrally 

rather than relying on a parafoveal preview. Under such circumstances we might expect, 

given the heightened perceptibility of final letter (e.g. Hammond & Green, 1982; Mason, 

1982), that exterior letters would play a more crucial role than initial letters. It could also 

be argued, however, that given the extensive experience of parafoveal previews obtained 

in normal reading, the system learns to rely on the initial letters most heavily and will do 

so even when the first glimpse of the word is centrally fixated''. Although we saw a 

stronger influence of exterior letters than interior letters in Experiments 1-4, we have not 

compared the exterior letter condition to an initial letter condition. This will be the focus 

of Experiment 7. 

A direct comparison of early influences of initial and exterior letters was actually 

part of the design in the work of Perea and Lupker (2003a) which we reviewed in Chapter 

1. Recall that in their masked priming experiments they found reliable priming from a 

TL prime condition {uhser USHER) relative to an orthographic control condition {ufner 

* see Clark & O'Regan (1999) for a similar argument regarding learned reliance on certain letter positions 

based on the information that is most perceptually salient from the most common first fixation point within 
a word. 
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USHER). Their design was more complex than that, though, as were the results. In 

addition to the TL internal (uhser) condition, they tested a TL final (ushre) condition 

against its own orthographic control (ushno). Contrary to the TL internal condition, no 

priming was observed from TL final primes relative to their orthographic controls. 

However, in terms of reaction times, the TL final prime condition was equal to the TL 

internal condition. No priming benefit was observed from the TL final primes because 

reaction times in their orthographic control condition {ushno) were slightly faster than 

those in the TL internal control (ufner) condition. Looked at another way, when the two 

orthographic controls were compared to completely unrelated control condition (e.g. 

bausn USHER), the TL final control primes (ushno) yielded a small (8 ms) degree of 

form priming. The benefit derived from the TL final (ushre) primes was no greater than 

the form priming derived from their orthographic controls. 

Perea and Lupker {2003a) interpreted this complex pattern as evidence that the 

influence of a word's letters in lexical access decreases from left to right. Looking first at 

the orthographic control conditions, if you replace letters 2 and 3 of a five letter word 

(ufner, a ldd45 prime) you get no form priming relative to an unrelated control. If, 

however, it is the final two letters that are replaced {ushno, a 123dd prime) you do get a 

certain degree of form priming. The first three letters are sufficient for at least a small 

amount of form priming, but the first plus the final two are not. Turning to the related TL 

prime conditions, if instead of replacing the 2"*^ and 3'''^ letters you merely transpose them 

(uhser, a 13245 prime) reliable priming is observed relative to both the orthographic and 

unrelated control conditions. However, no such benefit is derived from TL final primes 
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{ushre, 12354 primes) relative to their orthographic controls. The system does not appear 

to care whether the final two letters are the correct letters, incorrectly placed, or are 

incorrect letters altogether. The priming that is derived in both cases is carried primarily 

by the first three letters of the prime. The earlier letters in the word appear to be most 

important. 

There is room, however, for further exploration of this issue. Perea and Lupker's 

claim that the final letters of a word are not particularly important to lexical access rests 

on the observation that transposing those two letters is just as detrimental as replacing 

them. It does not necessarily follow that if the final letters are correctly positioned they 

do not exert any influence in lexical access. Furthermore, it cannot be claimed that the 

failure of ldd45 primes to result in any priming relative to an unrelated control dismisses 

any benefit from the final two letters. It may be that such benefit was swamped by the 

detrimental effect of having misleading letters in the second and third letter positions. 

Note, also, that to make this argument from the ldd45 condition, one would also have to 

assume that the first letter exerted no influence, a claim that Perea and Lupker certainly 

would not want to make. And, of course, in Experiment 4 we observed a reliable priming 

benefit from the Rep-1-4 (12dddd78) primes, which seems to contradict Perea & Lupker's 

failure to observe priming from ldd45 primes, although it is possible that the second 

letter exerts the crucial influence in lexical access. So while it appears that the earlier 

letters of a word exert a greater influence than the final letters, it cannot be claimed from 

Perea & Lupker's data that the final letters exert no influence at all. 
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Experiment 7 will continue the investigation of this matter using the priming 

paradigm that was used in Experiments 1-6. Experiment 7 will also consider the question 

of letter perception effects versus lexical access effects that was raised in our review of 

the parafoveal processing data provided by Inhoff (Briihl & Inhoff, 1995; Lima & Inhoff, 

1985). Recall that the effects they observed of the initial letters early in processing 

appeared to be limited to a pre-lexical, letter (or letter cluster) recognition stage. Further, 

we considered the possibility that Jordan et al. (2003) observed a greater influence from 

exterior than initial letters because they were not limiting their measure to the earliest 

stages of word recognition. Together these possibilities paint a potential picture of word 

recognition in which the initial letters are most influential at the earliest, letter cluster 

identity stage but that, by the time lexical access is initiated, the exterior letters exert the 

greatest influence. If this were the case, we would expect to see a priming benefit from 

the initial letter cluster for non-words, while that derived from exterior letters should be 

limited to the word targets. Although we have not observed any priming benefits for the 

non-word stimuli thus far, they might be observed in Experiment 7. Finally, Experiment 

7 will confirm that the effects observed in Experiments 1-6 were not item specific by 

testing a completely new set of target words. 

Experiment 7 

The goal of Experiment 7 was to determine whether exterior or initial letters exert 

the greater influence on word recognition when the word is centrally fixated. Use of the 

same TL priming paradigm we have been using throughout allowed us to observe the 
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influence derived at the earliest stages of lexical access. A further goal was to ensure that 

the TL priming effects we observ-ed in Experiments 1-6 were not item specific. To that 

end, a new item set was used. 

Method 

Participants 

Thirty-six University of Arizona undergraduates participated in the experiment in 

partial fulfillment of course requirements. 

Materials and Design 

A new set of 96 eight-letter words was selected to be used as target items in 

Experiment 7. These items were selected according to the same criteria as the original 

set, which was described in the General Method in Chapter 2. The complete set of items 

is presented in Appendix C. 

Four primes were constructed for each target word. The first was an unrelated 

orthographic control. The control primes that had been used in Experiments 1-6 were 

used, with whatever modifications were necessary to ensure that no letter occupied the 

same position in both the prime and target. For example, tonsular, which had been the 

control prime for ABNORMAL in the original item set was changed to topsular so that it 

could serve as the control prime for KINDNESS in the new item set. Orthographic 

legality was maintained. 

The related prime conditions consisted of a TI-6 condition, a 12 condition and a 

78 condition. The Tl-6 (13254768) primes were constructed from the target words in the 

same manner as those used in Experiments 1-6. The 12 (12436587) primes preserved the 



positions of the first two letters of the target word and transposed the rest, while the 78 

(21436578 ) primes represented the complementary manipulation of transposing all letter 

pairs except for the final two. The inclusion of the 78 condition allowed us to compare 

the influence of initial and final letters directly. Four lists were constructed so that items 

could be rotated through the four prime conditions while ensuring that each participant 

only saw each target item once. 

Procedure 

The same procedure was used, as described in the General Method of Chapter 2. 

Results and Discussion 

Mean reaction times and error rates are presented in Table 11. One target item 

(GRANDEUR) received a 100% error rate in the control condition, and so had to be 

eliminated from the analysis. This meant that three other items had to be removed in 

order to maintain an equal number of items in all conditions for comparison. One item 

was selected for elimination from each group of items that was rotated through the lists 

for counterbalancing. In each case the item that received the greatest number of errors in 

the control condition was selected. As a result, there were 23 items in each condition. 

Reaction times for word targets 

A one-way ANOVA revealed that there was a difference in reaction times 

between conditions F/(3,32) ~ 4.35, p < .01, ^2(3,88) = 3.78, p< .05. Planned pair-wise 

comparisons with the control condition revealed that reliable priming was obtained in 

both the TI-6 (13254768) Fi{\,32) = 6.6%, p < .05, ̂ 2(1,88) = 3.99, p< .05 and the 12 

(12436587) 7^;(1,32) = 11.83,/?< .01, Fi(l,88) = 10.45,/? < .01, conditions, while the 
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priming from the 78 ( 21436578) condition narrowly missed statistical significance 

Fi(l,32) = 3.11,/7 = .09, Fi(l,88) = 2.55,p = .11. Although reaction times in the 12 

condition were 13 ms faster than those in the TI-6 condition, this difference did not 

approach statistical significance F;(l,32) = 2.51, n.s., F2 < 1. The trend toward greater 

priming from the 12 condition than the 78 condition was stronger, though it also missed 

statistical significance Fi{l,32) = 3.06,/) = .09,^2(1,88) = 3.69,/)<.06. 

Table 11. Mean reaction times and error rates obtained in Experiment 7. 

Transposed Transposed All Transposed All 
Condition Interior 6 but 1 & 2 taut 7 & 8 Control 
Abbreviation T-I-S 12 78 
Description 13254768 11436587 21436578 

Example cihdlern chlirdne hclirden fleaworb 
Words 

RT 627 614 627 643 
Priming 18" 29** 16 

Percent Errors 6.4 4.6 4.7 6.7 

Non-Words 
RT 736 745 734 733 
Priming -3 -12 -1 

Percent Errors 9.2 6.8 7.6 7.6 

*p < .05, "p < .01, *"p < .001 

Error rates for word targets 

Error rates were generally equally distributed across conditions Fi{332) = 1.91, 

n.s., F2(3,88) = 2.21, p - .08 although there was a trend toward fewer errors in the 12 

F/(i,32) = 2.78,/) = .11, Fit 1,88) = 4.81,p < .05 and 78 F/(l,32) = 3.33,/? = .08, 

^2(1,88) = 3.80, p = .05 conditions than in the control condition. 
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Reaction times and error rates for non-word targets 

There was no evidence that any of the prime conditions reduced reaction times for 

non-word targets (all Fs < 1), nor was there was any reliable difference in error rates 

between conditions F/(3,32) = 1.04, n.s., F2(3,92) = 1.27, n.s. Recall that we entertained 

the possibility that a priming effect might be observed in the 12 condition for non-word 

targets. This condition was actually slower than the control condition by 12 ms, a 

difference that did not approach statistical significance F; < 1, F2(l,92) = 2.29, n.s. 

The priming for word targets that was observed in the T-I-6 condition assures us 

that the priming observed in Experiments 1-6 was not item specific. Although the 

magnitude of the priming from this condition is somewhat reduced relative to that 

observed in the previous experiments, it was still quite reliable. The 12 condition 

produced almost twice as much priming as the T-I-6 condition but statistically we must 

concede that the two conditions do not differ. Since the 29 ms benefit derived from the 

12 condition is in line with the amount of priming that was observed in the T-1-6 

condition in the previous experiments, this is probably correct. 

The appropriate interpretation of the reaction times in the 78 condition is less 

clear. In terms of absolute reaction times and degree of priming, this condition was 

identical to the T-I-6 condition. However, unlike the T-I-6 condition, the statistical 

analysis revealed only marginal differences between it and the control condition, on the 

one hand, and the 12 condition on the other. This leaves us in a sort of limbo with regard 

to conclusions. The best we can do is claim that 78 primes seem to exert a small degree 

of priming that is somewhat weaker than that derived from the other conditions. That any 



priming might be observed from the 21436578 primes is, however, surprising on any 

account. It is hard to imagine that the priming was "carried" by the correctly placed final 

letters, but the 16 ms (not quite statistically significant effect) appears to be greater than 

the effects that were observed from the completely transposed (21436587) condition in 

Experiments 5 and 6. This condition should be tested again. If it turns out to be a 

reliable effect, the priming from the 78 condition is just as surprising as that derived from 

the 36 (21354687) condition in Experiment 6. 

We can say with certainty that the effects we have been observing are not due to 

low level processes. No hint of priming was observed for the nonword targets. While the 

parafoveal effects observed by Inhoff and colleagues may have been prelexical, it appears 

that the effects we are observing here are not. 

It appears, then, that a 12 prime is at least as effective as a T-I-6 prime, and may 

in fact be more effective. The 12 primes do appear to be more effective than 78 primes. 

This may reflect a bias for the system to focus on the initial letters of a word, even when 

it is presented centrally. This may be a learned strategy in response to the massive 

experience with parafoveal previews we gain in normal reading. Or it may simply reflect 

the left to right nature of the English language. Although it was not necessary to access 

the phonological representation of the target word for the current experiment, if it were 

necessary then it would be necessary to begin with the left. 
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Evaluating Predictions from the Existing Models 

Once again, we have a new set of data against which we can test the existing 

models of letter position coding. The degree if priming that was obtained in Experiment 

7 is represented in Figure 6, along with the amount of priming predicted by BLIRNET, 

GvH bigrams, the SOLAR model and the SERIOL model. The graph of the obtained 

priming must be interpreted with caution, however. Although in raw numbers the 12 

condition yielded a greater degree of priming then either the T-1-6 or 78 conditions, 

which were equal, it must be remembered that the ANOVAs revealed that the T-I-6 and 

12 conditions produced an equal degree of priming, and that the benefit derived from the 

78 condition was somewhat less, not quite reaching statistical significance. 

Once again, the BLIRNET model incorrectly predicts little if any priming from 

any of the conditions. As has been the case throughout this investigation, the model's 

inflexibility regarding the distance between two letters of a word is its undoing. In 

contrast, the GvH bigrams predict too much priming, particularly in the 78 condition. 

Specifically, this coding scheme predicts just as much priming in the 78 condition as 

there is in the 12 condition. That is because the set of "correct" bigrams ( those shared 

with the target word) that is generated by the 78 condition is simply the mirror image of 

that generated by the 12 condition. Perhaps most disturbing, the degree of priming that is 

predicted by both prime types is almost entirely due to the erroneous prediction that was 

generated in the T-All (21436587) condition in Experiments 5 and 6. All but one of the 

thirteen bigrams generated by the 12 and 78 conditions are the same bigrams generated 

by the T-AIl condition. The only additional bigram is that which comprises the first two 
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Figure 6. Observed priming (ms) obtained in Experiment 7 and degree of priming 
predicted by BLIRNET, GvH bigrams, SOLAR, and SERIOL. 
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letters for the 12 condition, and the final two letters for the 78 condition. Since the 

priming that was predicted in the T-All condition was not observed in the slightest in the 

behavioral data, the reliance on the same mechanism to predict priming in the 12 and 78 

conditions appears to be misguided. So the GvH bigrams predict too much priming in the 

78 condition, and the correct prediction for the 12 condition appears to have been arrived 

at via erroneous means. 

Both the SOLAR model and the SERIOL model appear to get the predictions 

right in spirit. The predicted priming generated by the SERIOL model seems to come 

closer to the pattern that was actually observed although, given the tenuous nature of the 

results of the statistical analysis, specifically the "trendy but not quite statistically 

significant" results, it is difficult to claim that either model truly does a better job than the 

other. Clearly this experiment must be replicated in order to gain greater certainty 

regarding the actual data. Working with the observed data as it stands, though, the most 

reliable difference is between the 12 and 78 conditions. It is here that the SERIOL model 

seems to perform better than the SOLAR model. The predictions made by the SOLAR 

model are in the right direction, with calculated matches of .69 and .62 for the 12 and 78 

conditions respectively, but the difference between the two is rather small. The SERIOL 

model, on the other hand, generates an overlap of .88 for the 12 condition and .65 for the 

78 condition. This difference appears to be more in line with the observed difference 

between conditions but, of course, it is impossible to say for ccrtain. Both of these 

models succeed because they place a greater weight on earlier letters than later ones. It is 

important to keep in mind that this is not due to the spatial coding mechanism. Although 
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in both models the greatest degree of activation is assigned to the first letter and the 

activation gradient decreases monotonically for each successive letter, this degree of 

activation is used exclusively to code relative letter position. It is not a representation of 

anything like "perceptual strength" or "importance". The relatively strong influence of 

the initial letter(s) in the SOLAR model is presumably due to the fact that they are passed 

along to higher levels for representation first, and so have a longer time in which to exert 

their influence. In the SERIOL model this is accomplished at the hi gram level. The 

weight that is assigned to each bigram is calculated, in part, according to the position of 

the first of the two letters within the word, with the weight decreasing from left to right. 

It should be recalled that, as we saw in Chapter 1, the SERIOL model places an unusual 

amount of weight on the bigram that is formed by the first and final letters. This weight 

is far greater than that assigned to any of the other bigrams, except for one: the bigram 

composed of the first two letters. This arrangement appears to be exactly what is needed 

to predict the current data. 

There is a tendency in the literature to look for "either/or" solutions. In the 

current domain, the question has been asked in terms of whether the word recognition 

system focuses first on the exterior letters of a word or its initial letters. The most 

accurate answer suggested by the data appears to be "both". While this proposal may be 

perceived as middle of the road and non-committal by some, I believe that it is the correct 

answer to the problem. While it appears that the initial letters may carry more weight 

than the exterior letters, the influence of the two was equal according to the statistical 

analysis. Even the final two letters appeared to generate some priming, as did the third 
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and sixth in Experiment 6. It seems that it is a mistake to claim that there is only one way 

in which the system processes letter information. It appears as if the system works with 

whatever information is most reliable. The system focuses on the exterior letters, but the 

target word will be accessed if only the interior letters are correct, too. And there does 

not seem to be any specific unit (body, initial pair) that the word recognition system is 

looking for either. 

But how can this flexibility be translated into a principled set of operations based 

on which one could make predictions? We will consider possible solutions to this 

problem in Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION 

In Chapters 2 through 4 we gathered new evidence regarding letter position 

effects in lexical access, and we were able to evaluate some of the existing models of 

letter position coding in light of the observed data. We found that some approaches were 

better at predicting the priming effects than others, but that all of them missed the 

prediction on at least one occasion. Later in this final chapter we will take a broader look 

at the models, consider which features of the models are most productive in capturing the 

observed data, and make recommendations for future models of lexical access. But 

before we can begin to draw conclusions regarding the data obtained in these 

experiments, we must consider some potential alternate explanations for the priming we 

have observed. The first section of this chapter will address these concerns. Then, 

having dismissed them, we will review the patterns that seem to be emerging from the 

data and discuss the implications for models of lexical access. 

Considering alternate explanations 

Our first concern is that the reaction time benefits we have observed here are not 

lexical priming effects at all but are instead savings effects obtained at the level of letter 

perception. We will also consider the possibility that the differences observed between 

priming conditions are due to extraneous factors like token bigram frequency or selective 

disruption of morphology. 
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Effects at the level of letter identification 

One concern in any experiment that explores priming effects based on 

orthographic similarity is that the reaction time benefits are due to a savings in letter 

recognition, rather than word recognition. This is the reason for testing all of the priming 

conditions with the non-word targets in addition to the word targets. If the reaction time 

benefits are observed for the non-words, we know that we cannot be tapping into lexical 

processes. There are, of course, no lexical entries for non-words, so any reaction time 

benefits would have to be at the level of either letter recognition or decision making. In 

the current series of experiments, no priming effects were ever observed for the non-

words, so we are confident in concluding that the effects we have observed are at the 

lexical level, thereby giving us license to consider the implications of the patterns we 

have observed for theories of lexical access. Thus, our gravest concern is put to rest. We 

can, however, attempt to further pinpoint the level of processing at which our primes are 

exerting their influence. 

Bigram and trigram frequency 

One possibility is that the effects we are observing here are obtained at the level 

ofbigrams or trigrams. Note at the outset that by this we are not referring to the open 

bigram coding schemes employed by Grainger and van Heuven or by Whitney. Here we 

are referring simply to pairs (or triplets) of adjacent letters within a word. It has been 

noted that some bigrams, such as th, occur in words far more frequently than others, such 

as the mn of mnemonic (Mayzner & Tresselt, 1965). A given word, then, can be 

composed of relatively high or low frequency bigrams (or, of course, a mixture of both). 
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A word's bigram frequency, then, is a sum of the frequencies of all of the bigrams within 

a word and it has been found that this factor will influence reaction times to target words 

in lexical decision experiments (see, for example, Andrews, 1992). The type frequency 

of a bigram refers to the number of words in the language that contain that bigram, while 

the token frequency reflects the number of times the bigram would be encountered in 

reading based on the frequencies of the words that contain the bigram. We are most 

concerned with this latter measure. The computation of trigram frequencies follows the 

same logic, applied to triplets of adjacent letters. Again, we are most concerned with 

token trigram frequency. 

The question we are considering is whether different priming conditions tend to 

vary systematically according to bigram frequency. Since we have been transposing 

letters without regard to orthographic legality, it is certain that at least some of the primes 

contain illegal bigrams, which would greatly reduce the bigram frequency. It could be 

argued that when the system is presented with a letter string with illegal or very 

uncommon bigrams, processing is disnipted and slowed down. Or such an item could be 

dismissed by the system altogether thereby eliminating any priming benefit that would 

otherwise be derived by a related prime. If it turns out that the conditions that resulted in 

relatively little priming also contained relatively low bigram frequencies, we must 

consider the possibility that we are observing such disruption. 

Using the N-Watch program created by Davis (2003), we were able to compute 

mean token bigram and trigram frequencies for each priming condition. The results of 

these computations are presented in Table 12, along with the average degree of priming 
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observed for each condition. For ease of comparison, the conditions have been presented 

in order of the average degree of priming that was observed. 

Table 12. Mean priming effects, bigram and trigram 
frequencies for the prime conditions used in the current 
series of experiments. 

Mean Token Mean Token 
Bigrann Trigram 

Condition Priming Frequency Frequency 

T-l-4 29.3 317.5 17.5 
12 29 290.8 17.6 

T-l-6 26.3 164.1 12.5 
36 23 226.6 19.2 

T-E-4 16.5 340.6 63.0 
Rep-l-4 16 267.0 8.1 

78 15 226.6 13.4 
T-AII 4.5 183.8 8.7 
4321 -1 194.9 13.0 

Although there appears to be some covariance between degree of priming and 

mean token bigram frequency, there are also dramatic inconsistencies with this trend. 

T h e  c o r r e l a t i o n  b e t w e e n  t h e s e  t w o  f a c t o r s  i s  n o t  s t a t i s t i c a l l y  s i g n i f i c a n t  r  =  + . 4 2 ,  n  =  9 , p  

=.26, two tails. There was no hint of a correlation between the trigram frequencies and 

the degree of priming r-+.10,n = 9,p = .80, two tails. 

Admittedly, the correlation with the bigrams looks like it could have reached 

statistical significance if the N were not so small. However, as it stands, we cannot claim 

that the bigram frequency of the primes is responsible for the priming effects we have 

observed. Even if there is a weak effect from this factor, a casual inspection of the 

bigram frequencies themselves, relative to the degree of priming, indicates that it cannot 
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condition, which produced among the most robust priming we have observed, has the 

lowest bigram frequency count. Similarly, the T-E-4 condition has the highest hi gram 

count but yielded relatively weak priming. Bigram frequency may influence lexical 

access, but it is not at the root of the effects we have observed here. 

Morphology 

The final level of analysis we will explore for alternate explanations of the data is 

the level of morphology. Many of the target words, being eight-letters long, were 

morphologically complex. There is evidence that morphological analysis is a crucial part 

of early lexical access (e.g. Marslen-Wilson, Tyler, Waksler & Older, 1994; Taft & 

Forster, 1975) and it is possible that the prime conditions differed in the degree to which 

they disrupted the morphology of the target words. 

The target items in this series of experiments were not chosen with any 

compositional constraints in mind. The morphological components of the target words 

varied in type and in letter length. As such, it is difficult to evaluate whether any 

condition tends to preserve the morphology better than another. Instead, in order to 

investigate the potential influence of disrupted morphology, a new set of items was 

selected according to strict morphological criteria and the effect of disrupting 

morphology was tested with those. 

Thirty eight-letter affixed items were selected. All of these items contained a 

four-letter stem with a two-letter prefix and a two-letter suffix attached (e.g. reviewed, 

unlocked, informal). Botli inflectional and derivational morphological elements were 
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included. For comparison purposes a second set of thirty items was selected. These were 

eight-letter, iminflected words' (e.g. brochure, purchase, maintain) which were matched 

to the inflected words in Kugera & Francis (1967) written frequency. 

Two primes were constructed for each target word. The first was an orthographic 

control prime, constructed in the same manner as the control primes used throughout the 

current experiments. To address the question of whether the selective preservation of a 

target word's stem can explain the pattern of priming effects we've obtained in the 

current experiments, a T-I-4 (12436578) prime was also constructed for each target. 

Thus, for the inflected words, the stem was completely transposed (e.g. unolkced 

UNLOCKED) whereas the stems of the non-inflected targets retained the correct 

placement of the first and final letter pairs (e.g. pucrahse PURCHASE). If differing 

degrees of disruption of a word's stem is the causal factor behind the priming effects 

observed here, we would expect to observe a greater degree of priming for the non-

affixed items than for the affixed ones. 

The procedure was the same as in the main set of experiments reported here. 

Twenty-four University of Arizona undergraduates participated in the lexical decision 

experiment. The same 40 ms prime duration was used. 

The main effect of priming was very robust at 27 ms F/(l,22) = 27.05, p < .001; 

F2( 1,56) = 14.18,/? < .001. When considered separately, the 22 ms priming effect was 

statistically significant for the affixed targets, F/( 1,22) = 6.40,/? < .05; ̂ 2(1,28) = 4.42,/? 

< .05 as was the 36 ms effect for non-affixed F/(l,22) ~ 28.95,/? < .001; /%(1,28) = 

' Due to an oversight the deriv ed word pressure was included among the non-inflected items 
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10.85,i? < .01 items. However the two-way ANOVA indicated that there was no reliable 

difference in degree of priming as evidenced by the failure of the interaction to approach 

statistical significance F/(1,22) = 1.49, n.s.; Fj < 1. 

Under the best of circumstances, where the only difference between two sets of 

items was whether the stem was completely transposed or retained the correct placement 

of the exterior letter pairs, the difference in degree of priming was weak, at best, and did 

not approach statistical significance. In the main body of experiments the difference in 

degree of disruption would not have been nearly as systematic. It is unlikely, then, that 

the priming effects that we have observed were due to the relative preservation of word 

stems. 

We have completely ruled out the possibility that the observed priming effects 

were obtained at the level of letter identification, and the potential influences of bigram 

frequency and relative degrees of stem disruption are minimal, at best, and certainly not 

systematic enough to explain the pattern of priming obtained in the primary series of 

experiments reported here. We may now turn to speculation regarding the implications 

of the data for theories of lexical access. 

Flexibility in early lexical access 

By now it must be clear that the word recognition system is remarkably flexible 

with regard to letter position information. A target word is partially accessed, or at least 

marked as a potential candidate, even if as many as six of its eight letters have been 

transposed out of position. In order to appreciate how dramatic this is, consider how 
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difficult some of the items used in these experiments are to decipher when they are 

presented to the naked, conscious eye. Since the reader will have considered countless 

examples of transposed versions of the word sidewalk at this point, let us consider a new 

example; HTEOLOYG. As quickly as you can, identify what word this is. How long did 

it take? In an experiment not reported here, subjects were at chance (49% errors) when 

asked to decide whether items such as this were anagrams derived from real words (half 

of the items were derived from non-words). In contrast, when these same T-E-4 items 

were used as primes in the masked priming experiments reported in Chapter 2, they 

generated an average reaction time benefit of 15 ms, with the priming effect reaching as 

high as 23 ms in Experiment 2a (see Table 6 in Chapter 2). Within the first 40 ms of 

processing, the word recognition system sees a similarity between the T-E-4 prime and its 

target which we, consciously, do not. 

The ability of masked T-E-4 primes to contact a target entry, contrasted with the 

greatly diminished likelihood of doing so when the same items are presented explicitly as 

anagrams, beautifully illustrates what we know must be the case: that during the earliest 

stages of word recognition the system casts a broad net, and then it refines its selection as 

processing continues. The criteria for a potential match between the input and a lexical 

item are more relaxed in the early stages of processing than the later stages. In light of 

the experiments reported here, it seems that letter position constraints arc among the 

criteria that are quite relaxed early in word recognition. 
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Position Specific Matches 

But the flexibility has its limits. No priming effect is observed when all eight 

letters have been transposed. For some reason, the difference between two correctly 

positioned letters and none at all is absolutely crucial, and it appears that this difference is 

qualitative rather than quantitative. What's more, the pattern emerging across the 

experiments reported here suggests that having any two letters in the correct positions 

will mean the difference between partially accessing the target entry and passing it by. 

Perhaps the most striking contrast in this series of experiments is that between the 36 

(21354687) and T-All (21436587) conditions in Experiment 6. A 23 ms priming effect 

was derived from the former, but none from the latter. It is difficult to imagine why the 

word recognition system should identify location as a candidate in response to the input 

olctaino, but not in response to olacitno. But, apparently, this is the case. The puzzle of 

why this should be provides us with the opportunity to uncover clues pointing to the 

mechanisms at work in word recognition. 

Another point to consider is the evidence that, while it is true that any two letters 

in the correct positions (position specific matches, or PSMs) will encourage partial 

lexical access of the target, different letter positions appear to exert differing degrees of 

influence on this process. In Chapter 2 we saw clear evidence that correctly placed 

exterior letters led to greater priming than correctly placed interior letters. This 

conclusion was modified, however, by the evidence obtained in Chapter 4, which 

suggested that the benefit derived from exterior letter pairs may, in fact, be due primarily 

to the influence of the initial letter. In Experiment 7 we saw that priming derived from 
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12436587 primes was numerically much greater than that derived from 13254768 primes, 

though this difference was not statistically significant. The priming derived from 

21436578 primes was minimal. This suggests a pattern in which the influence exerted by 

position specific matches decreases as the match moves from left to right in the letter 

string. We will consider this issue further below. 

Are two position specific matches sufficient to contact a target entry? 

In Experiment 4, we saw that four PSMs, specifically, the initial and final letter 

pairs, were sufficient to consider the target entry to be a candidate even if the remaining 

four letters were not part of the correct letter set for the target word. The 16 ms priming 

benefit observed from the Rep-I-4 primes was quite robust. This is quite surprising, 

given the previous literature regarding form priming effects. For example, previous work-

indicated that form priming disappears when as few as two letters have been replaced 

(e.g. cupture VULTURE, Forster, 2004. July). Similarly, Perea & Lupker (2003a) 

observed that no form priming was obtained from prime/target pairs such as ufner 

USHER, in which two of five letters have been replaced. It may be that this surprising 

flexibility with regard to letter set applies only to long words, for which orthographic 

neighborhoods are known to be quite sparse (recall that the mean N for a set of 4,875 

eight-letter words was only 0.34). 

The Rep-1-4 (12dddd78) condition should be replicated to make sure the priming 

is a real effect. Assuming it is, at least two other conditions must be tested. Although as 

few as two PS Ms are crucial for priming when the rest of the letters are the correct letter 
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set, but in the incorrect positions (e.g. the 36 condition vs. the T-All condition), we would 

not expect to obtain form priming from two PSMs alone, such as somjtunk SIDEWALK. 

This Rep-1-6 (IddddddS) condition should be tested in future research, along with 

dd3456dd and dd3dd6dd conditions to detennine whether the surprising degree of form 

priming that was derived from the 12dddd78 primes is limited to a condition when the 

PSMs are the initial or exterior letters. In spite of the priming obtained from the Rep-I-4 

condition, in light of the balance of the evidence in the literature, it seems most prudent to 

assume that form priming would not be derived from a prime that shares only two of the 

six letter identities with its target, regardless of where the two PSMs are positioned. 

Until these conditions have been tested, this is the assumption we will work with in what 

follows. 

Evidence of serial verification 

We noted earlier that influence exerted by PSMs appears to decrease as the match 

moves from left to right in the letter string. In order to investigate this pattern further, the 

priming obtained in the seven most relevant conditions throughout this series of 

experiments is presented in Figure 7. The degree of priming is averaged across all of the 

experiments in which it was tested. Some conditions were tested a number of times, and 

others were only tested once, so the number of experiments that each mean is based on is 

indicated below each of the conditions. For example, the mean for the T-I-6 condition is 

based on 5 experiments. 
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Figure 7. Mean priming effects averaged across all experiments in which each 
condition was tested. 
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The conditions in Figure 7 have been arranged according to the position of 

correctly placcd letters. Conditions in which the first PSM is in the first letter position 

are on the left in the figure and, as the conditions move from left to right in the graph the 

first PSM in the prime moves from left to right. Where there are several conditions with 

the same first PSM, the other matching letter positions are taken into accoimt as well. 

The correctly placed letters in each prime condition are indicted by a small asterisk, so 

that the left to right progression will be readily apparent. 

The obvious trend is intriguing. There appears to be a steady decline in the 

amount of priming that is obtained as the PSMs move from left to right across the prime. 

Perea and Lupker (2003a) appear to be correct in their claim that the importance of letters 

decreases from left to right. This may be our most powerful clue yet. Let us consider 

what this pattern might be telling us. 

First, we must keep in mind that the PSMs are not doing all of the work of lexical 

access. The transposed letters in the primes are contributing a great deal. Again, we 

assume that two PSM s would not yield a priming benefit without the presence of the 

correct, transposed letters (e.g. the presumed difference between a IddddddS prime and a 

13254768 prime which we considered earlier). At the very least, the substantial influence 

of the transposed, but correct, letters is revealed in the fact that a greater degree of 

priming was obtained from T-1-4 (12436578) primes than from Rep-I-4 (12dddd78) 

primes in Experiment 4. 
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At the same time, we know that the correct but transposed letter set cannot acccss 

the lexical entry on its own, either, as evidenced by the absence of priming from the T-

All condition. So the pattern that is emerging is that (a) the correct letter set (i.e. a prime 

with the same letter identities as the target, transposed out of position) will activate the 

target entry, but only if at least two of the letters are in the correct positions, (b) as few as 

two correctly placed letters (position specific matches, or PSMs) will activate the target 

but, presumably, only if the remaining letters are the correct letter identity for the word 

(we must test a IddddddS condition and a dd3dd6dd condition to confirm this), and (c) 

the priming benefit derived from pattern specific matches diminishes as the match moves 

from left to right within the prime. 

The set of constraints identified above seem to suggest that at least two stages are 

involved in the narrowing down of possible candidate lexical entries in response to the 

input; one focusing on whether the correct letter set is present, regardless of position, and 

the other looking for matches in letter identity at each letter position. But we cannot 

claim that there is an absolute filter mechanism. For example, given the evidence it is 

tempting to claim that the system first marks all candidates that contain the set of letters 

present in the input, and then checks for position specific matches, serially, from left to 

right. Those candidates that contain a position specific match are passed along for further 

processing and a priming benefit is only observed for those items, either because it is that 

second stage of processing that results in the savings effect or because the savings 

derived from being included in the original set of candidates is not robust enough to be 

observed in a lexical decision experiment. 



However, this scenario cannot be correct, at least not in the strictest sense. This is 

because of the priming benefit that was observed for Rep-I-4 (12dddd78) primes. Under 

the processing scheme that is described above, such items would not be included in the 

original set of candidates, because they do not contain the correct letter set, and so no 

priming benefit should be observed at all. Further, the extensive literature on form 

priming and on neighborhood density effects eliminate a strict letter set criterion for 

potential candidates. Both cases provide evidence of activation of targets that mismatch 

the input by a letter. 

To propose that the filters work in the reverse order is even more ludicrous. A 

claim that position specific matches serve as the criterion for the first pass at marking 

candidate lexical entries, if it is to sidestep the problem of slot coding, would require that 

a set of candidate entries is marked for each letter position within the word. For the 

examples used here that would require eight candidate sets. And each candidate set 

would be enormous, amounting to the number of words of a given length in the language 

that begin with s, or which contain e in the third position, or whatever. The idea would 

be that once these candidate sets had been identified a filter would be applied, either to 

cach candidate set individually or to the pool of all candidate sets as a whole, that 

eliminated the candidates that did not contain the correct letter set. Under this scenario, 

in order to account for the priming obtained in the Rep-1-4 condition, we'd have to say 

that priming benefits are derived in the first pass, before candidates that did not contain 

the correct letter set were eliminated. But if this were the case, we'd have to expect 
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serenade to prime sidewalk, simply bccause they both contain an 5 in the first position. 

Clearly this is not the case. 

The decreasing influence of position specific matches as we move from left to 

right within the word might suggest another approach. It could be that there is a 

sequential filter of candidates based on whether or not they match the input at each letter 

position. For example, when the letter string siedawkl is received, all words that begin 

with 5 could be marked. Then, within this set, those that do not contain i in the second 

position, or fairly early in the word, at least, would be eliminated, and so on. But clearly 

this cannot be true either. Under such a scheme it would be impossible to obtain the 

priming that was observed for T-E-4 (21345687) and 36 (21354687) primes. 

Sequential Heuristic Filters 

How, then, can the pattern of priming effects be explained? One possibility is to 

appeal to a sequential filtering mechanism that is more akin to a heuristic than an 

absolute filter. Under such a scheme, the initial marking of potential lexical items would 

be based on a rough approximation of the letter set. This would allow for neighborhood 

density effects and form priming effects. The heuristic would have to be fairly loose to 

account for the priming obtained in the 12dddd78 condition, though, and this degree of 

looseness may result in the consideration of a prohibitively large number of potential 

candidates in the early stages of processing. It is tempting to propose a constraint on the 

number of candidates marked at this stage by requiring that at least the first letter be a 

match. Unfortunately, of course, this once again eliminates the possibility of priming 

troni the T-E-4 condition, so we must leave the initial selection criterion as it is. 
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The next step in the proposed scheme is a sequential, left to right verification 

stage in which the stimulus is compared against lexical entries for position specific 

matches. Here, it would be necessary to claim that a failed match at a given letter 

position does not mean immediate elimination from the candidate set. When the system 

reaches this stage in the processing of a T-E-4 or 36 prime, it does not eliminate the target 

entry from consideration as soon as it notes the mismatch at the first and second letter 

positions. Rather, it continues to check the rest of the letters and the PSMs it finds later 

in the letter string are sufficient to maintain its status as a candidate. Finally, in order to 

account for the decrease in priming benefits as the PSM moves from left to right in the 

letter string, it would have to be argued that a candidate gets passed along for further 

processing as the first PSM is encountered, so that those with PSMs near the beginning of 

the word would have benefited from a greater degree of processing by the time the target 

word is presented than those with PSMs near the end. 

Although this model would account for the priming effects we have observed 

here, the important question is what predictions it makes for future experiments. One 

prediction would be that priming should be observed for a 41328657 prime, as contrasted 

with the reversed halves primes tested in Experiment 5, because the former contains two 

PSMs. Of course, open bigram models would predict the same difference between 

conditions, because the 4132 prime shares three GvH bigrams, for example, with the 

target word while the 4321 prime shares none. But this problem could easily be handled 

by including a third condition that distinguishes between the two approaches. For 

example, the T-All condition shares 12 GvH bigrams with the target, but no PSMs. 
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Bilateral Processing 

Another possibility worth considering is that the two processes, selection of 

candidates based on letter set information and selection based on PSMs, occur 

simultaneously. In particular, the pattern of priming effects observed in the current series 

of experiments is evocative of claims in the literature regarding differences in the ways 

the two hemispheres process visual orthographic input. For example, it has been widely 

claimed that the right hemisphere engages in serial processing of letter strings while the 

left hemisphere processes the information in parallel. This claim is based on observations 

that length effects in lexical decision tasks are observed when information is presented to 

the left visual field, but not when presented to the right visual field (Ellis, Young & 

Anderson, 1988; lacobini & Zaidel, 1996). Additionally, when subjects are asked to 

name briefly presented CVC clusters, errors are more likely in the final position when the 

cluster is presented to the left visual field, but are evenly distributed when presented to 

the right (Hellige, Cowin & Eng, 1995; Lavidor & Ellis, 2002a; Luh & Levy, 1995). 

Both of these kinds of results suggest serial processing in the right hemisphere. The 

difference between serial and parallel processing is consistent with the two approaches to 

lexical access we have been considering here: that one system looks at more global, letter 

set information and another does a more careful, left to right check of PSMs. Under 

normal circumstances the processi ng of the two hemispheres is somewhat redundant, but 

the contribution of a given hemisphere will dominate if its processing style is most useful 

for the task at hand. Just such a dynamic interaction between the hemispheres has been 
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proposed by Banich and Nicholas (1998). This is an exciting possibility that should be 

investigated further. 

Another intriguing line of evidence with regard to hemispheric differences in 

processing indicates that N effects are observed in the right hemisphere but not the left 

hemisphere (Lavidor & Ellis, 2002a,b). This evidence comes from lexical decision 

experiments in which items arc presented to only one or the other visual field. The 

relevance to the proposal at hand can be seen most readily when one considers the 

difference between orthographic neighbors and anagrams. The neighbors, by definition, 

are composed of PSMs in all letter positions but one, whereas anagrams may have few or 

no PSMs. Under the processing proposal we are considering we would claim that the N 

effects are arising out of the process that is checking for PSMs which, consistent with the 

evidence for serial processing, places that process in the right hemisphere. Future 

research might contrast priming effects derived from non-word anagrams (such as 

various TL conditions tested throughout the current series of experiments) and traditional 

form primes, which are more akin to orthographic neighbors. If the proposed division of 

labor between the hemispheres is correct, we might expect to find greater TL/anagram 

priming effects when information is presented to the right visual field (left hemisphere) 

and greater fonn priming effects when presented to the left visual field (right 

hemisphere). 

It is interesting to note that the bilateral proposal could resolve a current mystery 

in the literature which we encountered in Chapter 1, that is, the difference between TL 

priming and relative position priming. As we saw, in the relative position priming 
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experiments conducted by Grainger and colleagues (e.g. Peressotti & Grainger, 1999; 

Schoonbaert & Grainger, 2004), it was observed that maintaining the correct relative 

order of the letters of a word is crucial for lexical access. The primes consisted of subsets 

of the target words (e.g. Men BALCON), and it did not matter whether the correct length 

of the word was maintained in the prime display (e.g. both Men and b-Ic-n primed 

BALCON). However, Grainier and Grainger (submitted) found that no priming at all was 

obtained when the letters of the prime were moved out of the correct location (e.g. a 1-

543-7 prime). 

The contrast between the results obtained by Grainger and colleagues and those 

obtained by Perea and Lupker (2003a) and throughout the experiments reported here is 

dramatic, but might be explained by an appeal to two separate processing mechanisms. 

We are claiming that the flexibility required to account for TL priming exists in the left 

hemisphere, global processing system that processes the letter set as a whole. Perhaps, 

when the prime consists of only a subset of the target letters, this global system misses 

the target entry altogether. When the relative order of the subset of letters is correct, the 

serial system marks the target entry and a priming effect is observed. When, however, 

the subset is transposed as well, the serial system also misses the target entry, and no 

priming is observed. This, of course, suggests another visual field experiment, one which 

contrasts TL priming with relative position priming. Relative position priming (limited 

to the ease where the subset of letters are in the correct relative order) should only be 

observed when presented to the left visual field. 
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One final point with regard to the bilateral proposal concerns its implications for 

the two major classes of models of lexical access that we considered in Chapter 1. The 

serial search model relies on a hash coding scheme to identify the address of potential 

matches in the lexicon. The degree of flexibility we have observed here seems troubling 

for such an approach, which would require some sort of consistent rule to apply in the 

calculation of the hash code. The proposal of two simultaneous approaches to the 

identification of candidate lexical entries would go a long way to solving this problem. 

Two hash codes could be calculated simultaneously on the input string, based on different 

algorithms. Potential candidates in the lexicon are marked, regardless of which algorithm 

led to their consideration, and the proposed entry opening priming process continues 

from there. For interactive activation models the situation is quite different. On the 

surface, the observed flexibility is not problematic at all, since what is crucial is a certain 

degree of overlap between the input string and the stored lexical representation. There is 

no rule that restricts exactly where the similarity must lie. But the proposal of two 

different but simultaneous approaches to lexical access is slightly more problematic. 

What would have to be proposed would be two networks, each operating under different 

algorithms. While this in itself may not be unreasonable to suggest, the problem comes 

in when the two networks have to resolve themselves to the selection of one lexical entry. 

1 suppose a higher level, meta-network could be proposed, which received input from the 

two lower level networks and within which competition would yield a single, winning 

candidate. This, however, would seem to require three lexicons, one for each lexical 

network, and a third for the meta-network, a degree of redundancy that begins to appear 
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prohibitive. Evidence in support of the bilateral model would have to be considered very 

seriously by designers of neural network models. 

Re-assessing the existing models 

Accounting for the observed data 

One of the objectives of this dissertation was to generate a new set of data against 

which some of the existing models of letter position coding and lexical access could be 

assessed. With each set of experiments we have evaluated how well each of the models 

we have been considering predicts the observed data. We can now draw some general 

conclusions about which approaches to modeling lexical access do and do not work. 

One point that is obvious is that the model must include a certain degree of 

flexibility regarding letter position information. While the BLIRNET model was flexible 

with regard to the identity of a letter that occurs between two known letters, this 

flexibility was not nearly enough, and as a result the model failed to predict virtually any 

of the priming that was observed in this series of experiments. As we saw, it was the 

inflexibility regarding the distance, in letter position spaces, between letters in the 

stimulus that led to the model's downfall in predicting TL effects such as those observed 

here. 

The remaining models, whether through open bigrams or spatial coding, remained 

somewhat agnostic about whether two letters in the stimulus were actually adjacent to 

one another or not. This allowed them to account for TL effects. It is interesting to note 

that both the GvH and SERIOL open bigram schemes limit the bigrams to those 
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generated by the correct, left to right order overall. In other words, when the input is 

sidewalk, there is no is hi gram that is generated. On the surface it would seem as if this 

would hamper the ability to predict TL effects, but the flexibility regarding absolute 

distance between letters more than makes up for it. In fact, both approaches end up 

predicting too much priming in the T-All condition. This issue is less relevant to the 

SOLAR model's spatial coding scheme, in which the transposition of two letters is 

simply a transposition of the relative degree of activation between them. This approach, 

however, also predicts too much priming in the T-All condition. 

The fact that all of the models (except for B LIRNET, of course) predict too much 

priming in the T-All condition instructs us that there must be some form of constraint 

imposed on the otherwise beneficial flexible letter position coding schemes. As we have 

seen, this is where things get tricky. A target entry will only be primed by a TL prime if 

there are at least two PSMs (of course, we did not test the limiting case of only one PSM 

here). The tricky issue is that it does not seem to matter which positions are PSMs. If a 

specific PSM pair were required the solution would be easy: a rough, open-bigram or 

spatial coding type approximation of the correct letter set plus, for example, a PSM at the 

first and second letter positions. But it is not that simple. Somehow, a principled 

distinction must be made between completely transposed letter sets and those with two 

PSMs without focusing on any given letter positions. 

The qualitative difference between transposed primes with and without two PSMs 

led us to propose two separate, possibly parallel, components to the process of word 

recognition. Future models of lexical access should consider such a division of labor. 
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Coltheart's dual route cascaded (DRC) model (Coltheart, Davelaar, Jonasson & Besner, 

1977). does, of course, propose a scheme very similar to the one proposed above. The 

'lexical route' goes directly from the input to the lexical entry, while the 'non-lexical 

route' parses the stimulus as a series of grapheme to phoneme correspondence rules, 

moving from left to right across the letter string. This, however, is a model of naming, or 

how the phonological representation of a word is accessed. What we are interested in 

here lies squarely within the 'lexical route' in the DRC model. To apply our proposal to 

the DRC model would be to suggest a recursive structure, with a split between serial and 

parallel processing embedded within the parallel stream at a higher level. This is not 

impossible, and should be considered further. 

As an aside, the current data has important implications for the phonological 

recoding hypothesis (e.g. Lukatela, Frost & Turvey, 1998; Lukatela & Turvey, 1994), a 

proposal that treads on some of the same ground as the DRC model but is quite different 

from it. While the current data lends strong support for a split model along the lines the 

DRC, it also indicates quite clearly that the phonological recoding hypothesis must be 

incorrect. According to Lukatela and colleagues, visual lexical access is always 

mediated by the phonological recoding of the stimulus. The argument is that speech 

perception is a natural function while reading is not, and so written words must be 

translated into a phonological code before they can access the mental lexicon. Much data 

has been generated in support of this hypothesis, although that data is largely restricted to 

one lab. The notion is quite controversial and other researchers have presented data that 

contradicts it (e.g. Coltheart et al., 2001; Forster & Guerrera-Mahoney, 2000). 
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It would seem that the data presented here should finally put this issue to rest. 

Under the phonological recoding hypothesis, a prime would have to undergo the same 

processing as the target. The only way a prime could facilitate recognition of the target 

would be if its phonology was consistent enough with the target entry to access it, or at 

least facihtate the process of phonological recoding of the target stimulus once it is 

presented. Neither of these conditions would be met in most of the priming conditions 

here. In fact, in most cases the transpositions used to construct the primes resulted in 

illegal letter sequences that could not be pronounced at all, such as Isietenr, hnarkput, and 

cmaapgin. All of these examples are T-I-6 primes which yielded very robust priming 

throughout these experiments. Obviously, they accomplished this without phonological 

recoding. Even the primes that could conceivably be pronounced (e.g. eeltcorn) would 

generate a phonological code that is quite inconsistent with the target and so should not 

lead to any priming, either due to lexical access or a savings in the process of 

phonological recoding process itself The bulk of the data presented here renders the 

phonological recoding hypothesis impossible. 

Another factor that has proven beneficial to the models is a differential weighting 

of letters in the input depending on where they fall in the word. We have seen that earlier 

letters exert a greater influence than later letters, with the possible exception of the final 

letter, and that this influence seems to decrease steadily from left to right. The failure to 

account for this seems to be the greatest downfall for the GvH open bigram coding 

scheme. As in the models from which the GvH scheme drew inspiration, the bigrams 

that are generated are an unordered set. The whole point of the use of bigrams is to allow 
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the system to avoid concerns about absolute letter position until later in processing, at 

which point there is only one solution to the correct order of the set ofbigrams. 

Unfortunately, it turns out that a distinction does have to be made between letters that 

occur earlier and later in the stimulus, so the unordered set ofbigrams, as it stands, is not 

sufficient. 

Spatial coding schemes seem to be ideally suited to ensure greater influence from 

the earlier letters in a word. It is not the monotonically decreasing degrees of activation 

that are at work here, though, since these do not represent how strong the signal 

associated with each letter is. What is relevant is the serial processing of these items. 

The SOLAR model is explicitly designed to make sure that stimuli are processed one at a 

time, whether it is at the letter, sublexical or lexical level. A series of latch fields ensures 

that only one stimulus gets passed from a given level to the next at a time. Thus, it is 

assumed that the earlier letters of a word get through before the later letters. This would 

allow the earlier portions of the word to be available to the final, lexical identification 

stage earlier than the later portions of the word which would, in turn, result in a greater 

influence from those early elements. The SOLAR model handles the left to right bias 

quite well, and quite naturally. 

The SERIOL model is also designed to accommodate a left to right bias, but it 

seems to do so less naturally. Although the front end of the model is a spatial coding 

scheme, the real work of matching a stimulus to stored lexical representations is done at 

the open bigram stage. Here, like the GvH coding scheme, an unordered set ofbigrams is 

generated, but Whitney adds an interesting twist. As we have seen, the bigrams carry 
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different weights, both in the representation of the input and in the stored lexical 

representation. The weight depends on the position of the first letter of the bigram within 

the letter string, with earlier letters having greater weight. In addition, the distance 

between the two letters that make up a bigram is also taken into account, so that bigrams 

formed of truly adjacent letters carry more weight than bigrams composed of non-

adjacent letters. This seems appropriate, but it highlights a problem with the coding 

schemes to which we turn our attention next. 

The chicken -and-the-eggproblem 

We have seen that the flexibility necessary to account for TL effects has been 

obtained through the use of open bigrams in both the SERIOL model and in the GvH 

coding scheme. However, to some extent at least, letter position information must 

already be known in order to generate these bigrams. For example, GvH bigrams are 

composed of any two letters from the word that are separated by up to two letter spaces. 

This means that the system must have at least approximate information regarding letter 

position to start with. Using the word sidewalk as an example, the system is flexible in 

that it docs not care whether the letters 5 and e are adjacent in the input, but it does need 

to know that, if they are not adjacent, no more than two letters intervene. Similarly, it 

must know that more than two letters intervene between the 5 and the w. 

The situation is both better and worse for the SERIOL model. On the one hand, 

all letter pairs in the word are combined into bigrams, so it does not matter whether a 

specific number of letters intervene between non-adjacent letters. On the other hand, the 

weights that are assigned to the bigrams, which are so effective in accurately predicting 
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the data, depend on the letter position of the first of the two letters, and on the distance 

between them in the input. Of course, the SERIOL model does explicitly model how 

letter position information is known before the bigrams are generated in the appeal to a 

spatial coding scheme as a front end mechanism. But then, this raises the question of 

why open bigrams are neccssary at all. If letter position information is known precisely 

at the outset, why bother to impose a looser coding scheme, in terms of open bigrams, 

afterward? Why move from precise information to imprecise information? This step was 

taken solely to tweak the model so that it would more accurately match the patient data 

Whitney was working with (Whitney & Bemdt, 1999) and it does allow the model to do a 

remarkable job of predicting the data obtained here. However, theoretically, the two 

levels of letter position coding are unmotivated, and it is difficult to imagine why such a 

mechanism would develop in the human word recognition system in response to normal 

reading conditions. 

The SOLAR model avoids the redundancy of the SERIOL model by relying on 

spatial coding alone, with no open bigrams. And the model does very well in predicting 

the current data. It could be argued that the SOLAR model also raises the question of 

letter position coding because the monotonically decreasing levels of activation that code 

letter position are taken as a given as input to the system. But the model does at least 

propose a loose explanation for this feature, which is a left to right scanning of the 

stimulus in iconic memory. 

Ultimately, the proposal being made here is that one approach to lexical access is 

not enough. We have seen that the very mechanisms that give the models the flexibility 
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they need to account for most of the priming effects seen here serve to make them too 

flexible for other (i.e. the T-All) conditions. A division of labor between two separate 

processing schemes may solve this problem. 

Ecological Validity 

It is important, and often difficult, for models of cognition to be able to 

accommodate the existing data while simultaneously maintaining a plausible 

representation of how processing works in the human mind/brain. We have seen some 

variation in this regard in the models we have considered here. It is worth considering 

the notion of open bigrams in general, regardless of the specific implementation of the 

idea, in this regard. Putting aside the data obtained from artificial tasks such as TL 

priming and relative position priming, what function might open bigrams serve in normal 

reading? 

We have already seen tliat the chicken and the egg problem threatens the 

plausibility of open bigrams. But there are other concerns as well. For example, as we 

noted in the introduction, it is difficult to imagine a realistic need for a system that is 

designed to accommodate two extraneous letters 'accidentally' inserted between two 

contingent letters of a word. Of course this may be a bit unfair. This feature of open 

bigrams, as proposed by Grainger and van Heuven (submitted) is actually a side effect. 

The bigrams were actually designed to permit the access of a lexical entry when up to 

two letters are missing from the input. In other words, they were designed to account for 

priming from a subset of the target word's letters (relative position priming). But why, 

under normal reading circumstances, would the system need that ability? Certainly, we 
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encounter the occasional typographical error, but these are rare. Although it was 

completely ineffective in predicting the priming effects observed here, the open bigram 

approach taken by the BLIRNET model seems more realistically motivated. In that 

model, the letter clusters are formed, ultimately, according to receptive fields on the 

retina. The model allowed for misidentification of letters (reasonable enough) but not 

their transposition. Unfortunately, this model does not predict the data. It does not even 

come close. 

So let's grant that under normal reading circumstances a certain degree of 

flexibility is necessary regarding whether two letters are contiguous in the input or, for 

example, separated by two intervening letters. Perhaps the infomiation streams 

originating with the receptive fields form a sort of'unordered set' or loosely ordered set 

themselves, as is the proposal for open bigrams. It is doubtful that this is consistent with 

the facts of normal (non-reading) perception, but for the sake of argument let us say this 

is the case. The open bigram scheme is still not o ff the hook. As we noted in Chapter 1. 

the prohibition of bigrams that violate the relative order of letters in the input is 

somewhat arbitrary in light of the flexibility of how much error is permitted regarding 

how far the second element of the bigram is from the right of the first. Given the input 

string thought, why should tu be a legal bigram while uo is not? This is the kind of 

assumption that should be scrutinized with realism in mind. 

It might be claimed that Whitney's SERIOL model sidesteps this issue somewhat 

by having a spatial coding scheme as a front-end to the open bigrams. Under this scheme 

such a seemingly arbitraiy distinction could at least be applied, because the system would 
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have good information regarding left to right order from the spatial coding mechanism. 

But, of course, there is the problem of the redundancy of two letter position coding 

schemes. Although this is motivated by patient data, it is merely a mechanism proposed 

to make the model perform more like patients. It is not as if some specific injury 

suggests a 'bigram' mechanism in particular. This was simply a very clever solution on 

the part of Whitney and her colleagues to a problem. One would think that there must be 

alternate solutions. 

Among the models we have been considering here there are some very good 

examples of attempts at ecological validity that should be retained in future models. 

Continuing our scrutiny of the SERIOL model, Whitney does make a very good effort at 

capturing what is known about visual perception in general. In particular, her attempt to 

account for the contrast between the inverted U-shaped acuity gradient for non-letter 

stimuli and the heightened perception of end (most peripheral) characters of a string of 

letters is laudable. And the combination of this explanation with that of the origin of the 

monotonically decreasing Vocational gradient' that forms the basis of spatial coding is 

extremely clever. The mathematical transformation required to accomplish this seems 

somewhat acrobatic and contrived, but perhaps this is unfair as I have no better solution 

to offer. 

The SOLAR model is an admirable collection of attempts at ecological validity. 

It is directly motivated by more general, well established facts about cognition, such as 

the interaction between the working and long-term memory systems, and the operation 

of chunking infonnation into more efficient units. The composition of the chunks in this 
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model is particularly instructive. While other approaches search for a fixed, rule-based 

procedure for generating letter clusters (GvH bigrams) or linguistically defined units such 

as bodies or morphemes, Davis relies simply on the mechanism of statistical regularity. 

Whatever patterns the system encounters with sufficient frequency get chunked. Given 

the difficulties we've encountered with GvH bigrams, and Inhoff and colleague's 

evidence that initial letters but not orthographic bodies influence fixation times, Davis' 

statistical regularity approach seems to be prudent. 

Morphology seems to fall somewhere between these extremes. Morphemes are 

both linguistically defined and statistically reliable. Although we dismissed the 

likelihood that a systematic di fference in degree of stem disruption between conditions 

explains the data observed here, this does not eliminate the possibility of morphological 

effects in lexical access and, indeed, there is a great deal of evidence in support of such 

effects (e.g. Marslen-Wilson et al., 1994; Taft & Forster, 1975). Many intriguing 

questions surround the issue of how and when morphological processing takes place in 

lexical access, and this is an area that is ripe for further investigation, with many 

implications for models of lexical access. With regard to the current line of research, one 

experiment that really must be done is the logical reverse of the one described earlier in 

this chapter, one in which the stem of a morphologically complex word is preserved 

while the affixes are transposed. 

Future directions 

Obviously, there is a great deal of follow-up work to be done on these issues. To 

begin with, there are a number of conditions tested here that must be tested again, to 
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make sure that the often surprising data are reliable. First and foremost, the 36 

(21354687) condition must be tested again. The 23 ms benefit that was derived from 

these primes in Experiment 6 was quite startling, and the failure to observe a statistically 

reliable difference between those primes and the T-1-6 (13254768) primes was both 

surprising and crucial to the left-to-right verification story we are trying to tell here. 

Recall that statistically the 36 primes were not reliably different from either the T-I-6 or 

T-All primes, making it difficult to draw firm conclusions regarding the data. 

Experiment 6 should be completely replicated. 

Similarly, the 78 (21436578) condition should be tested again. The 16 ms 

priming effect obtained from that condition in Experiment 7 did not quite reach statistical 

significance, though the same degree of priming generated by the T-I-6 primes in that 

experiment did. Theoretically, the question of whether PSMs in the final two positions 

generate priming effects is important to the argument of whether it is the exterior or 

initial letters that are most important to lexical access. 

When we stepped back to examine the overall pattern of results, we observed 

what appears to be a left-to-right progression in the degree of priming generated by PSMs 

within the letter string. This observation served as the basis for a great deal of 

speculation regarding the processes involved in lexical access and must be tested directly. 

For example, an experiment could be conducted in which 12 (12436587). 36 (21354687) 

and 78 (21436578) primes would be compared directly against one another. We would 

expect to see priming to decrease across these three conditions. This would, of course, 

also serve as the replications of the 36 and 78 conditions that were proposed above. 
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There are also a great number of theoretically important conditions that have not 

yet been tested. For example, we have identified what appears to be a qualitative 

difference between TL primes with two PSMs and those with none (i.e. the T-All 

condition). We have not, however, tested a condition with only one PSM. The most 

promising candidate would probably be one in which the first letter is correctly 

positioned (a 13254786 prime, for example) but in light of the priming derived from the 

36 condition, a prime with a sole PSM somewhere in the middle of the word should 

probably be tested as well, as should one in which the final letter is the only PSM. 

Similarly, we have not pushed the envelope here with regard to the degree of 

displacement of letters in terms of number of character spaces. All of the conditions 

tested were limited to transpositions so that a letter was no more than one character space 

removed from its correct position. The one exception to this was the 4321 condition 

(43218765 ) which yielded absolutely no priming, but there were no PSMs at all in this 

condition and, as we have seen, the absence of any PSMs results in the failure of the 

prime to generate any reaction time benefit, even if all of the letters are only one 

character space away from their correct position in the target word (ie. the T-All 

condition). To test the flexibility of the lexical access system with regard to degree of 

movement, a prime condition must be tested that retains two PSMs while moving the rest 

of the target letters more than one character space (e.g. a 16427538 prime). One question 

to consider under this broad topic, if priming is observed under these circumstances at all, 

is whether the same left-to-right pattern is observed with regard to the effectiveness of the 

PSMs. Another would be to compare two priming conditions in which the displacement 
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of the component letters keeps them within, or moves them beyond the 'two intervening 

letter spaces' criterion for the formation of GvH bigrams. This criterion, if strictly 

enforced, would predict a qualitative difference between these two conditions. 

One important issue we have glossed over throughout these experiments is the 

question of word length. All of the stimuli tested here were eight letters long. This was a 

matter of convenience, given the kinds of transpositions we wanted to test. But there 

may well be differences in how shorter words are treated by the lexical access system. 

For example, the transposition of two letters in a four letter word disrupts half of the 

information, while the transposition of two letters in an eight-letter word is far less 

disruptive. 

Some preliminary work has already been conduced on this issue. In an 

unpublished experiment Alina Twist (2004) tested for anagram priming using four-letter 

target words (e.g. haec ACHE). No priming relative to unrelated controls was observed 

under these conditions if the prime was a non-word, suggesting at first glance a 

discrepancy between her data and the data reported here, which she quite reasonably 

attributed to the effect of length. However, upon closer inspection, the primes used by 

Twist were anagrams in the truest sense. They were most closely akin to the T-All 

condition tested here. And, of course, no priming was observed in that condition in the 

current experiments. It is interesting to note that if the anagram prime was a word, 

significant inhibition was obtained. 

A more direct comparison can be made between the current experiments and 

those conducted by Perea and Lupker (2003a). They used five-letter target words and 
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compared what were essentially 13245 primes and 12354 primes. The results were 

consistent with those reported here in that both conditions led to priming effects relative 

to an unrelated control, although the former showed evidence of facilitation from the 

transposed letters beyond that from the PS Ms while the only facilitation generated by the 

latter seemed to be the form priming effect generated by the PSMs in the first three letter 

conditions. What is needed is a test with shorter words with a greater proportion of the 

letters transposed, for example a 14325 prime. 

Perhaps the most exciting path to pursue in response to the work reported here 

would be a direct test of the bilateral processing hypothesis we have tentatively proposed 

using visual field experiments. According to this proposal, neighborhood density effects 

should be most prominent in the left visual field (right hemisphere), as has already been 

reported by Lavidor and Ellis (20()2a,b), and the kind of transposed letter effects we have 

observed throughout these experiments should be more pronounced in the right visual 

field (left hemisphere). In addition, we have predicted that relative position priming of 

the kind reported by Grainger and colleagues should only be observed when items are 

presented to the left visual field. The identification of clear differences in processing 

style between the two hemispheres would be most infonnative for any model of lexical 

access. As we have suggested, the required balance between flexibility and constraint in 

lexical access may lie in a partial redundancy, with differences in processing style, 

between the two hemispheres. 



APPENDIX A 

Target items and primes used in the Experiments 1-4 

T-I-4 T-I-6 
12436578 13254768 

T-E-4 
21345687 

Rep-I-4 
12dddd78 

Control 
Transposed 

Control TARGET 

WORD TARGETS 

abonmral anbroaml banormla abkemzal tonsular tnousalr ABNORMAL 

shroatge sohtrgae hsortaeg shndshge honsumer hnousemr SHORTAGE 

iriragte irrgitae ririgaet irugkcte barnyerd braynred IRRIGATE 

deichper aacedima caademai detdgver comferts cmoeftrs ACADEMIA 

fonuatin fuotnian ofuntani foylshin casanoma csanamoa FOUNTAIN 

acuotsic aocsuitc caoustci acrvej ic elormity eolmrtiy ACOUSTIC 

litsneer Isietenr ilstenre liophyer fleaworb felwarob LISTENER 

evlaaute eavultae vealuaet evincglte pastrate psarttae EVALUATE 

j eporady joeapdry ejoparyd jefgywdy pladness palndses JEOPARDY 

vaaciton vcataoin avcatino vasepcon etorcism eotcrsim VACATION 

baknurpt bnarkput abnkrutp barewfpt drambles darbmels BANKRUPT 

capmiagn cmaapgin acmpaing catifogn havities hvatieis CAMPAIGN 

jucniton jnutcoin ujnctino j ugvpaon therkins tehkrnis JUNCTION 

frsemhan ferhsamn rfeshmna frgj iban enhancos ehnnaocs FRESHMAN 

carraige crairgae acrriaeg canbusge drescent dercsnet CARRIAGE 

huimilty hmulitiy uhmiliyt hulosgty miocesan moiecasn HUMILITY 

prporety poreptry rpoperyt prdhauty Bordeaux sroeduax PROPERTY 

loaciton Icotaoin olcatino lobfkeon tarnival trainavl LOCATION 

elcerton eeltcorn leectrno elwfmjon heftness hfentses ELECTRON 

commrece cmoemcre ocmmerec coqaikce bruitful burtiuf1 COMMERCE 

cltoihng colhtnig Icothign clyuceng fomeback fmobecak CLOTHING 

roatiton rtotaoin ortatino roicplon sonfines snoifens ROTATION 

hynpsois hpyoniss yhpnossi hydlmhis airdrobs arirdbos HYPNOSIS 

naivagte nvagitae anvigaet nagsblte draftars dartfras NAVIGATE 

aburtply arbpulty baruptyl absewrly apethySt aephtsyt ABRUPTLY 

tagnbile tnaiglbe atngibel tazfomle dustomer dsuotemr TANGIBLE 

inetvral itnreavl nitervla inbfipal rotanist rtonasit INTERVAL 
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APPENDIX A - Continued 

Target items and primes used in Experiments 1-4 

Transposed 
T-I-4 T-I-6 T-E-4 Rep-1-4 Control Control TARGET 

12436578 13254768 21345687 UddddTS 

bahcleor 

possbile 

spiltner 

praehcer 

meidatte 

ditsirct 

dyanimte 

inefiror 

evcaaute 

aicrarft 

traeusre 

fIxebile 

deisnger 

watsfeul 

opopiste 

frgaarnt 

abosulte 

feiminne 

spcaoius 

viogorus 

cotnarct 

mitserss 

enevolpe 

reilbale 

thoeolgy 

inevtnor 

caapicty 

copmsoer 

warrnaty 

adrobale 

terrbile 

caintser 

bcaeholr 

psoislbe 

slpnietr 

percaehr 

mdetitae 

dsirtcit 

dnymatie 

ifnreoir 

eavuctae 

arircfat 

tersarue 

felixlbe 

dsegienr 

wsaetuf1 

oppsotie 

farrgnat 

asblotue 

fmeninie 

sapicuos 

vgirouos 

cnortcat 

msirtses 

evnlepoe 

rleailbe 

tehlogoy 

ivnneotr 

cpacatiy 

cmoopesr 

wraartny 

aodarlbe 

treirlbe 

cnasietr 

abchelro 

opssibel 

pslintre 

rpeachre 

emditaet 

idistritc 

ydnamiet 

niferiro 

veacuaet 

iarcratf 

rteasuer 

Ifexibel 

edsignre 

awsteflu 

poposiet 

rfagratn 

basoluet 

efminien 

psaciosu 

ivgorosu 

ocntratc 

imstress 

neveloep 

erliabel 

hteoloyg 

niventro 

acpaciyt 

ocmposre 

awrranyt 

daorabel 

etrribel 

acnistre 

batnypor 

potnkale 

spobfker 

prfctzer 

mefphjte 

dirozlct 

dyvcwpte 

insldcor 

evdigkte 

aizpryft 

trgdinre 

fIrbjole 

depfaler 

wagovrul 

opahubte 

frorcpnt 

ablirpte 

fekzggne 

spemoius 

viarjdus 

coueicct 

mivuhtss 

enpnkupe 

renazdle 

thijqygy 

inzgafor 

caofhqty 

cowfsier 

wabmnoty 

adltptle 

tehipzle 

caspjjer 

blippant 

alterial 

foremaws 

elpousal 

aptivist 

dialyzod 

cholerac 

baptosts 

fourepes 

fasserts 

dislokes 

campmane 

confrent 

farments 

garousel 

ahortion 

flagbole 

cervicad 

epissary 

grakeman 

thapters 

ethibits 

luttings 

clumsaly 

clowback 

esgapist 

deasible 

attiques 

hamisole 

poatherd 

abaconda 

elcumber 

bilppnat 

atlreail 

fromewas 

epluoasl 

atpvisit 

daiylozd 

cohelarc 

bpaottss 

fuoereps 

fseestrs 

dsioleks 

cmaitipnae 

cnorfnet 

fraemtns 

grauoesl 

aohtroin 

falbgloe 

creivacd 

eipssray 

garekamn 

tahtpres 

ehtbitis 

Ituitgns 

culsmlay 

colbwcak 

egspasit 

daeislbe 

attqieus 

hmasiloe 

paohtred 

aabocdna 

eclmuebr 

BACHELOR 

POSSIBLE 

SPLINTER 

PREACHER 

MEDITATE 

DISTRICT 

DYNAMITE 

INFERIOR 

EVACUATE 

AIRCRAFT 

TREASURE 

FLEXIBLE 

DESIGNER 

WASTEFUL 

OPPOSITE 

FRAGRANT 

ABSOLUTE 

FEMININE 

SPACIOUS 

VIGOROUS 

CONTRACT 

MISTRESS 

ENVELOPE 

RELIABLE 

THEOLOGY 

INVENTOR 

CAPACITY 

COMPOSER 

WARRANTY 

ADORABLE 

TERRIBLE 

CANISTER 
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APPENDIX A - Continued 

Target items and primes used in Experiments 1-4 

Transposed 
T-I-4 T-I-6 T-E-4 Rep-1-4 Control Control TARGET 

12436578 13254768 21345687 OddddTS 

auittsic 

hadnmyan 

naitnoal 

acuqiant 

acucarcy 

exlpciit 

qudaarnt 

miintser 

abtsarct 

villgaer 

daguther 

opitimsm 

wactmhan 

lagnauge 

beevarge 

acdameic 

wihtrdaw 

orginial 

grcafeul 

sainatry 

paitnece 

prcaitce 

ilulison 

bitrdhay 

voclnaic 

wadnreer 

monuatin 

siedawlk 

caeldnar 

asesbmle 

poilitcs 

voacilze 

atusiitc 

hnaydamn 

ntaoianl 

aqcaunit 

accrucay 

epxilict 

qaurdnat 

mnisietr 

asbrtcat 

vlialegr 

duahgetr 

otpmisim 

wtahcaran 

Inauggae 

bveregae 

aacedimc 

wtidharw 

oiriganl 

garecuf1 

snatiray 

ptaeicne 

partccie 

illsuoin 

brihtady 

vloacinc 

wnaederr 

muotnian 

sdiwelak 

claneadr 

assmelbe 

ploticis 

vcolazie 

uatistci 

ahndymna 

antionla 

caquaitn 

cacurayc 

xeplicti 

uqadratn 

imnistre 

bastratc 

ivllagre 

adughtre 

potimims 

awtchmna 

alnguaeg 

ebveraeg 

caademci 

iwthdrwa 

roiginla 

rgaceflu 

asnitayr 

aptienec 

rpactiec 

lilusino 

ibrthdya 

ovlcanci 

awnderre 

omuntani 

isdewakl 

aclendra 

sasetnbel 

oplitisc 

ovcaliez 

audnevic 

hacwcsan 

nakrjaal 

acmrqbnt 

acqgchcy 

exkuvpit 

qucihvnt 

mifykver 

abjnhsct 

viocsler 

danciver 

opqsumsm 

wagmdtan 

lavmtoge 

beewckge 

acjntsic 

wiikepaw 

orewqsal 

grifneul 

saclpury 

paneasce 

prtojece 

ilztdyon 

bivbihay 

vovfzpic 

waotozer 

moejpnin 

sicdrglk 

captgkar 

asj tiqle 

pobuvtcs 

volunrze 

honcerto 

pautions 

confatti 

trightly 

crowbaut 

anderseb 

gynamics 

erulsify 

efcesses 

beardowg 

mapsules 

glinches 

dovernor 

anorable 

clipters 

gupboard 

fraduate 

drafteng 

pontrast 

gommerce 

calabush 

taiquiri 

ploseout 

loctoral 

dobertan 

pidelity 

canodize 

pylinder 

branthes 

frayfish 

tocility 

pairness 

hnoectro 

puaitnos 

cnoaftti 

tirhglty 

corbwuat 

adnreesb 

gnymacis 

eurslfiy 

ecfseess 

baedrwog 

mpausels 

gilcnehs 

dvoreonr 

aonarlbe 

ciltpres 

gpuobrad 

farudtae 

dartfneg 

pnortsat 

gmoemcre 

clabasuh 

tiauqrii 

polesuot 

Icootarl 

dboreatn 

pdiletiy 

cnadozie 

plyniedr 

bartnehs 

farfysih 

tcolitiy 

pianrses 

AUTISTIC 

HANDYMAN 

NATIONAL 

ACQUAINT 

ACCURACY 

EXPLICIT 

QUADRANT 

MINISTER 

ABSTRACT 

VILLAGER 

DAUGHTER 

OPTIMISM 

WATCHMAN 

LANGUAGE 

BEVERAGE 

ACADEMIC 

WITHDRAW 

ORIGINAL 

GRACEFUL 

SANITARY 

PATIENCE 

PRACTICE 

ILLUSION 

BIRTHDAY 

VOLCANIC 

WANDERER 

MOUNTAIN 

SIDEWALK 

CALENDAR 

ASSEMBLE 

POLITICS 

VOCALIZE 
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APPENDIX A - Continued 

Target items and primes used in Experiments 1-4 

Transposed 
T-I-4 T-I-6 T-E-4 Rep-I-4 Control Control TARGET 

12436578 13254768 21345687 12dddd78 

eractino regtuson emfeeble 

dahesiev adpowmve gertride 

afmilira fawspoar guckshot 

oslidiyf soratdfy elenenth 

dientiyf idmqkufy pandages 

NONWORD TARGETS 

recaiton 

adehisve 

faimilar 

soilidfy 

idneitfy 

heenarls 

hommnado 

naerewll 

exlpdaer 

abebulia 

atetdnix 

araksnig 

bafrilme 

batrelch 

donuitan 

amomatte 

trooimly 

braowdib 

driaamnt 

brwoonsm 

scpaihte 

buhcnauf 

buadupsg 

beufbble 

adadhces 

afeferch 

meicnacy 

asotacte 

adodagnt 

raetcoin 

ahdsevie 

fmaliair 

slodifiy 

iedtnfiy 

hnerelas 

hmoamdno 

nrawelel 

epxaledr 

abbleiua 

attneidx 

akrnaisg 

bralfmie 

braltceh 

duotnain 

ammtotae 

tormoliy 

bordaiwb 

darminat 

bornwsom 

sachptie 

bcuahunf 

bdupasug 

bfebulbe 

addcaehs 

affreceh 

mceaicny 

atscotae 

addgonat 

ehnerasl 

ohmmanod 

anrewell 

xepladre 

babeluai 

tatendxi 

rakansgi 

abrfliem 

abrtlehc 

oduntina 

mamotaet 

rtoomiyl 

rboadwbi 

rdaimatn 

rbownoms 

csaphiet 

ubchanfu 

ubdapugs 

ebfubbe.1 

dadachse 

faferehc 

emcianyc 

satocaet 

dadogatn 

hedsj fIs 

hoehyido 

naiwej11 

exmgsmer 

abyfylia 

atgqblix 

arwufhig 

batvveme 

bamabich 

dovtljan 

amyuhlte 

trykkuly 

brzhtnib 

driufont 

brlwcsm 

schddete 

buubwfuf 

bujyfysg 

bedypvle 

adpoages 

afvkcbch 

mendrscy 

askmuzte 

adsazent 

cataligs 

preakage 

anatomip 

phloride 

agrocity 

averrant 

mossamer 

tascists 

tritical 

slutches 

larnacle 

hatholic 

plounder 

poubloon 

kyclical 

nootnote 

poalesce 

elcircle 

exorfist 

noldfish 

sinomial 

easenent 

epigrach 

conniter 

efmeelbe 

grertdie 

gcuskoht 

eelentnh 

pnaadegs 

ctalagis 

perkagae 

aanotimp 

plhrodie 

argcotiy 

aevrrnat 

msoasemr 

tsaictss 

tiritacl 

sulctehs 

Iraanlce 

htaohilc 

polnuedr 

puolboon 

kcyilacl 

noonttoe 

paoelcse 

eclrilce 

eoxfrsit 

nlofdsih 

snimoail 

esanenet 

eiprgcah 

cnoinetr 

REACTION 

ADHESIVE 

FAMILIAR 

SOLIDIFY 

IDENTIFY 

HENERALS 

HOMMANDO 

NAREWELL 

EXPLADER 

ABBELUIA 

ATTENDIX 

ARKANSIG 

BARFLIME 

BARTLECH 

DOUNTIAN 

AMMOTATE 

TROOMILY 

BROADWIB 

DRAIMANT 

BROWNOSM 

SCAPHITE 

BUCHANUF 

BUDAPUSG 

BEFUBBLE 

ADDACHES 

AFFERECH 

MECIANCY 

ASTOCATE 

ADDOGANT 
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Target items and primes used in Experiments 1 -4 

T-I-4 T-I-6 T-E-4 Rep-1-4 Control 
Transposed 

Control TARGET 
12436578 13254768 21345687 12dddd78 

busrtiun bruisutn ubrsitnu bugmpwun eannings enaingns BURSITUN 

amrmaoch ammorcah mamroahc amej rpch bullrint blurlnit AMMROACH 

shgaarnt sahrgnat hsagratn shuijwnt explacit epxalict SHAGRANT 

beevilde bveledie ebvelied bepfgfde forwargs froawgrs BEVELIDE 

apuparte apprutae papuraet apjbgyte fruision fursioin APPURATE 

gopmlies gmoipels ogmpilse gohndpes bettings hteitgns GOMPILES 

adrdvoes addorevs dadrovse adlbsnes slincher silcnehr ADDROVES 

ablbiams abbalmis bablaism abtsnvms giabetic gaiebitc ABBLAIMS 

arerogry arrgeroy raregoyr arazunry biscover bsiocevr ARREGORY 

agegwyay aggyeawy gageywya agwreyay tranules tarunels AGGEYWAY 

atetgren attreegn tatergne atwddren gasebook gsabeook ATTERGEN 

amsutesy aumessty mausetys amtkrgsy aiplines apiilens AMUSETSY 

drnaekts darkntes rdankest drhlspts cootsore coostroe DRANKETS 

araiinpe airnapie raianiep arnhtrpe envisape evnsipae ARIANIPE 

thsoasry tohssray htossayr thnokory kraftees kartfees THOSSARY 

grnaskep garknesp rgankspe grj quwep ainborne aniobnre GRANKSEP 

ananernt annranet nanaretn anagernt auracity arucatiy ANNARENT 

shnaluar sahunalr hsanulra shuzhaar sidactic sd.icaitc SHANULAR 

trnaedrs tardnres rtandesr trvoadrs caboofle cbaoolfe TRANDERS 

caolewrs clawores aclowesr cahmdhrs dellular dleulalr CALOWERS 

abubtsom abbsuotm babustmo abavmrom argumelt agrmulet ABBUSTOM 

araiansk airnasak raianaks arqhyqsk amateuls aametlus ARIANASK 

apoharst ahprosat pahorats appfuest epeglass eeplgsas APHORAST 

adodalde addlodae dadolaed adhpvmde slatfoot salftoot ADDOLADE 

spcaokut sapkcuot psackotu spbhmbut fartoons fraotnos SPACKOUT 

atutisve attsuvie tatusiev atmmgdve elpedite epldetie ATTUSIVE 

drsaiscs darsscis rdassisc drfdqwcs frankIon farknoln DRASSICS 

areminot amrneoit ramenito arffrcot rabinets rbanites ARMENIOT 

atetssor attseosr tatessro atriqaor althouch atlohcuh ATTESSOR 

agigavls aggvilas gagivasl aglrdkls galaxoes glaxaeos AGGIVALS 

chruitsm cuhtrsim hcurtims chakdnsm choctows cohtcwos CHURTISM 

alilitve alltivie lalitiev alcyldve ascrives acsirevs ALLITIVE 
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APPENDIX A - Continued 

Target items and primes used in Experiments 1-4 

Transposed 
T-1-4 T-I-6 T-E-4 Rep-I-4 Control Control TARGET 

12436578 13254768 21345687 12dddd78 

aguglaly 

nomrsast 

apapkcer 

spdaeint 

adidinty 

anenbmle 

abubison 

afrfeive 

gasuisop 

prteehrn 

apopnrey 

pleefrul 

slsemhen 

agrgiase 

fotreipt 

agagluts 

nowgehll 

loroamil 

canrfeie 

alaj ecnt 

crcookry 

deastrer 

figaarms 

brsaltes 

agurtply 

fItaehak 

didsials 

gomrluas 

coagtnly 

brtihcus 

auoprcat 

notoohld 

aggaully 

nroamsst 

appcaekr 

sapidnet 

addnitiy 

annmelbe 

abbsuoin 

affirvee 

guassoip 

perhtren 

approeny 

pelreuf1 

selhsemn 

aggarsie 

froitpet 

agguatls 

ngohwlel 

loomrial 

craenife 

ajIcanet 

corkcroy 

dseraetr 

fairgmas 

bartsels 

argpulty 

falhtaek 

dsiadlis 

groumals 

agonalty 

birctuhs 

apucoart 

noohtlod 

gagualyl 

onrmasts 

papackre 

psadietn 

dadiniyt 

nanembel 

babusino 

fafrieev 

agussipo 

rpethenr 

papornye 

Ipeerflu 

Iseshmne 

gagraies 

ofrtietp 

gagaulst 

ongwhell 

olormali 

acrnefei 

lajacetn 

rcockoyr 

edsartre 

ifagrasm 

rbastlse 

garuptyl 

Ifatheka 

idsdaisl 

ogrmulsa 

ocgantyl 

rbitchsu 

uapocrta 

onothodl 

agrqfily 

noccqpst 

aptjbuer 

spjwlnnt 

adkuzrty 

ansibsle 

abttzeon 

afpnmpve 

gaelogop 

praprj rn 

apbgfsey 

plsabrul 

slcvmben 

agnqnms e 

fozvwapt 

agqnfnts 

nowaqqll 

loj zovil 

cadfkaie 

alrqyfnt 

crfaukry 

detktger 

fiocnoms 

brrlabes 

agsjgmly 

fIkbozak 

dilooals 

gowjpmas 

codnewly 

brspbfus 

auuylnat 

nonjjaid 

phoirboy 

blowfash 

delerity 

comraunos 

daffodol 

seginner 

hollages 

lactions 

edertion 

fontract 

antedape 

abywhere 

lathroom 

disfavob 

apopleky 

curtnass 

abandant 

enforcas 

apheists 

defereft 

nockpits 

accestor 

guoyancy 

biweesly 

dronchus 

cirearms 

etna ss ion 

pivision 

linishes 

desalate 

soalhole 

ebbitter 

pohrioby 

bolfwsah 

dleretiy 

cmoumons 

dfaofodl 

sgenienr 

hloalegs 

Icaitnos 

eedtroin 

fnortcat 

atndepae 

aybhwree 

Itarhoom 

dsiafovb 

aoplpkey 

cruntsas 

aabdnnat 

efnroacs 

ahpietss 

df erefet 

ncopktis 

accseotr 

gouaycny 

bwieelsy 

dorcnuhs 

criaemrs 

eamssoin 

pvisioin 

Inisiehs 

dselatae 

saohlloe 

ebbtietr 

AGGUALLY 

NORMASST 

APPACKER 

SPADIENT 

ADDINITY 

AUNEMBLE 

ABBUSION 

AFFRIEVE 

GAUSSlOP 

PRETHERN 

APPORNEY 

PLEERFUL 

SLESHMEN 

AGGRAISE 

FORTIEPT 

AGGAULTS 

NOGWHELL 

LOORMAIL 

CARNEFIE 

ALJACENT 

CROCKORY 

DESARTER 

FIAGRAMS 

BRASTLES 

AGRUPTLY 

FLATHEAK 

DISDAILS 

GORMULAS 

COGANTLY 

BRITCHUS 

AUPOCRAT 

NOOTHOLD 
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APPENDIX A - Continued 

Target items and primes used in Experiments 1-4 

Transposed 
T-I-4 T-I-6 T-E-4 Rep-I-4 Control Control TARGET 

12436578 13254768 21345687 12dddd78 

paatilsm ptalasim aptalims paroljssm applauso appalsuo FATALISM 

baersses braseess abressse bakznres vaylight vyailhgt BARESSES 

pihsacke psichkae ipshcaek pijftrke fluidily fuldiliy FISHCAKE 

exmeplta eexpmalt xeemplta expuzfat lormulae Iroumale EXEMPLAT 

eueginfs egunefis uegenisf eunsatfs panknote pnanktoe EUGENIFS 

etihicsk ehtcisik tehiciks etsrolsk nastards nsaatdrs ETHICISK 

sergduge sgeurgde esgrudeg sekspoge hiplomat hpiolamt SEGRUDGE 

dignedng dnidgneg idngdegn dipsfrng danguets dnauqtes DINGDENG 
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APPENDIX B 

Target items and primes used in Experiments 5-6 

T-I-6 36 T-All 4321 Control TARGET 
13254768 21354687 21436587 43218765 

anbroaml banromla 

sohtrgae hsotraeg 

irrgitae rirgiaet 

aacedima edcpihre 

fuotnian ofutnani 

aocsuitc caosutci 

Isietenr ilsetnre 

eavultae veaulaet 

joeapdry ejoapryd 

vcataoin avctaino 

bnarkput abnrkutp 

cmaapgin acraaping 

jnutcoin ujntcino 

ferhsamn rf ehsnma 

crairgae acriraeg 

hmulitiy uhmliiyt 

poreptry rpoepryt 

Icotaoin olctaino 

eeltcorn leetcrno 

cmoemcre ocmemrec 

colhtnig Icohtign 

rtotaoin orttaino 

hpyoniss yhponssi 

nvagitae anvgiaet 

arbpulty barputyl 

tnaiglbe atnigbel 

itnreavl nitrevla 

bcaeholr abcehlro 

Word Targets 

baonmrla onbalamr 

hsroateg rohsegat 

riiraget irrietag 

edichpre icedrehp 

ofnuatni nuofniat 

cauotsci uocacits 

iltsnere tsilrene 

velaauet laveetau 

ejporayd poejydra 

avacitno acavnoit 

abknurtp knabtpur 

acpmiang pmacngia 

ujcnitno cnujnoit 

rfsemhna serfnamh 

acrraieg rracegai 

uhimilyt imuhytil 

rpporeyt porpytre 

olacitno acolnoit 

lecertno celenort 

ocmmreec mmocecre 

Ictoihgn tolcgnih 

oratitno atornoit 

yhnpsosi npyhsiso 

anivaget ivanetag 

baurtpyl urbayltp 

atgnbiel gnatelbi 

nietvrla etnilavr 

abhclero hcabrole 

tonsular ABNORMAL 

honsumer SHORTAGE 

barnyerd IRRIGATE 

comferts ACADEMIA 

casanoma FOUNTAIN 

elormity ACOUSTIC 

fleaworb LISTENER 

pastrate EVALUATE 

pladness JEOPARDY 

etorcism VACATION 

drambles BANKRUPT 

havities CAMPAIGN 

therkins JUNCTION 

enhancos FRESHMAN 

drescent CARRIAGE 

miocesan HUMILITY 

Bordeaux PROPERTY 

tarnival LOCATION 

heftness ELECTRON 

bruitful COMMERCE 

fomeback CLOTHING 

sonfines ROTATION 

airdrobs HYPNOSIS 

draftars NAVIGATE 

apethyst ABRUPTLY 

dustomer TANGIBLE 

rotanist INTERVAL 

blippant BACHELOR 
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APPENDIX B - Continued 

Target items and primes used in Experiments 5-6 

T-I-6 36 T-All 4321 
13254768 21354687 21436587 43218765 

Control TARGET 

psoislbe opsisbel opssbiel ssopelbi alterial POSSIBLE 

slpnietr pslnitre psiltnre ilpsretn foremaws SPLINTER 

percaehr rpecahre rpaehcre aerprehc elpousal PREACHER 

mdetitae emdtiaet emidatet idemetat aptivist MEDITATE 

dsirtcit idsrtitc idtsirtc tsidtcir dialyzod DISTRICT 

dnymatie ydnmaiet ydanimet anydetim cholerac DYNAMITE 

ifnreoir nifreiro niefirro efniroir baptosts INFERIOR 

eavuctae veaucaet vecaauet caveetau fourepes EVACUATE 

arircfat iarrcatf iacrartf criatfar fesserts AIRCRAFT 

tersarue rtesauer rtaeuser aerterus dislokes TREASURE 

felixlbe Ifeixbel Ifxebiel xelfelbi campmane FLEXIBLE 

dsegienr edsginre edisngre isedreng confrent DESIGNER 

wsaetuf1 awsetflu awtsfelu tsawlufe farments WASTEFUL 

oppsotie popsoiet poopiset oppoetis garousel OPPOSITE 

farrgnat rfargatn rfgaartn garftnar abortion FRAGRANT 

asblotue baslouet baosulet osbaetul flagbole ABSOLUTE 

fmeninie efmniien efiminen imefenin cervicad FEMININE 

sapicuos psaicosu pscaoisu capssuoi epissary SPACIOUS 

vgirouos ivgroosu ivogorsu ogivsuor grakeraan VIGOROUS 

cnortcat ocnrtatc octnartc tnoctcar thapters CONTRACT 

msirtses imsrtess imtserss tsimsser ethibits MISTRESS 

evnlepoe nevleoep neevolep evneepol luttings ENVELOPE 

rleailbe erlaibel erilbael ilerelba clumsaly RELIABLE 

tehlogoy htelooyg htoeolyg oehtygol clowback THEOLOGY 

ivnneotr nivnetro nievtnro evnirotn esgapist INVENTOR 

cpacatiy acpcaiyt acapicyt apacytic deasible CAPACITY 

craoopesr ocmopsre ocpmsore pmocreso attiques COMPOSER 

wraartny awrarnyt awrrnayt rrawytna hamisole WARRANTY 

aodarlbe daoarbel darobael rodaelba poatherd ADORABLE 

treirlbe etrirbel etrrbiel rretelbi abaconda TERRIBLE 

cnasietr acnsitre acintsre inacrets elcumber CANISTER 

atusiitc uatsitci uaittsci ituacits honcerto AUTISTIC 

hnaydamn ahnydmna ahdnmyna dnahnamy pautions HANDYMAN 
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APPENDIX B - Continued 

Target items and primes used in Experiments 5-

T-I-6 36 T-All 4321 
13254768 21354687 21436587 43218765 

Control TARGET 

ntaoianl antoinla anitnola itanlano confatti NATIONAL 

aqcaunit caqauitn cauqiatn uqcatnia trightly ACQUAINT 

accrucay cacruayc caucaryc uccaycar crowbaut ACCUEiACy 

epxilict xepilcti xelpciti Ipxetici anderseb EXPLICIT 

qaurdnat uqardatn uqdaartn dauqtnar gynamics QUADRANT 

mnisietr iransitre imintsre inimrets erulsify MINISTER 

asbrtcat basrtatc batsartc tsbatcar efcesses ABSTRACT 

vlialegr ivlalgre ivllgare llivrega beardowg VILLAGER 

duahgetr aduhgtre adguthre guadreth mapsules DAUGHTER 

otpmisim potmiims poitimms itpomsim glinches OPTIMISM 

wtahcamn awthcmna awctmhna ctawnamh dovernor WATCHMAN 

Inauggae alnugaeg algnaueg gnalegau anorable LANGUAGE 

bveregae ebvreaeg ebevareg evebegar clipters BEVERAGE 

aacedimc caaedmci cadameci dacacitne gupboard ACADEMIC 

wtidharw iwtdhrwa iwhtrdwa htiwward fraduate WITHDRAW 

oiriganl roiignla roginila girolani drafteng ORIGINAL 

garecuf1 rgaecflu rgcafelu carglufe pontrast GRACEFUL 

snatiray asntiayr asinatyr inasyrat gommerce SANITARY 

ptaeicne apteinec apitneec itapecne calabush PATIENCE 

partccie rpatciec rpcaitec carpecit taiquiri PRACTICE 

illsuoin lilsuino liulisno ullinois ploseout ILLUSION 

brihtady ibrhtdya ibtrdhya tribyadh loctoral BIRTHDAY 

vloacinc ovlacnci ovclnaci clovcina dobertan VOLCANIC 

wnaederr awnedrre awdnrere dnawrere pidelity WANDERER 

muotnian omutnani omnuatni nuomniat canodize MOUNTAIN 

sdiwelak isdweakl isedawkl edisklaw pylinder SIDEWALK 

claneadr aclnedra aceldnra elacradn branches CALENDAR 

assmelbe sasmebel saesbmel essaelbm frayfish ASSEMBLE 

ploticis opltiisc opilitsc ilopscit tocility POLITICS 

vcolazie ovclaiez ovacilez acovezil pairness VOCALIZE 

raetcoin eratcino ercaitno caernoit emfeeble REACTION 

ahdsevie dahseiev daehisev ehdaevis gertride ADHESIVE 

fmaliair afmliira afimilra imafrail guckshot FAMILIAR 
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APPENDIX B - Continued 

Target items and primes used in Experiments 5-6 

T-I-6 36 T-All 4321 Control TARGET 
13254768 21354687 21436587 43218765 

slodif iy os.Idi.iyf osilidyf ilosyf id elenenth SOLIDIFY 

iedtnfiy dietniyf dineityf nediyfit pandages IDENTIFY 

Non-Word Targets 

hnerelas 

hmoamdno 

nrawelel 

epxaledr 

abbleiua 

attneidx 

akrnaisg 

bralfmie 

braltceh 

duotnain 

ammtotae 

tormoliy 

bordaiwb 

darminat 

bornwsom 

sachptie 

bcuahunf 

bdupasug 

bfebulbe 

addcaehs 

affreceh 

mceaicny 

atscotae 

addgonat 

bruisutn 

ammorcah 

sahrgnat 

bveledie 

ehnreasl 

ohmamnod 

anrweell 

xepaldre 

bableuai 

tatnedxi 

raknasgi 

abrlfiem 

abrltehc 

odutnina 

mamtoaet 

rtomoiyl 

rbodawbi 

rdamiatn 

rbonwoms 

csahpiet 

ubcahnfu 

ubdpaugs 

ebfbubel 

dadcahse 

fafreehc 

emcainyc 

satcoaet 

dadgoatn 

ubristnu 

maitiorahc 

hsargatn 

ebvleied 

ehenarsl 

ohmmnaod 

anerewll 

xelpdare 

baebulai 

taetdnxi 

raaksngi 

abfrilem 

abtrelhc 

odnuitna 

maomatet 

rtooimyl 

rbaowdbi 

rdiaamtn 

rbwoonms 

cspaihet 

ubhcnafu 

ubadupgs 

ebufbbel 

daadhcse 

faeferhc 

emicnayc 

saotacet 

daodagtn 

ubsrtinu 

marmaohc 

hsgaartn 

ebeviled 

enehslar 

mmohodna 

eranllew 

Ipxereda 

ebbaaiul 

ettaxidn 

akragisn 

frabemil 

trabhcel 

nuodnait 

ommaetat 

oortylim 

aorbbiwd 

iardtnam 

worbmson 

pacsetih 

hcubfuna 

adubgsup 

ufebelbb 

addasehc 

effahcer 

icemycna 

otsaetac 

oddatnag 

srubnuti 

rmmahcao 

gahstnar 

evebedil 

cataligs 

preakage 

anatomip 

phloride 

agrocity 

averrant 

mossamer 

tascists 

tritical 

slutches 

larnacle 

hatholic 

plounder 

poubloon 

kyclical 

nootnote 

poalesce 

elcircle 

exorfist 

noldf ish 

sinomial 

easenent 

epigrach 

conniter 

eannings 

bullrint 

explacit 

forwargs 

HENERALS 

HOMMANDO 

NAREWELL 

EXPLADER 

ABBELUIA 

ATTENDIX 

ARKANSIG 

BARFLIME 

BARTLECH 

DOUNTIAN 

AMMOTATE 

TROOMILY 

BROADWIB 

DRAIMANT 

BROWNOSM 

SCAPHITE 

BUCHANUF 

BUDAPUSG 

BEFUBBLE 

ADDACHES 

AFFERECH 

MECIANCY 

ASTOCATE 

ADDOGANT 

BURSITUN 

AMMROACH 

SHAGRANT 

BEVELIDE 
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APPENDIX B - Continued 

Target items and primes used in Experiments 5-6 

T-I-6 36 T-All 4321 Control TARGET 
13254768 21354687 21436587 43218765 

apprutae papruaet pauparet uppaetar fruision APPURATE 

gmoipels ogmiplse ogpmlise pmogseli bettings COMPILES 

addorevs dadorvse dardvose rddasevo slincher ADDROVES 

abbalmis babalism balbiasm Ibbasmia giabetic ABBLAIMS 

arrgeroy rargeoyr raerogyr errayrog biscover ARREGORY 

aggyeawy gagyewya gaegwyya eggayawy tranules AGGEYWAY 

attreegn tatregne taetgrne ettanegr gasebook ATTERGEN 

aumessty mauestys masuteys sumayste aiplines AMUSETSY 

darkntes rdaknest rdnaekst nardstek cootsore DRAHKETS 

airnapie rainaiep raaiinep airaepin envisape ARIANIPE 

tohssray htossayr htsoasyr sohtyras kraftees THOSSARY 

garknesp rgaknspe rgnaskpe nargpesk ainborne GRANKSEP 

annranet nanraetn naanertn annatner auracity ANNARENT 

sahunalr hsaunlra hsnalura nahsralu sidactic SHANULAR 

tardnres rtadnesr rtnaedsr nartsred caboofle TRANDERS 

clawores aclwoesr acolewsr olacsrew dellular CALOWERS 

abbsuotm babsutmo baubtsmo ubbamots argumelt ABBUSTOM 

airnasak rainaaks raaianks airaksan amateuls ARIANASK 

ahprosat pahroats paoharts ohpatsar epeglass APHORAST 

addlodae dadloaed daodaled oddaedal slatfoot ADDOLADE 

sapkcuot psakcotu pscaoktu capstuok fartoons SPACKOUT 

attsuvie tatsuiev tautisev uttaevis elpedite ATTUSIVE 

darsscis rdassisc rdsaissc sardscis franklon DRASSICS 

amrneoit ramneito raeminto emratoin rabinets ARMENIOT 

attseosr tatsesro taetssro ettaross althouch ATTESSOR 

aggvilas gagviasl gaigavsl iggaslav galaxoes AGGIVALS 

cuhtrsim hcutrims hcruitms ruhcmsit choctows CHURTISM 

alltivie laltiiev lailitev illaevit ascrives ALLITIVE 

aggaully gagaulyl gauglayl uggaylla phoirboy AGGUALLY 

nroamsst onramsts onmrsats mrontssa blowfash NORMASST 

appcaekr papcakre paapkcre apparekc delerity APPACKER 

sapidnet psaidetn psdaeitn dapstnei coramunos SPADIENT 

addnitiy dadniiyt daidinyt iddaytin daffodol ADDINITY 



APPENDIX B - Continued 

Target items and primes used in Experiments 5-6 

T-I-6 36 T-All 4321 Control TARGET 
13254768 21354687 21436587 43218765 

annmelbe 

abbsuoin 

affirvee 

guassoip 

perhtren 

approeny 

pelreuf1 

selhsemn 

aggarsie 

froitpet 

agguatls 

ngohwlel 

loomrial 

craenife 

ajIcanet 

corkcroy 

dseraetr 

fairgmas 

bartsels 

argpulty 

falhtaek 

dsiadlis 

groumals 

agonalty 

birctuhs 

apucoart 

noohtlod 

ptalasim 

braseess 

psichkae 

eexpmalt 

egunefis 

ehtcisik 

nantnebel 

babsuino 

fafireev 

agussipo 

rpehtenr 

papronye 

Ipereflu 

Isehsmne 

gagarles 

ofritetp 

gagualst 

onghwell 

olomrali 

acrenfei 

lajcaetn 

rcokcoyr 

edsratre 

ifargasm 

rbatslse 

garputyl 

Ifahteka 

idsadisl 

ogrumlsa 

ocgnatyl 

rbicthsu 

uapcorta 

onohtodl 

aptlaims 

abrsesse 

ipschaek 

xeepmlta 

uegneisf 

tehciiks 

naenbmel 

baubisno 

farfeiev 

agsuispo 

rpteehnr 

paopnrye 

Ipeefrlu 

Issemhne 

gargiaes 

oftreitp 

gaaglust 

onwgehl1 

olroamli 

acnrfeei 

laajectn 

rccookyr 

edastrre 

ifgaarsm 

rbsaltse 

gaurtpyl 

Iftaehka 

iddsiasl 

ogmrlusa 

ocagtnyl 

rbtihcsu 

uaoprcta 

ontoohdl 

apatilms 

aberssse 

iphsacek 

xemelpta 

ueeginsf 

teihicks 

ennaelbm 

ubbanois 

rffaevei 

suagpois 

terpnreh 

oppayenr 

eelplufr 

selsnemh 

rggaesia 

troftpei 

aggastlu 

wgonlleh 

roolliam 

nraceife 

ajlatnec 

corcyrok 

asedretr 

gaifsmar 

sarbselt 

urgayltp 

talfkaeh 

dsidslia 

mrogsalu 

agocyltn 

tirbsuhc 

opuatarc 

toondloh 

atapmsil 

erabsess 

hsipekac 

mexetalp 

eguesfin 

ihteksic 

seginner 

hollages 

lactions 

edertion 

fontract 

antedape 

abywhere 

lathroom 

disfavob 

apopleky 

curtnass 

abandant 

enforcas 

apheists 

defereft 

nockpits 

accestor 

guoyancy 

biweesly 

dronchus 

cirearms 

emassion 

pivision 

linishes 

desalate 

soalhole 

ebbitter 

applauso 

vaylight 

fluidily 

lormulae 

panknote 

nastards 

ANNEMBLE 

ABBUSION 

AFFRIEVE 

GAUSSIOP 

PRETHERN 

APPORNEY 

PLEERFUL 

SLESHMEN 

AGGRAISE 

FORTIEFT 

AGGAULTS 

NOGWHELL 

LOORMAIL 

CARNEFIE 

ALJACENT 

CROCKORY 

DESARTER 

FIAGRAMS 

BRASTLBS 

AGRUPTLY 

FLATHEAK 

DISDAILS 

GORMULAS 

COGANTLY 

BRITCHUS 

AUPOCRAT 

NOOTHOLD 

FATALISM 

BARESSES 

FISHCAKE 

EXEMPLAT 

EUGENIFS 

ETKICISK 
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APPENDIX B - Continued 

Target items and primes used in Experiments 5-6 

T-I-6 36 T-All 4321 Control TARGET 
13254768 21354687 21436587 43218765 

sgeurgde esgurdeg esrgdueg rgesegdu hiplomat BEGRUDGE 

dnidgneg idndgegn idgnedgn gnidgned danguets DINGDENG 



APPENDIX C 

Target items and primes used in Experiments 7 

T-I-6 12 78 Control TARGET 
13254768 12436587 21436578 

Word Targets 

knindses 

cpuobrad 

gardnosn 

ecxahgne 

nnoessne 

giuadcne 

cihdlern 

rseltses 

cihdlsih 

tarsnefr 

dsiocnut 

sqeeucne 

onimtnet 

pmahpelt 

riafnlal 

slyallbe 

sneislbe 

sehhpred 

cercsnet 

Inetgehn 

riarlaod 

arilpnae 

satdnrad 

sonfwlal 

sikrarsih 

dsilpcae 

mrairgae 

brafeoot 

kidnenss 

cubpaodr 

grnasdno 

exhcnaeg 

nosnnees 

gudinaec 

chlirdne 

retselss 

chliidhs 

trnafsre 

dicsuotn 

seugneec 

oitnemtn 

papmlhte 

raniaf11 

syllbael 

sesnbiel 

shpeehdr 

crseectn 

legnhtne 

raliorda 

aipralen 

stnaaddr 

snwoaf11 

skriimhs 

dipsalec 

marraieg 

baerofto 

ikdnenss 

ucbpaord 

rgnasdon 

xehcnage 

onsnnese 

ugdinace 

hclirden 

ertselss 

hcliidsh 

rtnafser 

idcsuont 

esuqnece 

iotnemnt 

appmlhet 

arniaf11 

ysllbale 

essnbile 

hspeehrd 

rcseecnt 

elgnhten 

arliorad 

iapralne 

tsnaadrd 

nswoaf11 

ksriirash 

idpsalce 

amrraige 

aberofot 

topsular 

honsumer 

barkyerd 

comferts 

casanoma 

elormity 

fleaworb 

papkrate 

plaknets 

etorcism 

frambles 

havities 

therkits 

enhancos 

drescent 

miocesan 

tordeaux 

tarnival 

heftnass 

bruigful 

fomeback 

sonfines 

airdrobs 

drafters 

apethynt 

guttomer 

rotanist 

plippans 

KINDNESS 

CUPBOARD 

GRANDSON 

EXCHANGE 

NONSENSE 

GUIDANCE 

CHILDREN 

RESTLESS 

CHILDISH 

TRANSFER 

DISCOUNT 

SEQUENCE 

OINTMENT 

PAMPHLET 

RAINFALL 

SYLLABLE 

SENSIBLE 

SHEPHERD 

CRESCENT 

LENGTHEN 

RAILROAD 

AIRPLANE 

STANDARD 

SNOWFALL 

SKIRMISH 

DISPLACE 

MARRIAGE 

BAREFOOT 
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T-1-6 12 78 Control TARGET 
13254768 12436587 21436578 

sapicuos 

furtiuf1 

dsiitcnt 

cnouqset 

dsirtcat 

satlloin 

trupnkie 

isnitcnt 

porpscet 

srcmalbe 

dsiugsie 

sihmpnet 

haeadhce 

srtnaegr 

porivcne 

peresvre 

snawdcih 

yuohtuf1 

haeldnie 

miotsrue 

drankses 

gursemoe 

cmorpses 

ssuepsne 

cnotsnat 

cuaituos 

borhcrue 

ariobnre 

cnortvie 

Inosemoe 

pircnses 

itnreset 

suaecapn 

spcaoisu 

friuftlu 

ditsnitc 

coqneuts 

ditsartc 

stlailno 

tunripek 

intsnitc 

prsoeptc 

scarbmel 

digsiues 

shpiemtn 

hedacaeh 

stargnre 

prvoniec 

prsereev 

sadniwhc 

yotufhlu 

hedailen 

mosiuter 

dakrenss 

greuosem 

copmerss 

supsnees 

cosnattn 

catuoisu 

brcouher 

aibrroen 

cotnirev 

loenosem 

prniecss 

ineterts 

sacupena 

pscaoius 

rfiuftul 

idtsnict 

ocqneust 

idtsarct 

tslailon 

utnripke 

nitsnict 

rpsoepct 

csarbmle 

idgsiuse 

hspiemnt 

ehdacahe 

tsargner 

rpvonice 

rpsereve 

asdniwch 

oytufhul 

ehdailne 

omsiutre 

adkrenss 

rgeuosme 

ocpmerss 

uspsnese 

ocsnatnt 

actuoius 

rbcouhre 

iabrrone 

octnirve 

olenosme 

rpniecss 

nieterst 

ascupean 

alterial 

toremaws 

elpousal 

aptivige 

bralyzod 

choderac 

baptosts 

fourepes 

festerts 

dislokes 

C3m]pm3,ris 

confrosh 

farments 

gadousal 

ahartion 

flagbold 

cervicad 

epissary 

grukeman 

thapdeds 

ethibith 

luttings 

flumsaly 

clowback 

esgapish 

deasoble 

attistes 

hamisold 

prasherd 

abaconda 

elcumber 

honcerto 

pritions 

SPACIOUS 

FRUITFUL 

DISTINCT 

CONQUEST 

DISTRACT 

STALLION 

TURNPIKE 

INSTINCT 

PROSPECT 

SCRAMBLE 

DISGUISE 

SHIPMENT 

HEADACHE 

STRANGER 

PROVINCE 

PRESERVE 

SANDWICH 

YOUTHFUL 

HEADLINE 

MOISTURE 

DARKNESS 

GRUESOME 

COMPRESS 

SUSPENSE 

CONSTANT 

CAUTIOUS 

BROCHURE 

AIRBORNE 

CONTRIVE 

LONESOME 

PRINCESS 

INTEREST 

SAUCEPAN 
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T-1-6 12 78 Control TARGET 
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dwohnlil donwihll odnwihll cinfatti DOWNHILL 

foostetp fototspe oftotsep trighnly FOOTSTEP 

isnrtcut intsurtc nitsurct crowbaun INSTRUCT 

dyarbaek dabyerka adbyerak andetseb DAYBREAK 

cahpmoin chmaipno hcmalpon gynamecs CHAMPION 

cnoevsre covnrees ocvnrese erulsify CONVERSE 

porlciam prcoalmi rpcoalim efcesses PROCLAIM 

cnoecvie cocnieev occnieve beardowg CONCEIVE 

otuodros oudtoosr uodtoors mapsulet OUTDOORS 

dsiiclpe dicspiel idcspile glinches DISCIPLE 

foobtlal fotoabll oftoabll davernor FOOTBALL 

dsirctee dicseret idcserte anorablo DISCRETE 

rsertcit retsirtc ertsirct clipters RESTRICT 

vriutuos vitrousu ivtrouus gupboard VIRTUOUS 

cnorgses cognerss ocgnerss fraduate CONGRESS 

mvomenet moevemtn omevemnt draftrig MOVEMENT 

fnutcoin fucnitno ufcniton portrast FUNCTION 

wirkneld wrnilkde rwnilked gommerce WRINKLED 

msurhoom muhsormo umhsorom calabush MUSHROOM 

hyatscak hasyatkc ahsyatck triquiri HAYSTACK 

f irhgetn frgithne rfgithen ploseout FRIGHTEN 

tarninig triaingn rtiainng loctoral TRAINING 

biudlnig buliidgn ubliidng dobertan BUILDING 

rdaaicne raidnaec aridnace pikelity RADIANCE 

preecvie pecrieev epcrieve canodosh PERCEIVE 

satriawy stiawrya tsiawray pylonder STAIRWAY 

pelsarue plaeuser Ipaeusre branthes PLEASURE 

affulnet afIfeutn falfeunt frayfish AFFLUENT 

psomtrak potsamkr optsamrk tipility POSTMARK 

vniyerad vienaydr ivenayrd pairness VINEYARD 

gardnuer grnaedru rgnaedur emfeeble GRANDEUR 

cehtsunt chsenttu hcsentut gertride CHESTNUT 

slotscie soslitec osslitce guckshot SOLSTICE 
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T-I-6 12 78 Control TARGET 
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mrehcnat mecrahtn emcrahnt elenenth MERCHANT 

farterue frcauter rfcautre pandages FRACTURE 

Non-Word Targets 

hnerelas heenarsl ehenarls cataligs HENERALS 

hmoamdno hommnaod ohmmnado preakage HOMMANDO 

nrawelel naerewll anerewll anatomip NAREWELL 

epxaledr exlpdare xelpdaer phloride EXPLADER 

abbleiua abebulai baebulia agrocity ABBELUIA 

attneidx atetdnxi taetdnix averrant ATTENDIX 

akrnaisg araksngi raaksnig mossamer ARKANSIG 

bralfmie bafrilem abfrilme tascists BARFLIME 

braltceh batrelhc abtrelch tritical BARTLECH 

duotnain donuitna odnuitan slutches DOUNTIAN 

ammtotae amomatet maomatte larnacle AMMOTATE 

tormoliy trooimyl rtooimly hatholic TROOMILY 

bordaiv/b braowdbi rbaowdib plounder BROADWIB 

darminat driaamtn rdiaamnt poubloon DRAIMANT 

bornwsom brwoonms rbwoonsm kyclical BROWNOSM 

sachptie scpaihet cspaihte nootnote SCAPHITE 

bcuahunf buhcnafu ubhcnauf poalesce BUCHANUF 

bdupasug buadupgs ubadupsg elcircle BUDAPUSG 

bfebulbe beufbbel ebufbble exorfist BEFUBBLE 

addcaehs adadhcse daadhces noldfish ADDACHES 

affreceh afeferhc faeferch sinomial AFFERECH 

mceaicny meicnayc emicnacy easenent MECIANCY 

atscotae asotacet saotacte epigrach ASTOCATE 

addgonat adodagtn daodagnt conniter ADDOGANT 

bruisutn busrtinu ubsrtiun eannings BURSITUN 

ammorcah amrmaohc marmaoch bullrint AMMROACH 

sahrgnat shgaartn hsgaarnt explacit SHAGRANT 

bveledie beeviled ebevilde forwargs BEVELIDE 
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T-I-6 12 78 Control TARGET 
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apprutae apuparet pauparte fruision APPURATE 

gmoipels gopmlise ogpmlies bettings GOMPILES 

addorevs adrdvose dardvoes slincher ADDROVES 

abbalmis ablbiasm balbiams giabetic ABBLAIMS 

arrgeroy arerogyr raerogry biscover ARREGORY 

aggyeaxi?y agegiA^yya gaegwyay tranules AGGEYWAY 

attreegn atetgrne taetgren gasebook ATTERGEN 

aumessty amsuteys masutesy aiplines AMUSETSY 

darkntes drnaekst rdnaekts cootsore DRANKETS 

airnapie araiinep raaiinpe envisape ARIANIPE 

tohssray thsoasyr htsoasry kraftees THOSSARY 

garknesp grnaskpe rgnaskep ainborne GRANKSEP 

annranet ananertn naanernt auracity ANNARENT 

sahunalr shnalura hsnaluar sidactic SHAM7LAR 

tardnres trnaedsr rtnaedrs caboofle TRANDERS 

clawores caolewsr acolewrs dellular CALOWERS 

abbsuotm abubtsmo baubtsom argumelt ABBUSTOM 

airnasak araianks raaiansk amateuls ARIANASK 

ahprosat apoharts paoharst epeglass APHORAST 

addlodae adodaled daodalde slatfoot ADDOLADE 

sapkcuot spcaoktu pscaokut fartoons SPACKOUT 

attsuvie atutisev tautisve elpedite ATTUSIVE 

darsscis drsaissc rdsaiscs franklon DRASSICS 

amrneoit areminto raeminot rabinets ARMENIOT 

attseosr atetssro taetssor althouch ATTESSOR 

aggvilas agigavsl gaigavls galaxoes AGGIVALS 

cuhtrsim chruitms hcruitsm choctows CHURTISM 

alltivie alilitev lailitve ascrives ALLITIVE 

aggaully aguglayl gauglaly phoirboy AGGUALLY 

nroamsst nomrsats onmrsast blowfash NORMASST 

appcaekr apapkcre paapkcer delerity APPACKER 

sapidnet spdaeitn psdaeint communos SPADIENT 

addnitiy adidinyt daidinty daffodol ADDINITY 
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T-1-6 12 78 Control TARGET 
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annmelbe 

abbsuoin 

affirvee 

guassoip 

perhtren 

approeny 

pelreuf1 

selhsemn 

aggarsie 

froitpet 

agguatls 

ngohwlel 

loomrial 

craenife 

ajIcanet 

corkcroy 

dseraetr 

fairgmas 

bartsels 

argpulty 

falhtaek 

dsiadlis 

groumals 

cgonalty 

birctuhs 

apucoart 

noohtlod 

ptalasim 

braseess 

psichkae 

eexpmalt 

egunefis 

ehtcisik 

anenbmel 

abubisno 

afrfeiev 

gasuispo 

prteehnr 

apopnrye 

pleefrlu 

slsemhne 

agrgiaes 

fotreitp 

agaglust 

nowgehll 

loroamli 

canrfeei 

alajectn 

crcookyr 

deastrre 

f igaarstn 

brsaltse 

agurtpyl 

fItaehka 

didsiasl 

gomrlusa 

coagtnyl 

brtihcsu 

auoprcta 

notoohdl 

paatilras 

baerssse 

pihsacek 

exmelpta 

eueginsf 

etihicks 

naenbmle 

baubison 

farfeive 

agsuisop 

rpteehrn 

paopnrey 

Ipeefrul 

Issemhen 

gargiase 

oftreipt 

gaagluts 

onwgehll 

olroamil 

acnrfeie 

laajecnt 

rccookry 

edastrer 

ifgaarms 

rbsaltes 

gaurtply 

Iftaehak 

iddsials 

ogmrluas 

ocagtnly 

rbtihcus 

uaoprcat 

ontoohld 

apatilsm 

abersses 

iphsacke 

xemelpat 

ueeginfs 

teihicsk 

seginner 

hollages 

lactions 

edertion 

fontract 

antedape 

abywhere 

lathroom 

disfavob 

apopleky 

curtnass 

abandant 

enforcas 

apheists 

defereft 

nockpits 

accestor 

guoyancy 

biweesly 

dronchus 

cirearms 

emassion 

pivision 

linishes 

desalate 

soalhole 

ebbitter 

applauso 

vaylight 

fluidily 

lorraulae 

panknote 

nastards 

A20JEMBLE 

ABBUSION 

AFFRIEVE 

GAUSSIOP 

PRETHERN 

APPORNEY 

PLEERFUL 

SLESHMEN 

AGGRAISE 

FORTIEPT 

AGGAULTS 

NOGWHELL 

LOORMAIL 

CARNEFIE 

ALJACENT 

CROCKORY 

DESARTER 

FIAGRAMS 

BRASTLES 

AGRUPTLY 

FLATHEAK 

DISDAILS 

GORMULAS 

COGANTLY 

BRITCHUS 

AUPOCRAT 

NOOTHOLD 

PATALISM 

BARESSES 

PISHCAKE 

EXEMPLAT 

EUGENIFS 

ETHICISK 
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sgeurgde sergdueg esrgduge hiplomat SEGRUDGE 

dnidgneg dignedgn idgnedng danquets DINGDENG 
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